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INTRODUCT[ON

INTRODUCTION

Studying culture's influence on work and employee interactions becomes increasingly
important with higher levels of international cooperation. With increased international
cooperation, we find an augmenting range of interactions between people from different nations
in a variety of areas. Cross-cultural interactions range from the business-world (demonstrated by
the proliferation of international strategic-alliances and mergers) to the non-profit world
(demonstrated by cooperation in international organizations such as the IJN and Greenpeace).
Cooperation in international organizations often implies that work groups are composed of
members from different nations; thus, the work groups may be bi-national or multinational. For
example, alliances with firms from other countries often entail that management, design,
marketing, and operation teams are composed of inembers from various nations. In the L1N or
Greenpeace, multinational teams have been required to complete tasks for several decades. This
dissertation is sparked by the need to understand the effect of cultural diversity on work group
perfonnance.

P Different national backgrounds affect group cooperation in specific ways. Received
wisdom tells us that culturally diverse groups suffer from difficulties that lead to lower
performance. Readers may think of stereotypes-affecting the perception and interpretation of
others' behavior-and cultural misunderstandings as typical examples of difficulties. Cultural
misunderstandings deserve attention for two reasons: they are difficult to recognize; and they can
lead to serious consequences. The following example of a critical incident illustrates the two
reasons for attention and shows that consequences can even have a disturbing physical nature.

An American-Japanese joint venture was about to start production, when an executive of the Japanese
parent company was "visiting and criticizing everything" according to an American engineer. On one

machine that performs a spindle job, the Japanese executive wanted to grease the bearing instead of use
oil, as it was prescribed in the standards manuaL The American engineer showed the Japanese executive
the standards manual, which supported the use of oil over grease. The Japanese executive "exploded at this

[and] was very angry" according to the American engineer. In response to the Japanese executive's anger,

the bearíng was greased; consequently, the machine "blew up". Afterwards, the engineers switched to oil,
and the machine has been working fine ever since (Weisinger 8c Salipante, 1995).

The example is used to illustrate the two pragmatic reasons for this dissertation: (1) the negative
diversity effects, such as cultural misunderstandings and their consequences; (2) the difficulty
in explaining cultural misunderstandings and clearing them up. The two pragmatic reasons

. motivate two lines of scientific inquiry: (1) to acquire insight into the effects of cultural
misunderstandings and their consequences on group functioning, work and perfonnance; (2) to
develop a training method that prepares group members to handle diversity effects so that diverse
groups do not suffer from perfonnance deficits.

The opening example shows a cultural misunderstanding between the American engineer
and the Japanese executive affecting the work (a machine was seriously damaged) and the
relationship between persons involved (the Japanese executive "exploded"). Cultural
misunderstandings inhibit group performance through the time needed to clear them up that
cannot be spent on work and through disturbing effects on the group atmosphere. Perfonnance-
inhibiting effects may be bigger in groups as more misunderstandings can occur the more persons
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INTRODUCTION

are interacting; hence, it is no surprise that performance-inhibiting effects are also found on firm
level: for example, Hambrick et aL (1998) found profit losses, foul-ups in strategic plans, and
career debacles in internationally operating firms. Consequently, investors are often skeptical
about intemational mergers and international firm cooperation (Chatterjee et a1.,1992).

The opening example also shows that understanding cultural misunderstandings is
difficult; from the severe imtation of the Japanese executive, we may draw the conclusion that
something went seriously wrong between the Japanese executive and the American engineer;
however, we do not exactly know how they misunderstood each other. The cultural differences
leading to the misunderstanding can only be speculated upon. The dissertation proposes a
training method that enables group members to understand cultural misunderstandings and detect
the cultural differences leading to them.'

The theoretical motivation for this dissertation was to find an explanation for an empirical
problem emerging from the literature on group-diversity effects: the problem of contrasting
diversity effects. After a short description of the group-diversity literature, the problem of
contrasting effects will be explained. Group-diversity research was stimulated by the broad
occurrence of culturally diverse groups and has taken place in two fields: organization studies
and social psychology. Organization studies explored the effects of demographic diversity
(referring to nationality, races, ethnicity, age, gender, profession, and function) on work groups,
in response to the increasingly diverse work force faced by organizations. Social psychologists
have studied diversity beyond demographic features, but have also included members' diversity
in individual characteristics, such as attitudes, values, and intelligence.

The empirical research in social psychology and organization studies demonstrated
contradicting effects: cultural diversity can both inhibit and promote group performance.
Examples of performance inhibiting effects include less group commitment (Kirchmeyer 8c
Cohen, 1992), slow action taking, less responsiveness to competitors' initiatives (Hambrick, Cho,
8t Chen, 1996), and low decision-quality (Rogelberg 8c Rumery, 1996). lnhibiting effects are no
surprise, as we know about such effects as stereotypes and cultural misunderstandings; however,
finding performance-promoting diversity effects might have been less expected. Empirical
studies have confirmed a number ofperformance-promoting effects: higher group commitment,
greater idea variance, broader perspectives, and more creative solutions-all of which result in
higher work performance (Rindova, 1994; Knight et al., 1999).

The relationship between performance-inhibiting and performance-promoting effects is
not yet completely understood. Thus, no framework and no theory on performance-related group-
diversity effects exists (Watson et al., 1993; Ilgen, LePine, 8c Hollenbeck, 1997). The literature
only offers assumptions. This dissertation also does not provide a comprehensive theory, but it
does offer a theoretical explanation that is empirically studied. The dissertation attempts to make
two contributions: first, to integrate knowledge from different disciplines~rganization studies,

1 I followed the interpretation given by the authors reporting the incidents. It has to be acknowledged
that other interpretations would also be possible. The misunderstand could have been caused by other
factors, such as inteipersonal differences, different professional identities, or situational circumstances.
Neglecting these factors might be an inappropriate simplification of the explanation.
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INTRODUCTION

social psychology, and cross-cultural psychology-to explain the contrasting diversity effects;
second, to contribute to applied cross-cultural-psychology research on intercultural training a
method that trains the detection ofcultural differences.

Corresponding with the two contributions, the dissertation is organized in two major
parts: Part [ concerns the theoretical and empirical explanation of contrasting diversity effects;
Part II concerns a training method and its conceptual background. The two parts of the
dissertation build on each other as the second part makes use of knowledge gained in the first part
to develop a training method. A more detailed description of the two parts follows.

Part I attempts to explain the contrasting diversity effects with changes in performance-
related diversity effects over time: every diverse group suffers from inhibiting diversity effects;
yet, also benefits from promoting diversity effects. Inhibiting effects decrease and promoting
effects increase over time in both high-diversity groups and low-diversity-groups; however, the
effects are supposed to be stronger in high-diversity groups. Performance-inhibiting effects are
visible in the beginning-stage, while performance-promoting effects are visible in the end-stage
of group cooperation. In the beginning-stage, diversity may cause many communication
difficulties. Dealing with these difficulties takes time that cannot be spent at work, and it affects
negatively other factors of inember interaction; thus, performance is inhibited; and the potential
performance-promoting effects do not become visible. However, the communication difficulties
are expected to decrease over time. With lower difficulties, more time could be spent on work,
so that, in the end, performance-promoting can be visible. Performance-promoting effects are
assumed to increase over time.

In Part II of the dissertation, a skill-training method is developed. Part II responds to two
motivating research questions: (1) which skill must group members have so that they can
maximize the performance-promoting diversity effects; (2) how can this skill be trained?
Methods focusing on performance maximization are scarce in the intercultural-training literature
(e.g., Smith 8c Berg, 1997) as training methods only deal with communication problems in
diverse teams. Part II contributes to existing training research the idea that detecting cultural
differences in ongoing communication is the key skill in international encounters. To prevent
further consequences, the American engineer and the Japanese executive in the opening example
should start to detect what has caused the misunderstanding between them.

The dissertation chapters are organized as follows: Chapters I to 4 belong to Part I of the
dissertation and Chapters 5 to 7 belong to Part II of the dissertation. Chapter 1 reviews the group-
diversity-research literature and identifies two research traditions that follow different ways to
explain the contrasting diversity effects-the choice is made for a process-oriented tradition.
Chapter 2 evaluates existing frameworks for suitability in explaining the contrasting effects.
Chapter 3 draws diversity-related factors from existing empirical findings and organizes them
into a conceptual framework suitable to investigate the contrasting effects. Chapter 4 presents
an empirical analysis of the theoretical explanation concerning the contrasting effects.

The findings of the empirical study on performance-related group-diversity effects are
briefly presented here, because the findings help the reader to understand the connection between
Part I and Part II. The empirical study of group-diversity-effects and their changes over time
revealed two unexpected findings for which several potential explanations can be given; one was
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chosen to be studied in Part II. Findings can be summarized in three main effects: (1) diversity
inhibits performance in the beginning-stage; (2) unexpectedly, diversity does not increase
communication difficulties; and (3) unexpectedly, no promoting effects on the work dimension
could be found. The third finding was the biggest surprise, because, in the end-stage, we also did
not find diversity effects on the social dimension that could have inhibited group members to
benefit from their diversity.

As expected, high-diversity groups generate less ideas in the beginning-stage than low-
diversity groups. Based on the performance inhibition in the beginning-stage, one may conclude
that diversity is a negative factor for groups; however, findings also suggest that the inhibition
declines rather quickly after the group has started work. Already after one hour, high-diversity
groups generate an equal amount of ideas as low-diversity groups. We expected communication
difficulties together with other factors on the social dimension to cause performance inhibition.
However, unexpectedly, we could only find less member participation; thus, inhibition has taken
place without a higher communication-difficulty frequency in high-diversity groups.

The second unexpected finding concerns the absence of performance-promoting effects
in the end-stage. It was expected that high-diversity groups would be able to generate more new
ideas in the end-stage than low-diversity groups, because then communication difficulties would
have stopped inhibiting work. However, data did not confirm the performance-promoting effects.
This finding is even more surprising as we did not find inhibiting effects on the social dimension.
The explanation chosen to be studied in Part II suggests that differences in communication-
difficulties could not be found, because misunderstandings did not lead as fast as expected to
consequences; consequences ofmisunderstandings were weaker than expected; and performance
promotion could not be found, because group members could not access their cultural differences
in ideas. Apparently, consequences such as the imtation of the Japanese executive in the opening
example need more time than expected before they are recognizable. The absence of
performance-promoting effects is explained with an incapability of group members to access
their culturally diverse ideas. Therefore, we concluded that group members need to be trained
in detecting their cultural differences in ideas.

Part II develops a training method that enables trainees to detect cultural differences in
ideas and in social-behavior standards leading to cultural misunderstandings. Chapter 5 offers
a diversity construct that can be used to explain performance-inhibiting and performance-
promoting effects; cultural differences are described as differences in rules. Chapter 6 introduces
a new training method for the detection skill. The idea ofa training method for was not obtained
from the intercultural-training literature, but was based on literature from interpersonal
perception on decoding verbal and nonverbal behavior. The training method goes beyond
existing methods in three ways: first, trainees can apply the skill to detect both work-related
difTerences and social-behavior differences; second, trainees learn how to detect differences in
the ongoing communication; and, third, trainees leam to use verbal and nonverbal cues to detect
differences. Chapter 6 presents results of an empirical evaluation of the new method. The data
support the training method being effective; trained subjects detected more cultural differences
than un-trained subjects in a test that was developed to measure the training success. As we do
not know how cultural differences are detected-i.e., which cognitive activities are involved-,
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Chapter 7 develops a framework to study the cognitive detection-process that is lacking in the
cross-cultural psychology literature. Findings of previous chapters led to a conceptualization of
the detection process based on the assumption that detection depends on misunderstandings.
Whenever a misunderstanding is recognized, one can start to detect the underlying differences
and verbalize them. The last chapter of the dissertation describes conclusions.

The discussion up to this point sets the motivation and broadly describes the substance
of the dissertation. For readers requiring a short but detailed description of the individual
chapters, the following condensed description of chapter contents is offered.

Chapter I: Arg:rments for process-oriented research on group diversity
Group-diversity research is reviewed to develop hypotheses for expiaining the contrasting effects
ofcultural diversity. Two underlying research traditions are identified that offer different ways
to answer the problem of contrasting results~onsisting of performance-promoting and
performance-inhibiting diversity effects. The first research tradition assumes that positive and
negative effects are each related to different diversity types or diversity levels (cf Austin, 1997)
(subsequently referred to as group-composition research). The second research tradition assumes
that positive and negative effects change during group cooperation (subsequently referred to as
process-oriented research). The chapter argues that process-oriented research is the correct
tradition to follow in order to explain the contradiction in diversity effects. In line with this
research tradition, the research question concerning the contrasting effects is specified: how do
performance-promoting and perfonnance-inhibiting effects change over time (cf Watson et al.,
1993)? The study of Watson et al. (1993) gives reason to assume that performance-promoting
effects may only emerge after diverse groups have worked together for some time.

Chapter 2: E.risting frameworks of diversity effects
This short chapter discusses existing frameworks for diversity-effect studies with respect to their
applicability for an empirical study ofperformance-promoting and performance-inhibiting effects
over time. In contrast to what would be expected given the large body of existing empirical
studies on group-diversity effects, conceptual frameworks and models ofprocess-oriented group-
diversity effects are scarce-existing empirical studies are possibly of an exploratory nature. The
literature was searched for models that include work-process-related factors that allow to measure
changes over time. Only five models could be found ofwhich three models are discussed. The
remaining two models include only one process-related factor and are, thus, not suitable for study
the process. None of the three models that are discussed appears to be fully appropriate for a
study explaining performance-promoting and performance-inhibiting effects. They have several
minor shortcomings, and two more prominent shortcomings: ( 1) insufficient explanations of
diversity effects are offered; ( 2) factors are not useful for diversity-effect related behavior-
observations. The conclusion was to develop an alternative framework.

Chapter 3: A process-orientedframeivork of diversity effects
Existing empirical studies on group-diversity effects are classified in order to determine relevant
factors for a study on changes of group-diversity effects over time. Factors are classified in two
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dimensions: first, the direction of effects (performance-inhibiting and performance-promoting
diversity effects); and second, factors on the social dimension or the work dimension of groups.
The second dimension is proposed by Fisher (1980) to distinguish between actions directed
towards work and actions directed towards social interaction. Factors measuring coping activities
are additionally included. Coping activities describe activities for dealing with the diversity
effects. The idea ofcoping activities is based on the framework of Lazarus and Folkman (1984)
concerning stress-related coping. It is assumed that coping activities may counterbalance actual
diversity effects.

Chapter 4: Short-term changes in highly diverse teams: An empirical study
The process-oriented framework of diversity effects is operationalized, and data are collected
from student work-groups. A quasi-experimental design (Cook 8c Campbell, 1979) is applied to
compaze groups composed of inembers from one or two different nations (low-diversity groups)
with groups composed of inembers from three or four different nations (high-diversity groups).
They worked for a limited time offour hours on a creative task, developing a new game. Process-
oriented data were observed from three time periods: the beginning-stage, middle-stage, and end-
stage of the group work. The performance was measured in terms of game-originality and game-
quality. Findings have already been described above.

Chapter 5: A situation-bound conceptualization of cultural diversity
This chapter analyses culture definitions to find a definition whose constituents or culture
components conespond to this research context and a training program. Several requirements are
formulated. Two important requirements concern the practical detection of culture components
and the conceptual explanation of how cultural diversity leads to cognitive diversity. Culture
components must be conceptualized in a form that allows practical detection in the ongoing
communication; thus, culture components must be detectable. Culture components must be
conceptually connected to cognitive diversity (Hambrick, Cho, 8r. Chen, 1996); thus, connected
to diverse innovative ideas and solutions. Existing cultural-diversity conceptualizations give
fairly vague explanations as to how different cultures lead to cognitive diversity. Chapter 5
introduces a culture definition that conceptualizes cultural differences on the level of detectable
behavior depending on the situation, i.e. in terms of cultural rules with an if-then-structure.

Chapter 6: Training of rule detection: An empirical study
The surprising absence ofpromoting diversity effects in the end-stage when no inhibiting effects
were observable suggests that group members were incapable of detecting their cognitive
diversity. It is concluded that they need the specific skill ofdetecting cultural differences (i.e.,
cultural rules) in the ongoing communication. The rule-detection skill requires training. Chapter
6 includes a rationale for intervention and a training method for detecting cultural differences.
The literature on intercultural-training methods includes only one method that trains the detection
of cultural differences-the Cultural Assimilator Technique (e.g., Fiedler, Mitchell, á Triandis,
1971), but this technique suffers from shortcomings that make it impossible to transfer the
leaming effect to detection of cultural differences in the ongoing communication. An alternative
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training method was developed using videotaped scenes of bi-cultural encounters that are
watched and discussed with participants. Chapter 6 presents findings of an empirical evaluation
study that validates the training method. Results of subjects participating in the training and
subjects without training are compared. Findings suggest that the training method is
successful-trained persons have detected more rules in the test than un-trained persons. The
results are important, because they support the existence of a rule-detection skill that is worth
further study.

Chapter 7: The rtde-detection process
The final chapter presents a further conceptual analysis of the cognitive rule-detection process.
As cross-cultural-psychology literature does not provide a conceptualization of the rule-detection
process, the rule-detection activities are conceptualized drawing from literature on interpersonal
perception, decoding research and processing knowledge-structures. The ideas of this chapter
provide a basis for further research about detection activities. It is assumed that detection of
cultural differences in ongoing communication depends on misunderstandings. The rule
detection, hence, includes the following activities: detecting misunderstandings, detecting rules,
and verbalizing rules.

7



Chapter 1 Arguments for process-oriented research on eroup diversitv

1 ARGUMENTS FOR PROCESS-ORIENTED RESEARCH ON
GROUP-DIVERSITY

1.1 Introduction

The group dynamics literature within social psychology began studying the effects of inembers'
diversity or heterogeneity on the group performance in the 1960's (see Shaw, 1981). In
organization studies, the topic became popular in the 1980's in connection with studies on the
composition of top-management teams, as well as questions regarding the management of
diverse work forces. Top-management teams composed of managers with different national,
ethnical, functional backgrounds, as well as mixed gender and age have been studied extensively

.~-(e.g., Wiersema 8r Bantel, 1992; Hambrick, et al., 1996). Diversity was used to explain various
outcomes at the individual, team and organizational level, for example, to explain firm

.~ performance (e.g., Ancona 8r. Caldwell, 1992).
In experimental designs, effects of diversity are explored by comparing heterogeneous

~h homogeneous groups in several related variables. Ifdifferences are found, it is concluded
that diversity has an effect; no differences are interpreted as no diversity effects. If heterogenous
groups achieve better performance than homogeneous groups, it is concluded that diversity has
positive or performance-promoting effects. If heterogeneous groups perform less than
homogeneous groups, it is referred that diversity has negative or performance-inhibiting effects.

The empirical findings in [he literature reveal contrasting results for diversity-effects.
- Heterogeneous groups sometimes have a higher performance (e.g., McLeod 8c Lobel, 1992;

Watson, Kumar, á Michaelsen, 1993; Griest 8c Case, 1996) and sometimes have a lower
performance than homogeneous groups (e.g., Webber, 1978; Dafar 8r Gustavsson, 1992; Watson,
Kumar, 8t Michaelsen, 1993). The contrasting effects of diversity are not yet satisfactory
explained by theory, although several attempts have already been made.

Concerning the performance-promoting effect, it is hypothesized that cultural diversity
is associated with cognitive diversity (cf, Hambrick et al., 1998).Z This diversity makes it
possible that members ofdifferent cultures can generate a higher number ofdifferent altematives
(McLeod 8t Lobel, 1992), perspectíves (Maznevski, 1994), or paradigms (Milliken 8c Martins,
1996). The cognitive diversity is merged to shared cognitions, mental models of the team,
collective cognitive maps, or a dominant logic (Knight et al., 1999).A more mystical and, as it
shall be argued, less plausible explanation is the notion of synergy. It says that from diverse
inputs come energies that lead together to results that are better than the sum of the inputs (cf,
Hackman 8c Morris, 1975; Adler, 1992). This synergetic effect has been postulated repeatedly,
but not demonstrated empirically. More likely, the term synergy reflects a lack of conceptual and
empirical knowledge about the different forms of inputs; the unexpected part of the improvement

2 Cognitive diversity can also emerge when group members gather information from a variety of sources
and have so diverse interpretations and perspectives (Hambrick 8c Mason, 1984).
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Chapter 1 Arguments for process-oriented research on group diversity

might result from un-detected intervening variables, such as motivation, attitudes and different
levels of task related inputs.

The performance-inhibiting effect ofdiversity groups can be explained with productivity
losses (Steiner, 1972; Watson et al., 1998). These are "those nonproductive actions that are
prompted by frustration, competing motivations, or inadequate understanding" (Steiner, 1972,
p.8). Authors assume different ways in which diversity leads to productivity losses and
performance inhibition, and presume different intervening variables between diversity on the one
hand and performance inhibition on the other. Milliken and Martins (1996), for example,
hypothesize difficulties in coordination, followed by negative affective consequences. Maznevski
(1994) assumes that productivity losses are caused by unsuccessful integration.

Assuming that the assumptions about cognitive diversity and productivity losses are
correct, one must find an answer to the questions when diversity leads to performance inhibition
and when to performance promotion, i.e when cognitive diversity becomes manifest, and when
productivity losses vanish. This chapter describes two research traditions that can be followed
when one wants to investigate performance-promoting and performance-inhibiting effects. The
research traditions are derived from the designs applied in existing empirical studies, that have
an exploratory character. One can either focus on group compositions or on the group process to
come to an explanation for the contrasting diversity-effects. First, the basic assumptions
underlying both options will be briefly characterized, then the empirical findings related to them
will be reviewed.

Empirical findings of thirty-four studies on group diversity or heterogeneity are used to
illustrate the assumptions. The studies were published between 1961 and 1999 in journals of
social psychology and organization science. An overview of the studies including references and
the various diversity-dimensions that were analyzed can be found in the Appendix, (Appendix
1, Tables 1-1 and 1-2). One table illustrates the beneficial effects of diversity, while the other
illustrates the detrimental effects.

The overview of the studies on group-diversity includes studies on different diversity
dimensions. Groups may be diverse in dimensions that are typically associated with culture, like
national (e.g., Webber, 1978; O'Reilly et al., 1989), racial, or ethnic background (e.g., Collins
8c Guetzkow, 1964; McLeod 8z Lobel, 1992). Additionally, studies are included concerning other
diversity dimensions that are not typically associated with culture, like organizational tenure (e.g.,
Wagner, Pfeffer, 8c O'Reilly, 1984, Tsui 8z O'Reilly, 1989), diversity in personality traits (e.g.,
Shaw, 1981; Aamodt 8c Kimbrough, 1982), diversity in individual attitudes and individual values
(e.g., Meglino, Ravlin, 8z Adkin, 1989), etc. These dimensions also reflect group-diversity. They
are included in the review, because as yet no theory exists on the basis ofwhich cultural diversity
could be restricted to nationality or ethnical background.

The studies on group-diversity presented in Table 1 and 2 in the Appendix contained
various outcome measures. Diversity effects relate to these measures. Variables can be
distinguished in measures at a socia] dimension and at a work dimension. Measures of social
effects include satisfaction, discrimination, role conflictlambiguity, interpersonal attractiveness,
absence ofgroup meetings, and group commitment. Work-related variables are goal-definitions,
work-plans~prioritizing, cooperative choices, number and quality of alternatives of solutions,
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number and quality of evaluation-criteria, originalitylpracticability of solutions, creativity,
effectiveness, and number of diversification strategies. The work results also affect the
organization, therefore studies also measure short-term and long-term organizational
performance.

Most measurements consisted of self-ratings made by group members or of ratings made
by external evaluators (e.g., Tsui 8r O'Reilly, 1989). Also performance is in most studies
operationalized in terms ofratings (e.g., Tsui 8r. O'Reilly, 1989; Ancona 8t Caldwell, 1992). Only
a few studies tried to develop more objective measures, such as adherence to budget and schedule
(Ancona 8c Caldwell, 1992). Studies on group heterogeneity in psychology use experimental
settings where groups are artificially composed. Studies in organization science study natural
groups, such as boards of directors, work units, organizational task groups, and superior and
subordinate-dyads.

The work groups observed in the studies of the review worked on various tasks. Types
of tasks have differed considerably; reaching from all kinds of management tasks, study
assignments (like case studies, e.g., Watson, Kumar, 8r. Michaelsen, 1993), or experimental tasks.
The latter tasks include the prisoner dilemma game (e.g., Cox, Lobel, 8c McLeod, 1991),
brainstorming tasks where members have to solve a problem (e.g., McLeod 8c Lobel, 1992), and
group discussions where members have to develop perspectives on a problem (e.g., Schruijer 8c
Mosterd, 1997). Levels of analysis have been group level and individual level. For this review,
only group level results are selected, because the framework to be described is restricted to the
effects of diversity on the group as a whole.

1.2 Tradition of group-composition research

The underlying objective of the research tradition focused on group composition is searching for
an optimal group composition. Variations in the group composition are carried out to determine
which effects arise from different compositions and variations of them (cf Shaw, 1981;
Jackson,1992). The assumption that one searches for advantageous group compositions is not
explicitly mentioned. It results logically from the large scale of research activities adding
constantly new diversity dimensions to the picture of beneficial and detrimental effects of
diversity. The underlying idea might be that certain diversity dimensions (e.g., age or nationality)
are more advantageous than others or certain combinations of diversity-dimensions are "better"
than others, i.e. leading to better performance (cf Smith et al., 1994). Shaw (1981), a proponent
of this tradition, has formulated different hypotheses regarding the effects ofdiversity in gender,
race, and personality profiles. According to Shaw (1981), only diversity in personality profiles
can lead to performance-promoting effects, while diversity in gender and races has detrimental
effects. A group composition would be optimal if it would lead to consistently positive work-
results on different measures.

The argument supporting this tradition is that different group compositions lead to
contrasting results for identical effect parameters. Conformity, communication effectiveness,
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socially oriented talking, and work effectiveness are either increased or decreased depending on
the type ofdiversity. For example, Wild and Braid (1996) found less socially oriented talking in
groups of inembers that had diverse levels of abilities, while Shaw (1981) found more socially
oriented talking for groups of mixed gender. Griest and Case (1996) showed higher work
effectiveness in groups of diverse races, while Dafar and Gustavsson (1992) found lower
effectiveness with different nationalities.

Looking at empirical findings for the dimensions that ]ead to either positive or negative
results (see Appendix 1, Table I-1 and 1-2), we get a first tentative impression of diversity
dimensions that consistently lead to performance-promoting or performance-inhibiting effects.
However, the number of studies included is too small to derive valid conclusions. For example,
for several diversity-dimensions, only one reference could be found. Dimensions exclusively
associated with performance-promoting effects are diversity in the number of conceptual systems
that are used to organize information (Harvey, Hunt, 8c Schroder, 1961; Triandis, Hall, 8c Even,
1965), attitudes (Triandis et al., 1965), traits-stable personality characteristics (Shaw, 1981;
Aamodt 8c Kimbrough, 1982), and organizational tenure (Murray, 1989; Ancona 8t Caldwell,
1992). These dimensions might be the advantageous diversity-dimensions leading to an optimal
group composition. Exclusively performance-inhibiting effects reflecting disadvantageous
diversity-dimensions could not be identified.

Some diversity dimensions show both kinds of results, beneficial as well as detrimental.
They are a puzzle because searching for an optimal group composition one is only interested in
the positive results. Performance-promoting as well as performance-inhibiting effects are found
for the dimensions professional background (BantelBc Jackson, 1989; Wiersema 8i Bantel, 1992;
Hambrick, 1994; Rindova, 1994), age (Wagner et al., 1984; Tsui 8i O'Reilly, 1989; Judge and
Ferris, 1993), and culturallethnical background ( Hoffmann, Harburg, 8c Maier, 1962; McLeod
8t Lobel, 1992; Dafar 8c Gustavsson, 1992; Watson 8r. Kumar, 1992; Griest and Case, 1996). One
might conclude, that these dimensions appear to be advantageous only under certain conditions.
These conditions must then be further studied. It can be argued that advantageous dimensions
may cause much cognitive diversity and only a few process-losses. Disadvantageous dimensions
may lead to less cognitive diversity and to more process-losses. The process-losses inhibit the use
of the cognitive diversity. Strategies to advance the search for the optimal group-composition
are to compose groups of inembers heterogeneous in some characteristics, but homogeneous in
others (Triandis et al., 1965) and to combine diversity-dimensions with task types (Hambrick, et
al., 1998), or with environmental conditions, such as different organizational frameworks, like
stable or dynamic industries (Smith et al., 1994).

More advanced designs also include intervening variables like visibility of diversity
dimensions (e.g., McCann et al., 1985; Pelled, 1996) and job relatedness of diversity dimensions
(Pelled, 1996). Triandis et al. (1965) found performance-promoting effects (i.e., higher creativity)
for groups that were homogeneous in abilities and values, but heterogeneous in attitudes. The
other combinations ofheterogeneity and homogeneity in abilities, attitudes, and values had no
effects.

Another way to improve the models explaining performance differences based on group-
composition is to include task types. Authors assume that diversity dimensions have different
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effects on group performance depending on the type of task (cf, Forsyth, 1990; Shaw, 1981;
Hambrick et al., 1998). Hambrick et aL (1998) distinguished three task types: creative,
computational, and coordinative tasks. They classified diversity into values, cognitive schemas,
demeanour, and language, and then hypothesized different effects for different task-types.
Diversity in values would, for instance, affect creative tasks positively, coordinative tasks
negatively, and would have no effect on computational tasks. Shaw (1981) hypothesized that
team members' cognitive diversity does only positively affect complex, but not concrete tasks.
Jackson (1992) proposed to compose groups of inembers similar or dissimilar in personal
attributes and technical skills depending on the task type. Similarity in personal attributes and
dissimilarity in technical skills supports work on perfot7nance tasks requiring much
interdependence. Similarity in personal attributes is advantageous if groups must be creative and
work on tasks with several good solutions and if they must solve problems with one correct
answer. Dissimilarity in technical abilities and skills supports work on creative tasks, but is
disadvantageous for tasks with only one good solution.

O'Reilly, Williams, and Barsade (1998) studied the combination ofdiversity in various
businesses. They showed that in manufacturing and retailing, tenure diversity disturbs the group
process, leading to more conflicts and poorer implementation, while effects of race-ethnic
diversity varied. Smith et al. (1994) suggest that ín a high-velocity environment, top-management
teams diverse in educational background have advantages, while teams diverse in functional
background were not better than non-diverse teams. It seems, that in a high-velocity environment,
educational diversity may have creative benefits that offset the disadvantages of diversity.

If one would want to develop an idea for intervention knowing which diversity
dimensions would be optimal given certain tasks or environments, one would have to artificially
compose work groups matching the advantageous dimensions with the tasks or the organizational
environment (cf Shaw, 1981). Intervention would have, thus, to take place before a group starts
to work together; intervention would mean selection. Needless to say, that the need for such
procedures would seriously jeopardize any flexibility in composing teams. Creating an optimal
group composition is difficult in practice, because mapping all relevant task aspects, the matching
diversity dimensions, and the combinations of them is very difficult. If all diversity dimensions,
even personality factors, attitudes and levels of conceptual systems are taken into account,
matching them with tasks is virtually impossible due to every team member having several
diversity dimensions with sometimes contrasting effects. Apart from this, the costs to hire team
members with matching diversity-dimensions and a high expertise of the task for short-term
projects might also outweigh the benefits.

1.3 Tradition of process-oriented research

Proponents of the process-oriented research tradition emphasize changes in group and work
processes over time, assuming that not so much the diversity type determines which kinds of
results can be found, but the stage which the group has reached in its functioning over time
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(Smith et al., 1994). Heterogeneous groups may perform better or worse than homogeneous
depending upon the point in time in which they are observed. Consequently, diversity effects are
time dependent, and the moment of ineasurement is important. It is also assumed that effects on
the work dimension can be explained with changes on the social dimension.

This tradition looks for process patterns in diverse groups to determine appropriate
moments for intervention and to accelerate the process ofreaching the point in time after which
groups can make use of their diversity (cf, Rogelberg 8c Rumery, 1996; Watson et al., 1998;
Knight et al., 1999). This tradition is particularly meaningful for cases where the group
composition is given and cannot be changed.

In social psychology, there are various approaches to distinguish between process stages
of groups (see, Bales 8c Strodtbeck, 1951; Tuckman, 1965). The phases of Bales and Strodtbeck
(1951) relate to the phases ofproblem solving. It is started with infotmation gathering, proceeded
with information evaluation, decision making and decision implementation. Tuckman (1965)
describes four stages that work groups have to pass before they can perfonn efficiently:
"forming", "storming", "norming" and "performing". The "forming"stage is characterized by
high member uncertainty and their search for group goals. "Storming" means that members pass
a stage where they rebel against the first leader, have many conflicts, and reject the first extemally
designed version of the task. In the "notming" stage, they develop their own group norms and
start to openly exchange infonnation. According to Tuckman (1965), efficient perfonnance is
possible only during the last stage, when members accept their roles, use them and concentrate
on the task.

In organization science, researchers only recently recognized the importance of process
measures. Smith et al. (1994) and Knight et al.(1999) could show that models describing the
effects ofgroup diversity on performance which include process measures such as "agreement-
seeking" and "interpersonal conflict" have more predictive power than models that hypothesize
direct effects of diversity on team performance. However, their measures were not gathered
across time, but post-process; thus, they rather measure the result of the group process instead of
the process itself.

More advanced was the design ofWatson and colleagues (1993). They observed the group
process over seventeen weeks and presupposed that group-performance changes over time and
that measurement time is important. Watson et al. (1993) showed that heterogeneous student
groups performed less well than homogeneous groups at the beginning, but after 17 weeks,
reached a higher level of perfotmance.

For culturally diverse groups, the group process and its stages have not yet been
conceptually modeled and have rarely been empirically studied (Watson et al., 1998; Knight et
al., 1999). For this reason, one cannot refer to a specific research tradition in the group-diversity
research. Reasons for this scarcity of research might be that process measures are challenging to
obtain from top-level executives (cf. Smith et al., 1994), and it is difficult to find comparable
groups working together for a long time. Laboratory studies are usually short-term studies, hence,
they are less appropriate to study the group process. The few studies that have been carried out
studying the process in diverse groups, predominantly have descriptive character.

If the empirical findings are interpreted guided by a process-oriented approach, one can
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assume that effects are time-dependent and that effects on the social and the work-dimension
interact. The findings of Watson et aL (1993) show that heterogeneous groups need more time
to achieve their potential productivity. Hence, the "performing stage" (Tuckman, 1965) is reached
later. Heterogeneous as well as homogeneous groups spend more time dealing with the process-
losses than with the task at the beginning. The point in time, when they start to spend more time
dealing with the task than with the diversity related difficulties, will be reached later by
heterogeneous groups than by homogeneous groups. After this point in time, the performance-
promoting effects of diversity can get exploited and the heterogeneous groups can profit from
their higher cognitive diversity.

Since the cognitive diversity that plays a role on the work-dimension does not change over
time, it must be assumed that its performance-promoting effects are inhibited by effects on
another dimension. Negative social effects outweigh the positive work related effects at the
beginning. It can be assumed that inhibiting effects occur on the social dimension, while
promoting effects mainly occur on the work dimension.

The process-oriented approach can offer an explanation for the bi-directional effects found
for some diversity-dimensions (age, gender, and raciaUethnical background). It is possible that
effects were measured at different points in time; performance-inhibiting effects at the beginning
of the group process and performance-promoting effects in groups that had spent a certain time
together. The performance-inhibiting effects may reflect the group stage where diverse groups
had to spend more time in dealing with the diversity related communication difficulties than with
the task, so that they cannot make use of their cognitive diversity. The performance-promoting
effects may have been found after a certain point in time when the groups had overcome the
inhibiting effects of the diversity.

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show the hypothesized relationship between time dependency and the
inhibiting effects. To simplify the picture, the inhibiting effects are only related to communication
difficulties, while in reality, they can be found also on other factors of group functioning.
Performance-promoting diversity effects are depicted as frequency of task-related ideas. The
explanation of productivity losses is restricted to cognitive information-exchange, i.e. to "the
inadequate understanding" according to Steiner (1972). The information exchange can be
disturbed by diverse social rules with the consequence that fewer ideas--containing information
for creating original and high-quality solutions--become generated. Affective and social
information exchange and motivational group processes-depicted as "frustration and competing
motivation'~y Steiner (1972) are not part of the explanation given here. It is acknowledged that
other factors (e.g., social-categorization, social-identity, motivation, power, status, conformity
and concurrence seeking) should be included in a model that has the pretention to provide a
complete representation of reality. Thus, this research must be completed by models including
factors on the affective group-process level. Here, the focus will be on observable aspects of
interactions rather than on variables that depend strongly on internal traits and processes.

The model of cognitive process-losses is depicted for groups with low and with high
diversity. Instead of heterogeneity versus homogeneity of groups, the terms "high diversity"
versus "low diversity" are used. It is more accurate to assume variation in the degree ofdiversity
reaching from very low diversity to very high diversity. Low-diversity groups include members
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that are equal in several diversity dimensions. For example, they could have the same age, gender,
national, ethnic, and professional background. High-diversity groups include members with
differences in almost every imaginable dimension. Homogeneity can only be reached
approximately; in reality research designs can only homogenize groups on some diversity-
dimensions. For example, it would be difficult to compose groups of inembers with the same
level of conceptual systems, with the same personality traits, and attitudes. Furthermore, the
number of potential diversity dimensions varies unlimitedly.

Figure 1-1
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The diversity-effects develop in the same way for low-diversity (LD-groups) as for high-diversity
groups (HD-groups). The curves have the same shape, however, the inhibíting effects, as well as
the positive task-related effects, are assumed to be less strong in LD-groups. Initially, the stronger
inhibiting effects for the social dimension lead to lower performance in HD-groups compared to
the LD-groups, but the decrease of the inhibition effects makes it possible that the stronger
performance-promoting effects emerge in the end (Watson et al., 1998). It is assumed that the
performance is linearly related to the number of task perspectives; i.e. the more task perspectives
are generated the better the perfomiance.

One way to explain the inhibition is by the time needed to deal with communication
problems. At the beginning, both types ofgroups spend more time dealing with communication
difficulties than with task concerns. This changes, the longer groups work together. The point in
time, when the groups start to spend more time with the task than with communication difficulties
is supposedly reached later by HD-groups than by LD-groups. The arrows in the two figures
depict this point. When HD-groups have passed this point in time, the perfotmance-promoting
effects of diversity become visible. Restricting the inhibition to communication difficulties and
to the time they demand is fairly simple. The inhibition can also be explained by the complex
effects that a low initial interpersonal attractiveness has on the motivation to generate ideas, on
the motivation to take risks in bringing up new ideas and evaluating others' ideas, and on the
group commitment.
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The aim of an intervention technique inferred from the process-oriented research is to
provide the conditions under which the performance-promoting effects become visible. This can
be done by training specific coping activities helpful in lowering inhibiting effects, by directly
minimizing inhibiting effects, and by maximizing performance-promoting effects (cf., Jackson,
1992). Under these circumstances, the higher cognitive diversity of HD-groups can become
effective.

1.4 Summary

Simplifying, the performance-promoting diversity effects can be summarized as generation of
more ideas and the perforrnance-inhibiting effects as process losses on the social dimension. In
line with the group-composition tradition, the research question leading to an explanation of the
contrasting findings would have to be formulated as follows: Which diversity-dimensions lead
to more ideas, and in which kinds of groups occur more process losses? If the group process is
observed, the questions would have to be: When do diverse groups generate more ideas than non-
diverse groups? When do diverse groups have more process losses than non-diverse groups? How
is the number of ideas connected to the process losses in diverse and non-diverse groups?

This project follows the process-oriented tradition and studies the above described
relationships between promoting and inhibiting effects over time. Two reasons for this choice can
be given: first, in practice, group compositions often cannot be changed, and the selection of
suitable team members is also limited; second, group composition research has not explained the
conflicting results found for some of the diversity-dimensions. It appears that more process-
oriented research is needed to find an explanation, and that knowledge about how to intervene
in existing groups must be gathered (cf, Knight et al., 1999).

Assuming that performance-promoting effects become visible if productivity losses are
lowered, the research questions are specified for the process-oriented approach: when do
performance-promoting effects become visible; when do diverse groups start to outperform non-
diverse groups? When conditions are known that are necessary for HD-groups to achieve high
performance, these can possibly be realized. This relates to the second research question studied
empirically in Chapter 6: which skill do group members need to make use of their cognitive
diversity and how can it be trained?
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2 EXISTING FRAMEWORKS FOR DIVERSITY-EFFECTS

2.1 Introduction

To study group processes in diverse groups, a conceptual framework is needed that includes
parameters ofgroup functioning that can be studied over time. In the last chapter, it was described
that the existing findings about diversity effects on the social dimension and the work dimension
are contradictory, i.e. both performance-promoting diversity effects and negative effects were
found. The framework should explain these effects using process-related factors, and explain
when diversity leads to performance-promoting diversity effects and when to negative effects.
Literature about the interaction between performance-promoting diversity effects and negative
findings over time is scarce. The framework should offer explanations for the relationship
between diversity and process-related parameters on one hand, and between process-related
parameters and perfonnance on the other hand. Process-related factors should be on the group's
social and the work dimension; and the interaction between the two dimensions should be
described. Finally, process-related parameters should be proposed that are clearly defined.
Preferably, operationalizations of them should be proposed.

This chapter presents a review of existing models and frameworks on group diversity
effects that include process parameters. Although managing diversity is a very popular topic with
much written about it, little conceptual work has been done to model processes in culturally
diverse groups (cf Jackson, May Bi Whitney, 1995). A literature search revealed only four
models, developed by Maznevski (1994), Smith et al. (1994), Pelled (1996), and Knight et al.
(1999), and two general frameworks, developed by Jackson, May, and Whitney (1995), and
Milliken and Martins (1996).

The models of Smith et al., Pelled, and Knight et al. are not described in detail, because
they do not give insight into the group functioning over time and are not suitable to answer the
research questions of this project. These models are restricted to only two process parameters that
are not sufficient to explain the performance-promoting diversity effects and the negative effects
and their development over time. Smith et al. (1994) include the parameters social integration and
communication; Pelled (1996) uses the parameter conflict and group longevity; Knight et al.
(1999) include the parameters conflict and agreement seeking. The models do not give insight
why diverse groups sometimes reach performance-promoting diversity effects results, sometimes
negative; i.e. for example, why sometimes little conflict could be found, and at other times much
conflict could be found. It is also not explained how diversity relates to these process parameters.

2.2 The model of Maznevski (1994)

Maznevski describes a framework that she calls "basic model of group processes", gives a
"summary ofpropositions concerning diversity, communication, integration, and performance"
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and presents figures for both. Performance increase is explained by a higher diversity in task
perspectives. They are inhibited by diversity in communication behaviors, that disturb effective
communication, and, thus, the work. Her central parameter is integration. The diverse task
perspectives and the diverse communication behaviors must be integrated to achieve a
performance increase. Integration is the "combining of elements into a unified result, when
members are able to understand each other, combine, and build on each others ideas" (p. 537).
Integration can only be reached when members communicate effectively. What she calls
"effective group communication" can be seen as her description of the conditions under which
HD-groups start to perform better than LD-groups, thus, perfonnance-promoting diversity effects
become visible.

Maznevski defines cultural diversity referring to four value-dimensions of Hofstede, and
to two dimensions of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck. She uses the following dimensions
individualism~collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, and masculinity~femininity
(Hofstede,1984), and orientation to other people, activity, time, and nature, and assumptions
about the nature of humans (Kluckhohn 8c Strodtbeck, 1961). These dimensions supposedly
determine diversity in task perspectives and communication behaviors.

Her model of group processes links group and member characteristics with process
parameters and performance. Following process parameters are ]isted: goals, strategy,
participation, rules, coordination, flexibility, consensus, control, tolerance for conflict, and
explicit communication feedback-channels. She defends the choice ofparameters by the argument
that they are crucial for high productivity of decision-making groups.

In a second part of her paper, Maznevski describes an idea about intervention including
parameters that can be influenced by intervention. According to her, groups must try to fulfill
certain preconditions when they want to communicate effectively and to reach integration (i.e.
the performance-promoting diversity effects). She adopted this idea from Blakar (1985) who
developed a theory of communication-labeled "theory of communication in terms of
preconditions"-for families with a schizophrenic member. Blakar lists six preconditions of
effective communication: (1) shared social reality, (2) ability to decenter, (3) motivation to
communicate, (4) ability to negotiate and endorse contracts ofbehavior", (5) ability to attribute
difficulties appropríately and (6) confidence.

Discussion of Maznevski's framework
Maznevski's work explains how diversity leads to performance-promoting diversity effects and
negative effects, and describes the conditions under which group members can reach the
performance-promoting diversity effects. However, the explanations of the inhibiting effects, and
the interaction of the effects over time are insufficient. The conditions under which performance-
promoting diversity effects become visible are insufficiently characterized. Hence, Maznevski's
work is not suitable to study the research questions of this project. Another weakness is that many
parameters are not clearly defined; thus, it appears difficult to operationalize them.

The relationship between diversity and the promoting effects on performance is
insufficiently described. Maznevski does not explain how diversity-dimensions (i.e., the six value
dimensions) lead to diverse task perspectives and to diverse communication behaviors, and how
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they are related to the group-process parameters. The group process parameters are also
insufficiently linked to the other parameters, e.g., group- and members characteristics,
performance, preconditions of effective communication. Relationships between process
parameters are not described.

Further criticism concerns the basic constructs (i.e. the constructs integration, effective
communication), the choice ofBlakar's theory, the possibility to fulfill the preconditions, and the
diversity definition. Integration is inferred from a close examination of a group of empirical
studies showing high productivity for diverse groups. In exploring the parameter integration,
Maznevski neglects the second part of her own definition of integration, namely that next to
understanding it also includes the process of combining and building on each others ideas, and
focuses only on effective communication. The choice of her diversity definition is weakly
justified. It remains open why the dimensions of Hofstede (1984) and Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck
(1961) are chosen, and how these dimensions lead to differences in communication behaviors and
in task perspectives.

The assumption that fulfilling the preconditions might be as helpful for members of
diverse groups as it is for communication in families with a schizophrenic member can be
questioned; it is doubtful whether intervention in culturally diverse groups can be compared with
the intervention in families with a schizophrenic member due to four reasons: (1) Pathologically
disturbed persons have specifically distorted perceptions (cf, Furnham 8t Bochner, 1989) that
differ from misperceptions between culturally different persons. (2) Therapeutical interventions
are based on a strong motivation of patients suffering for a long time. Decision-making groups
suffer from communication problems, but never as much as a family with a schizophrenic
member. Their motivation to achieve the six preconditions is much less strong. (3) Members of
a work group do not need to share their social reality, but only those parts of it that relate to their
task and to the group communication. (4) A therapeutica] intervention takes usually a long time,
several weeks or months. Such a long time cannot be spent by a work group on participation in
a training-program.

Maznevski's idea for intervention is that "members are made aware of the communication
process and the preconditions... (and) be provided with specific information on the effects of the
type(s) of diversity relevant to their own situation" (p. 548). In the end, it can be questioned
whether this will influence the preconditions. The idea for intervention has to be criticized,
because it is restricted to effective communication. It is doubtful, whether members who fulfill
the six preconditions formulated by Blakar (1985) will automatically be able to also integrate
their perspectives on the task.

The group process parameters are broad and not well-defined so that operationalization
would be difficult. No operationalization is proposed for all but one of the preconditions of
Blakaz. The operationalization for "sharing the social reality" is discussing a cognitive map. The
discussion is stopped when the partners agree on thinking the same. Ifone measures whether a
cultural reality is shared, group members should discuss their cultural diversity and agree on its
components. It is difficult to imagine how the dimensions ofculture from Hofstede (1984) and
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) could be described as cognitive maps; for example, how one
could discuss one's basic assumptions about human nature and agree on thinking the same.
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2.3 The framework of Jackson, May, and Whitney (1995)

Subsequent model development has led independently to two frameworks that are very similar
in structure and content: the framework ofJackson, May and Whitney (1995), and the framework
of Milliken and Martins (1996). Both groups of authors present a framework that is supposed to
underline discussion and further model development. The frameworks will be introduced in
temporal order of their appearance, starting with Jackson and colleagues (1995).

Jackson and her colleagues developed their framework on the basis of theoretical
reasoning, summarizing literature about group dynamics, and empirical studies on diversity
effects. The complex framework consists of four columns: a column with the diversity construct,
a column with mediating processes, a column with short-term and a column with long-term
consequences. The columns include constructs which are divided in task-related and relations-
oriented constructs. Three levels ofanalysis are considered: individual, interpersonal, and team-
level of analysis.

The authors list many process-related constructs that can be studied over time. Some of
them are operationalizable, others not. Jackson and colleagues state, that inhibiting effects as well
as promoting effects can be found at all levels. These effects are transmitted by mediating states
and processes. Jackson et aL (1995) state that they cannot formulate a theory about causal
relationships, and that more research should be done. Instead, they aim to provide a descriptive
framework that should guide further studies, and lead to the development of an empirically
testable model.

The diversity construct presented by Jackson et al. (1995) considers diversity types and
diversity structure. Diversity types can be described in terms of attributes which they divide in
readily detectable attributes (e.g., gender, age, ethnicity) and underlying attributes (e.g.,
knowledge, abilities, skills, values, status). Taking the diversity structure into account means
differentiation between effects of interpersonal dissimilarity and team composition.

The process parameters-"mediating states and processes" and "short term behavioral
manifestations"-lead to long-term consequences. Task-related and relations-oriented constructs
are described for the process parameters and for the long-term consequences. The constructs are
further specified for the three levels of analysis-the individual, interpersonal, and team-level of
analysis. For example, constructs mentioned under the label of"mediating states and processes"
at the relations-oriented level are "social familiarity" and "differences in affective responses".
Two other examples of the wealth of constructs listed at the different levels of analyses are an
example of a task-related long-term consequence-"satisfaction with performance -and an
example ofa relations-oriented long-term consequence-"satisfaction with social relationships".

Discussiou of Jackson, May aud Whituey (1995)
The framework of Jackson and her colleagues fulfills the function to guide the thinking and
discussion of diversity effects that the authors have stated as their objective. It gives a detailed
picture and proposes a profound basis for developing a theory by using several levels of analysis.
The main criticism is that the framework remains descriptive. Jackson and colleagues (1995) give
no explanation for effects of cultural diversity, nor is the interaction between performance-
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promoting effects and performance-inhibiting effects described. Potential relationships between
factors are formulated, but they are not explained using existing theories. Additionally, no
hypotheses about the relationships are formulated. The same criticism holds for the diversity
construct: a construct is described, but mediating processes between cultural differences and
effects are not explained. The framework cannot be used to answer the research questions of the
present study about the conditions under which performance increase would be visible. The
conditions are not formulated, and no hypotheses are formulated about the point in time when the
performance-promoting diversity effects become visible.

The choice ofconstructs can be questioned as well. Jackson et aL (1995) present no theory
that has guided the selection of constructs; for this reason the choices seem plausible but not
always complete. An example is their list of task-related consequences for individual performance
including parameters, such as "speed", "creativity", "accuracy", "feelings of satisfaction",
"acquisition ofknowledge and skills", and "established position within the work communication
network". For example, it would seem plausible to include other parameters, like motivation.
Furthermore, constructs often reflect fuzzy concepts (e.g., "social familiarity", "differences in
affective responses", "exchanges", "human resources", "establishment of a position in social-
communication networks") that are difficult, if not impossible, to operationalize.

2.4 The framework of Milliken and Martins (1996)

Milliken and Martins (1996) recruit their framework from an extensive literature review of
empirical studies reported in thirteen journals. They have classified the findings in two categories:
short-term and long-term consequences. As Jackson et al. (19951, they also present their
framework in the form ofcolumns. They present three columns: In the first column, we find their
diversity construct. In the second column, we find the short-term consequences of diversity. The
third column contains the long-term consequences. Short-tenn consequences are divided into
"affective consequences" (e.g., satisfaction), into "cognitive consequences" (e.g., range of
perspectives), into "symbolic consequences" (e.g., the behavior of lower level employees) and
into "communication-related consequences" (e.g., communication with group members, external
communication). Long-term consequences are not further divided; they list, among others,
"absenteeism", "deviant behavior", and "strategic changes".

The diversity constructs of Milliken and Martins and of Jackson et al. (1995) are similar,
but the construct of Milliken and Martins goes more into depth. Milliken and Martins also present
a diversity construct involving an underlying layer of the diversity attributes. This layer contains
schemas, beliefs and knowledge that are supposed to be expressions of different paradigms held
by the group members. Milliken and Martins (1996) give essentially the same
explanation-diverse paradigms have to be coordinated-for the inhibiting and the promoting
effects on performance as Maznevski (1994). Without coordination, diversity leads to negative
"affective consequences". Examples of negative "affective consequences" are lower
"satisfaction", and more "role conflict". If paradigms are homogeneous, then perfonnance-
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promoting diversity effects could be gained. Examples of perfor-mance-promoting diversity
effects are "innovation", and "higher number and quality of ideas". "Paradigm homogeneity"
determines the conditions that have to be met so that HD-groups can perform better than LD-
groups. It can be seen as Milliken and Martin's explanation of the contradicting results found in
the literature and as their basis idea for intervention.

Discussion of Milliken and Martins' framework
The framework of Milliken and Martins (1996) reflects an extensive overview of empirical
findings, which increases its validity. The framework describes the relationships between the
diversity construct and process parameters and effects. lt explains the performance enhancing and
lowering effects of diversity, though insufficiently. The framework does not describe the
interaction between these two kinds ofeffects. Milliken and Martins (1996) provide parameters
that can be studied over time and that are operationalizable.

Milliken and Martins (1996) assume that heterogeneity of "underlying attributes" leads
to "positive cognitive consequences", when paradigms are homogeneous and explain so the
performance-promoting diversity effects. Performance-inhibiting effects are seen as the result of
failed coordination of the heterogeneous paradigms. The parameter "paradigm homogeneity" is
not defined; also it is unclear how paradigms differ, and which paradigms can become
homogeneous in which way. They also do not state in which cases paradigms can be
homogeneous and at the same time "underlying attributes" can be heterogeneous so that they can
cause positive cognitive consequences.

It remains unclear how "underlying attributes" like "personal characteristics and values",
and "cohort membership" are related to "positive cognitive consequences", like "innovation". The
explanation is only plausible for diversity in skills and knowledge. Milliken and Martins also do
not explain how different skills, values, etc. lead to differences in schemas, causal beliefs, and
assumptions.

Minor shortcomings concem the definition of the diversity construct and the short-term
and long-term consequences. The diversity construct implies "underlying and visible attributes",
related to "paradigms", and "schemas, beliefs, and knowledge". It remains unclear why these
concepts are included and why in the given order. Other "underlying attributes" could have been
included as well, such as intelligence, and individual motivational characteristics. Concepts like
schemas, beliefs, assumptions and paradigms are not defined, and their choice is not theoretically
justified. They give only one reference to justify the selection of skills, knowledge, values and
cohort membership, namely for cohort membership as underlying attribute. They cite Pfeffer
(1983) who argues that members develop similar skill sets, and identification and communication
patterns, when joining an organization at the same time.
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2.5 Summary and conclusion

The literature review of models describing diversity effects on group processes leads to the
conclusion, that the models are inadequate for an empirical study of conditions for performance
increase. The processes of promoting and inhibiting effects, the interaction of performance-
promoting effects and performance-inhibíting effects and the conditions under which
performance-promoting effects become visible are insufficiently described and explained. The
theoretical foundation of constructs describing work and social interaction is insufficient; the
choice ofconstructs is often not justified.

Relevant results concern the diversity construct as well as the conceptualization of
inhibiting effects, although they have to be criticized. Diversity exists in several layers: members
in multicultural groups differ on the one hand in readily detectable (observable or underlying)
attributes, and on the other hand in communication behaviors and task perspectives. It can be
criticized that the description of the layers appears insufficient; there may exist other differences
connected to the attributes described as schemas, beliefs and knowledge, value dimensions, and
paradigms. Another criticisms is that authors use too many un-defined concepts to define culture.
Further, it is not clear how these different concepts can lead to different task perspectives on the
one hand and to different communication behaviors on the other hand.

Diversity inhibits work due to problems at the social dimension. The criticism is that the
description of the problems in terms of lack of integration (Maznevski, 1994) and coordination
(Milliken 8z Martins, 1996) is not acceptable, because these two concepts are either not at all or
insufficiently defined. Under certain preconditions, HD-groups reach a high performance level
due to more innovation, and a higher range of perspectives and ideas (Milliken 8c Martins, 1996).
The preconditions are described as "effective communication" by Maznevski (1994) and
"paradigm homogeneity" by Milliken and Martins (1996). The parameters used to determine the
conditions for the visibility ofperformance-promoting diversity effects are weakly defined (i.e.,
preconditions of effective communication, paradigm-homogeneity) and are difficult to
operationalize.

It has to be concluded that an alternative conceptual framework is needed that explains
the inhibiting and promoting effects ofdiversity, and that is based on existing empirical findings.
In the next chapter, such a framework is developed using the empirical findings of the exploratory
studies described in Chapter 1. Productivity losses are explained as information losses and time
losses. An attempt is made to overcome the fuzziness of broad concepts such as "lack of
integration and coordination" by restricting the explanation of productivity losses to observable
aspects of interactions that can also be better operationalized.
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3 A FRAMF.~i'ORK OF PERFORMANCE-RELATED DIVERSITY-EFFECTS

3.1 Introduction

As existing frameworks and models turn out to be not applicable for studying performance-
enhancing conditions in work teams, an altemative framework must be developed-the subject of
this chapter. The framework is developed by summarizing empirical fmdings and recruiting
relevant factors from them. Empirical findings regarding group diversity exist on a large scale.
Researchers studied many different diversity types and many different dependent variables.
However, the findings have not been used to derive conclusions about diversity in general, about
advantageous diversity-dimensions or about interactions of diversity effects; findings have also
not been coordinated into a consistent framework that explains perfomiance inhibiting and
promoting effects. Moreover, studies can be criticized for lacking group-functioning factors that
reflect diversity-effect changes.

Chapter 3 makes an attempt to classify the empirical findings and order them to recruit
the relevant factors to study the two kinds of diversity-effects in groups. The findings are
classified in performance-promoting and performance-inhibiting findings, on both the work- and
the social dimension of groups. The two dimensions are proposed by Fisher (1980); the
dimensions describe two group functioning levels. The eclectic definition of a group is derived
from the social-psychology literature: a group is a system of three up to fifteen interdependent
individuals that create in direct interactions common functions, roles and norms that influence
the group member behavior (cf. McDavid ác Harary, 1968; Rosenstiel, 1988; Forsyth, 1990;
Thomas, 1991).

Diversity is mostly operationalized as a two-level factor representing diverse groups in
contrast to non-diverse groups, or better, highly diverse groups in contrast to low-diversity
groups. Findings are ordered in sequences ofantecedents and consequences using theories from
various fields, such as group dynamics, group decision-making, problem solving, and
interpersonal liking. Propositions about relationships between the factors are given.

The ínitial two sections of this chapter present first the findings related to performance
increase (perfomzance-promoting diversity-effects, see Table 3-1), and then the findings related
to performance decrease (negative diversity-effects, see Table 3-2). Results are presented in
tables. The first half of the tables shows findings about the social dimension, the second half
about the work-dimension. Both dimensions mutually influence each other. The first column
presents the empirical findings from the literature using variable labels as reported by the original
authors. The second column shows the factors created by combining conceptually similar
variables. The rationale for these combinations are given in the last column. The factors in the
second column are presented in an order based on group functioning theories taken from the
literature (e.g., Newcomb, 1956; Fisher, 1980; Shaw, 1981; Osbeck, Moghaddam, 8c Perrault,
1997).
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3.2 Empirical findings showing performance-promoting diversity effects

A variety of diversity dimensions leads to performance-promoting diversity effects on the work
dimension: performance-promoting effects were found in studies including groups that were
heterogeneous in educationlprofession, age, organizational tenure (time of organizational
membership), gender, race and ethnicity. Except for profession, the same dimensions also lead
to performance-promoting effects on the social dimension (see Table 3-1). Following the
composition-oriented research tradition, the findings could be seen as indications for potential
advantageous diversity dimensions. Ifnone of the dimensions leads to negative effects, they could
be hypothetically advantageous diversity dimensions.

Social-psychology studies included also diversity in individua]-related variables and found
performance-promoting effects found on the social dimension for diversity in ability levels,
attitudes, and values. Findings from these studies are included based on the assumption that
diversity effects caused by individual differences may be similar to diversity effects caused by
cultural differences. Including individual-related diversity effects broadens the knowledge base
about diversity effects in groups.

Table 3-1. Overview on performance-promoting diversity effects

Empirical findings Factors in a sequential Rationale for the choice of factors
(Variables as used in the order
studies)

social Less socially oriented Communication- "Socially oriented talking" and "less
dimension talking effectiveness disagreement" belong to "effective

Better sharing of ideas, communication".
better listening and "Role ambiguity" is a consequence of a
involving members in idea lack in negotiating roles. The factor
generation "effective communication" is assumed
Less disagreement to also cover a successful role
More effective negotiation.
communication
Less role ambi ui
More interpersonal liking Interpersonal liking

High satisfaction Cohesiveness Cohesiveness is "the feeling of loyalty,
Higher commitment pride, and commitment of inembers
Better atmosphere toward the group" ( Fisher, 1980:40). [t
Less absence includes commitment and is strongly

connected to satisfaction and a good
atmosphere. In very cohesive groups,
members are less absent ( Fisher, 1980).

work Better goal defining Suggestions of work Planning and prioritizing work are
dimension Better work plans goals theoretically operationalized by

Better prioritizing work Suggestions of procedural suggestions. It is assumed
procedures that a higher number of procedures

increases the likelihood of high-quality
plans and the chance to set better
priorities. A higher number of goal
related suggestions increases the
likelihood of decidin for better oals.

Less conforn~i ~ Confomli
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More coo erative choices Coo eration
More alternatives Suggestions made about Suggestions about the content are
Better alternatives the content of the work. supposed to involve criteria for
More criteria for evaluating evaluation. It is assumed that a higher
alternatives number of suggestions increases the
Better criteria for evaluating likelihood of high-quality suggestions.
alternatives
Higher originality of Solution quality "Quality" and "originality of solution"
solutions Solution originality are good indicators for "effec[iveness"
Higher practicability of and "performance".
solutions "Practicability" is covered by quality
Higher effectiveness of solution. Developing diversification
Better performance strategies and administrative
More diversification innovations are seen as
strategies operationalizations of solution
More administrative originality.
innovations
Better short-term Short-term and long-
organizational performance term organizational
Better long-term performance
or anizational erformance

Performance-promoting diversity effects on the social dimension are found for the factors
communication, interpersonal liking, and cohesiveness. The factor "effective communication"
is used to cover variables like effective communication, disagreement (cf, Schruijer 8t Mosterd,
1997), sharing of ideas, listening and involving members in idea generation (cf., Griest 8r. Case,
1996), fewer socially oriented talking (cf, Wild 8z Braid, 1996), and role ambiguity (cf, Tsui 8r.
O~Reilly, 1989). Role ambiguity is included in the factor "effective communication" because it
is seen as a result of insufficient communication about role aspects. Communication is a special
interaction form; communicating means to transmit any kind of inessage from a sender to a
receiver. The sender encodes a message, the receiver must then decode it (Shannon 8z Weaver,
1949). The sender selects several codes that transfotm a message. Facts and ideas are encoded
verbally, i.e. in language, but also nonverbally, i.e. in eye contact, mimics, gestures, physical
contact, personal space, and nonverbal vocal signals like voice, pauses, intonations, or
paralinguistic verbal acts (Thomas, 1991). In intercultural contacts, sender and receiver often have
different codes making them not understand or misunderstand each other. The sender can wrongly
encode a message, the receiver can make mistakes in decoding it (cf. Thomas, 1991). The sender
has notions about how the receiver will interpret his or her behavior and how the receiver will
probably react. Based on the anticipated reactions, the sender will decide which of the behaviors
will be most appropriate and efficient for his or her goals. The receiver also has expectations and
interpretation patterns and uses them to check the meaning of the sender's behavior. Discrepant
notions disturb the communication and delay actions "by consuming valuable time and resources"
(Smith et al., 1994: 417), and because of their effects on interpersonal relations. To communicate
effectively means encoding and decoding verbal and nonverbal messages in such a way that
receiver and sender understand the message meaning.

Members ofheterogeneous groups like each other more (Judge 8z Ferris, 1993), hence the
factor interpersonal liking is included. The positive findings of "high satisfaction" (Meglino,
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Ravlin, 8t Adkins, 1989), "higher commitment" (Wagner et al., 1984) and "better atmosphere"
(Schruijer 8c Mosterd, 1997) are summed up in the factor cohesiveness. This factor describes a
feeling of groupness. It is chosen from the group dynamics literature, because it generally seems
to be the central parameter of successful group functioning on the social dimension (McDavid
8c Harary, 1968; Rosenstiel, 1988; Forsyth, 1990; Thomas, 1991). The findings suggest that
heterogeneous groups are more cohesive than homogeneous groups. Absenteeism is incorporated
in the factor cohesiveness, because the higher cohesiveness is a precondition for less member
absence (see Fisher, 1980). Wagner et al., (1984) found heterogeneous group members to be less
absent compared to homogeneous-group members.

The table further shows a large number of performance-promoting effects results on the
work dimension. Diverse groups can plan better (Ancona 8c Caldwell, 1992) and generate more
and better perspectives on a problem (Collins 8t Guetzkow, 1964; McLeod 8r. Lobel, 1992), and
more and better altematives for evaluating these perspectives (Collins 8c Guetzkow, 1964;
McLeod óc Lobel, 1992). The factors derived from these findings imply three types of
suggestions, i.e. goal-related suggestions, procedural suggestions, and content-related
suggestions. Goal-rela[ed suggestions are involved in planning activities. Problem perspectives
and evaluation criteria are reflected in content-related suggestions, and in procedural suggestions
- if they concem work procedures. This distinction of work related activities is made following
the classification ofproblem-solving activities by Dárner and Pfeifer (1992): Problems aze solved
by defining first the objectives and respective goal related states, and then determining the
operators (i.e. the procedures) for overcoming the bamers between the different goal-related
states. The group tasks can be seen as a sequence of problems to be solved.

It is assumed that the number of suggestions made is a proxy measure of the quality of
suggestions as well, because the likelihood of a good suggestion is the higher the more
suggestions are made. A high suggestion number supposedly also increases the likelihood of a
good problem solution.

Heterogeneous-group members are found to be less conforming than homogeneous- group
members (Reitan 8t Shaw, 1964). This is not a positive effect in itself, but presented as a
performance-promoting effect on the work dimension because conformity in idea generation
lowers the chance of innovative solutions. The relevant factor is "conformity". Cox, Lobel, and
McLeod (1991) found more cooperative choices in heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous
groups; this finding lead to the factor cooperation.

The broader range ofperspectives and critical comments in high-diversity groups are seen
as antecedents ofsolution quality and practicability (Hoffinan, Harburg, 8c Maier, 1962; Triandis
et al., 1965; Griest 8c Case, 1996), of higher effectiveness and better performance (Harvey, Hunt,
8r. Schroder, 1961; Hoffinan, Harburg, 8i Maier, 1962; Triandis et al., 1965; Aamodt 8c
Kimbrough, 1982; Ancona 8c Caldwell, 1992; Griest 8c Case, 1996). These findings can be
summarized under the label solution quality and solution originality. Wiersema and Bantel (1992)
show that diverse groups develop more diversification strategies and make more administrative
innovations. These are seen as operationalizations of originality. High-quality solutions of the
work groups support organizational performance in the short and long term. Murray (1989) could
show this for top management teams that are diverse in occupational background. It leads to a
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factor called short-term and long-term organizational performance.

Propositions on causal relations bet~veen the performance-promoting diversity effects

An attempt is made to bring the above factors to a sequential order starting with diversity and
ending with performance. The order is based on findings about relationships between the factors
obtained from the existing literature on communication, groups dynamics, interpersonal liking,
problem solving, and decision making.

~lt ~rally diverce ideac
Proposition 1: Members from different cultures can generate more suggestions about goals,
procedures and task content (cf, Collins 8c Guetzkow, 1964; McLeod 8r. Lobel, 1992).

C'ommunication
Proposition 2: Effective communication (e.g., little socially-oriented talking, few disagreements,
more cooperative choices, successful role-negotiation) precedes group cohesiveness.

Int~mersonal liking
Proposition 3: Under the condition of effective communication, members develop similar
attitudes and become more familiar; high familiarity leads to high interpersonal liking. The
effects are supposedly stronger in HD-groups than in LD-groups.

Initially, member diversity negatively affects interpersonal liking, because interpersonal
liking is strongly supported by similarity (Newcomb, 1956; Osbeck, Moghaddam, 8c Perrault,
1997), and is therefore harmed by dissimilarity. Hence, something must happen between the
initial negative diversity effect and the positive effect on interpersonal liking found by Judge and
Ferris (1993). One potential explanation might be growing familiarity. Familiarity enhances if
group members communicate effectively. According to a so-called familiarity-breeds-liking effect
(Zajonc, 1968), it could lead to more interpersonal liking. The familiarity-breeds-liking effect is
viewed as more powerful than the similarity-breeds-liking effect (cf., Atkinson et al., 1996). This
may explain why Judge and Ferris found higher interpersonal liking in HD-groups than in LD-
groups. Given effective communication, HD-groups may develop a higher familiarity than LD-
groups. Another potential explanation is that group members become more similar in their
attitudes as they interact over time (Newcomb, 1956).

Intemersonal liking and cooneration
Proposition 4: The more members like each other, the more cooperative choices they make. The
more cooperative choices are found by Cox et aL (1991).

Cohecivenecc nd p rf~ormanc-,e
Proposition 5: High cohesiveness supports high performance, because highly committed members
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are more willing to contribute to the group task (cf. Shaw, 1981). This connection between
cohesiveness-related variables and performance is supported by field studies (Goodacre, 1951;
Hausman 8c Strupp, 1955) and by some studies including measures on the social as well as on
the task dimension that find results in the same direction (cf. Griest 8r, Case, 1996; Schruijer 8z
Mosterd, 1997). The positive relationship between cohesiveness and performance depends on
group members motivation and their acceptance of work goals (Endres 8c Putz-Osterloh, 1994).
Secondly, this proposition only holds under the assumption of a curvilinear relationship between
cohesion and perfonnance. Up to an optimum level of cohesiveness, we find a positive
relationship ofcohesiveness and performance; once the optimum level is exceeded, high cohesion
starts to inhibit perfotmance because members spend more time on socio-emotional activities
than on the task (Fisher, 1980).

C'onfonnity~nd .perfonnance
Proposition 6: Heterogeneous-group members show less conformity in decision making (e.g.,
Reitan and Shaw, 1964) than homogeneous-group members. They dare more to present ideas that
deviate from the majority opinion; it leads to a higher diversity in ideas and consequently to a
higher solution originality.

Goal-related procedural and content-related sugg~ations ~nd the final work outcome
Proposition 7: Planning the work is important for a directed search of ideas. Suggestions on work
goals and suggestions on procedures and steps to be taken represent planning activities. The more
the work is planned, the better the final work outcome will be (Forsyth, 1990).

Proposition 8: The solution quality depends on the number and quality of content related
suggestions that are used to solve a task. The more suggestions are available, the more
combinations can be created and the higher the chance of high quality. This proposition again
only holds under the assumption of a curvilinear relationship. When the number of alternatives
exceeds the group's channel capacity (i.e. their ability to process the suggestions), their
performance decreases (cf Forsyth, 1990; Abele-Brehm, 1987).

Proposition 9: High solutíon quality achieved by work groups or work units positively influences
both short-term and long-tem~ organization performance.

3.3 Empirical findings showing performance-inhibiting diversity effects

A variety of diversity dimensions leads to negative diversity effects on the work dimension:
negative effects were found in studies including groups that were heterogeneous in profession,
age, organizational tenure, gender, race and culturelnationality. The same dimensions also lead
to negative effects on the social dimension. Additionally, on the social dimension, negative
effects were found for the dimension race diversity (see Table 3-2).
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Table 3-2. Overview of performance-inhibiting diversity effects

Empirical findings Factors in a sequential order Rationale for the choice of factors
(Variables as used in the
stud )

social Lower level of initial Initial attraction
dimension amaction

More formal communication Communication- "Formal conununication", "low
Low communication effectiveness communication-frequency",
frequency "socially oriented talking", and
More socially oriented "less facilitating interaction" are
talking seen as symptoms of "ineffective
Less facilitating interaction communication".
behavior

Withdrawals from teams Participation "Integration" is left out.
Exclusion of minority "Low participation" is ]íkely
members by majority followed by "team withdrawal".
Less integration Participation mdicates also

"exclusions" of inembers.
Minoriry members, that are
excluded, participate less.

Hi her conformi Higher conformity

work Impeding action taking Impeding action taking
dimension

Less risky, more conservative Risk taking
decision-makin .
Lower performance ratings Quality and originality of "Qualiry" and "originality of
Less effectiveness (at the solution(s) solution" are good indicators for
beginníng) "effectiveness" and
Lower scores on quality of "performance".
final solutions

High diversity leads to a lower level of initial attraction (O'Reilly, Caldwell, and Barnett, 1989).
In a sequential order of effects, this might be the first effect playing a role shortly after the group
members see each other for the first time and form a first impression about each other. Group
members perceiving each others' dissimilarity find each other less attractive than more similar
group members. Heterogeneous-group members communicate less effectively than
homogeneous-group members. The finding contradicts the positive findings mentioned in the
previous section (see below for explanation). The factor effective communication summarizes
here findings ofmore formal cotrununication (Smith et al., 1994), low communication frequency
(Zenger and Lawrence, 1989), more socially oriented talking (cf. Shaw, 1981), more interpersonal
conflicts (O'Reilly, Williams, 8L Barsade, 1998), and less facilitating interaction behavior
(Watson 8c Kumar, 1992).

The factor participation describes the degree of verbal and nonverbal participation by
group members in the group discussion. It is chosen to replace "withdrawal" and "minority-
member exclusion". It precedes "withdrawal" and it is more general than "minority-member
exclusion"-results that were found by Webber (1978). O'Reilly et al. (1989) found less
integration. The factor integration is replaced by the factor participation, because it is more
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suitable for observation. Integration is difficult to define and to operationalize, and can only be
measured as result ofother group-interaction activities. The factor member participation is more
suitable, because participation can be observed as group functioning factor over time, while
integration reflects a result of group functioning and can only be observed after the group finished
the work. Shaw (1981) found a higher conformity in heterogeneous groups.

On the work dimension, it can be seen that action taking is impeded (Hambrick, 1994;
Hambrick et al., 1996). Decision making is less risky and more conservative (Watson 8c Kumar,
1992). The related factor is called risk taking. If fewer actions are taken, it is not surprising that
findings show lower performance ratings (Mayo, Pastor, 8c Meindl, 1996; Dafar 8c Gustavsson,
1992; Tsui 8r O'Reilly, 1989), less effectiveness at the start (Watson, Kumar, 8z Michaelsen,
1993), as well as lower scores for the quality of final solution (Webber, 1978), of decisions
(Rogelberg 8c Rumery, 1996) and of implementation (O'Reilly, Williams, 8z Barsade, 1998).

These findings contradict the positive findings on the work dimension reported in Table
3-L The factors quality and originality are chosen as indicators ofeffectiveness and performance.
They can be measured at several moments during the work process. The faster a group reaches
a high solution quality and solution originality, the more effective is the group.

Propositions on causal relations between the performance-inhibiting diversity effects

The propositions on causal relations between the performance-promoting diversity effects are
pursued here with explanations of the negative effects that were empirically found. Literature of
related fields is again used to create a sequential order between the findings and to explain their
relationships.

Diversit.y and initial attraction
Proposition 10: Díversity in detectable attributes leads to a lower initial-attractiveness level
(O'Reilly, Caldwell, 8c Bamett, 1989). McPherson and Smith-Lovin (1987) confirmed a similarity
bias in personality judgement; people are more attracted to each other the more similar they are.

Communication
Proposition 1 l: Lower initial attractiveness inhibits communication effectiveness.

Proposition 12: Ineffective communication leads to less participation. Members that are
constantly misunderstood or not listened to, are probably less willing to participate, i.e. to express
nonverbal interest in the group discussion and to make suggestions related to the task.

Diversity and work
Proposition 13: Impeded action taking in HD-groups is explained by the longer time spent on
socio-emotional activities (Ketcham 8c Heath, 1963; Shaw, 1981; Hambrick et al., 1996).

Proposition 14: Decision taking is less risky in HD-groups than in LD-groups (Watson 8c Kumar,
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1992). This finding can be explained using a hypothesis of Wallach, Kogan and Bem (1962).
They say that groups either shift in their decisions to more cautious decisions or to more risky
decisions depending on their initial inclination. The explanation holds if one assumes that
heterogeneous groups are initially more inclined to cautious decisions than homogeneous groups.

Proposition 15: Impeded action taking (Hambrick et al., 1996) lowers performance (Mayo, Pastor,
8c Meindl, 1996; Dafar 8z Gustavsson, 1992; and Tsui 8c O'Reilly, ] 989).

3.4 Methodological shortcomings of the empirical studies

The empirical studies suffer from several methodological shortcomings. Therefore, results must
be interpreted cautiously, and future research should make attempts to overcome the
shortcomings. Here, eight shortcomings are mentioned. Variables are often only operationalized
in tenns of ratings, notably those on performance (Tsui 8c O'Reilly, 1989; Ancona 8L Caldwell,
1992; Dafar 8z Gustavsson, 1992; Mayo, Pastor, 8z Meindl, 1996); ratings are subjective measures
that can be distorted due to several rater-biases (Ettrich, 1986). Most studies do not measure
processes; and if studies include process-related measures then member rating measures are used
(Smith et al., 1994; Knight et a1.,1999); these measures are not suitable to describe changes in the
process because they are ga[hered only once after the group finished the process. Most studies
only measure short term effects (cf Watson, Kumar, 8c Michaelsen, 1993); hence, changes over
time cannot be detected, and researchers have to find post hoc explanations for outcomes. Most
researchers assume a linear relationship between diversity and performance (e.g., Schruijer 8c
Mosterd, 1997); however, a curvilinear relationship seems more plausible for some rclations,
notably between similarity and liking, because a complete similarity might be less attractive for
group members. A curvilinear relationship is also likely between the suggestion frequency and
solution quality and solution originality, and between cohesiveness and solution quality and
solution originality. No attempts have been made to explain how diversity causes ineffective
communication; the only factor studied preceding communication is initial attraction; and it
seems unlikely that ineffective communication can be solely traced back to a lower initial
attractiveness. Systematic differences in diversity perception have been overlooked; however,
they might exist: Tsui et aL (1992) found that diversity had more negative effects for men than
for women, and for whites than for non-whites. Recognizing differences in diversity perception,
O'Connor (1998) introduced a conceptualization of diversity as experiential diversity measuring
the variation of inembers' perception ofdiversity. Tasks used in experimental settings must be
criticized, because they are usually simple, and are not significant for the well-being of group
members (cf Watson et al., 1993); this may also have distorted the results. Treating groups as
static entities is a shortcoming, because group members actively deal with diversity-effects and
support each other to overcome problems and generate good solutions; studies have neglected
these kinds of coping activities, although these effects may systematically distort findings.
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Effects of coping-activities

The factor coping is viewed as relevant in a framework ofgroup-diversity effects, because group
members' coping activities might systematically affect diversity effects. Hence, the factor coping
is additionally included in the framework. The effects of coping activities will be explored.
Coping is a term from clinical psychology describing the actions a person takes to alleviate the
discomfort of emotions and physiological arousal created by stressful situations (cf, Lazarus 8z
Folkman, 1984). The interaction problems caused by cultural diversity and the challenge of the
groups task may be experienced as stressful events by the group members. Hence, they probably
start to do something to cope with this kind of stress.

Coping-activities have not yet been studied for diverse work-groups. Hence, assumptions
about their effects had to be developed by adjusting the ideas regarding coping activities as used
in clinical psychology to the functioning of diverse work-groups. Lazarus and Folkman (1984)
distinguish between problem-focused coping and emotion-focused coping. Problem-focused
coping describes activities directed towards solving problems that cause the stress. Emotion-
focused coping describes activities to deal with the emotions arising from the stressful situations.
Problem-focused coping activities in diverse teams concem the diversity problems and the work-
related problems. They are carried out to deal with communication-difficulties, and to find new
ideas or improve existing ideas. Emotion-focused coping would imply dealing with negative
emotions that are related to misunderstandings. Emotion-focused coping would affect the factors
participation and group cohesiveness. Emotion-focused coping could also be related to work-
related suggestions; generating many work-related suggestions may cause positive emotions of
work-related satisfaction, while being less productive may cause negative emotions. In sum,
coping-activities may affect communication, participation, group-cohesiveness, making
suggestions, and work-related suggestion frequency.

3.5 The group-diversity effect framework

In this section, a conceptual framework is proposed consisting of relevant factors describing the
diversity effects on three domains of group functioning: a social dimension, a work dimension
and coping activities. The framework follows the traditional paradigm of group studies in social
psychology including input factors, performance factors as output and group functioning factors
as performance mediators (Hackman 8c Morris, 1975). The group-diversity effect framework
includes three boxes related to one input factor, several mediating factors and two output factors.
Diversity is the input factor; it is placed in the first box. The second box includes factors
describing the group functioning, and the third box includes the outcome factors solution quality
and solution originality.

The factor diversity is operationalized on two levels, as high group-diversity and low
group-diversity. Diversity directly affects the group functioning and the group functioning
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determines the work outcome. The perception of the work outcome by group members on the
other hand influences the group functioning. The factors describing the group functioning were
already presented (and summarized in the second columns of Table 3- I and 3-2) and derived from
existing empirical studies. The factors selected to describe the final work outcome are the factors
originality and quality.

The group-functioning factors can be classified into three domains or dimensions: the
social dimensions, the work dimension and the coping activities. The three domains of group
functioning interact with each other. The coping activities affect factors of the social and the work
dimension. Social-dimension factors, like e.g. effective communication, influence the work
dimension. The group functioning is also affected by the achieved outcome, because groups
continuously evaluate their work results and adapt their functioning according to their objectives.
Ifgroups perceive that they are doing well, they may become more motivated. Ifgroups perceive
that they are not successful, they may work harder, or loose their motivation.

The group-diversity effect framework includes many factors and is very complex. Yet,
other factors that may be relevant as well are not included because they have not been targets of
empirical group-diversity research. Two kinds of restrictions were made deciding about the
empirical model: first, a content-related restriction; second, a formal restriction. The first
restriction concerns a focus on cognitive information-exchange processes and the observable
aspects ofsocial interaction. Affective and social interaction aspects, and motivational processes
are not part of the framework. It is acknowledged that other process-related factors (e.g., social
categorization leading to self-identity enhancement, motivational factors, conformity seeking,
power structures and different social interests) should be included in a model that aims at a more
or less complete representation of the reality. The second and formal restriction concems the
number of propositions that are empirically studied. Four propositions were directly empirically
studied: the cohesiveness-increases-performance hypothesis (proposition 5); the planning-
improves-outcome hypothesis (proposition 7); the idea-number-affects-outcome hypothesis
(proposition 8), and the communication-affects-participation hypothesis (proposition 12). The
remaining propositions have been treated as assumptions and are indirectly studied.

Three reasons influenced these restrictions. First, observable aspects should be studied,
before their effects can be related to underlying factors. Second, a pragmatic reason was to hold
the empirical model simple. Factor measures were to be collected in not more than two rounds
and, thus, the instrument should not contain too many variables to ensure reliable observation
scores. Third, some factors are difficult to operationalize. The factors interpersonal liking and
interpersonal attractiveness are difficult to operationalize as observer ratings; and self-ratings of
these factors are not very reliable. The factor impeded action-taking operationalized as answer
delay would require reaction-time measurements; it cannot be judged by observers watching a
videotape of a group-work session.

The following factors were operationalized and included in the empirical study:
communication effectiveness, work-related suggestions, participation, cohesiveness, solution
quality and solution originality. The central factors are communication effectiveness explaining
inhibiting effects, and work-related suggestions describing promoting effects. The factors
participation, and cohesiveness are additionally included as a consequence of the communication
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effectiveness. Group cohesiveness is the outcome on the social dimension. The factors that are
empirically studied are printed boldly. The non-boldly printed factors (interpersonal liking, initial
attractiveness, cooperation, impeded action taking, risk taking and conformity) are not included
in the empirical study. The factors are divided in antecedents and consequences based on
hypothetical links described in the propositions; and the arrows depict the assumed causality
between effect factors.

Figure 3-3. Conceptual framework on group-diversity effects
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Initial attraction and interpersonal liking. People who are dissimilar and unfamiliar with each
other, find each other less attractive, because familiarity and similarity belong next to the factors
physical attractiveness and interpersonal proximity to the determinants of interpersonal attraction
(Atkinson et al., 1996). Dissimilarity also counts for low initial interpersonal liking in more
diverse groups (cf. Rubin, 1973, in Atkinson et al., 1996). The interpersonal liking can improve,
if inembers communicate effectively. Then members interact more, can work better together and
get more familiar. High familiarity supports the interpersonal liking (see Atkinson et al., 1996).
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Communication effectiveness. High communication effectiveness means to transmit many
messages accurately in a given time. Effectíveness can be operationalized in tertns of
communication difficulties, for example, the frequency of inessages that are misunderstood or
not understood in a given time. Dissimilarity increases communication difficulties and inhibits
communication (Kiesler 8c Kiesler, 1969). Misunderstandings must be solved and non-
understandings must be explained; this takes time and impedes taking actions. Many
communication difficulties stand for low communication effectiveness. If the communication
difficulties are dealt with, their number declines so that an initially low communication
effectiveness can increase over time. Communication effectiveness depends on the diversity level:
the more differences in behavior standards and ideas exist between the group members, the more
messages can be misunderstood or not understood. Communication effectiveness might be
additionally impeded by low initial attractiveness. The less people feel attracted to each other, the
less likely it is that they put efforts in understanding each other.

The factor communication effectiveness is the core factor (cf., Shaw, 1981); as it relates
to most of the other factors. An effective group functioning requires group members' ability to
communicate easily and efficiently (Shaw, 1981). If inembers of heterogenous groups
communicate effectively, they can attain high participation, high cohesiveness, more
interpersonal liking, more cooperation, and less conformity. Finally, they can generate more task
perspectives and evaluation criteria.

Participation. The factor participation reflects the nonverbal and verbal activities to show
interest in the discussion and to make suggestions. If group members find each other attractive,
like each other, evaluate the previous communication as successful, and are committed to their
group, then it is likely that they participate more than if this is not the case. People are more
willing to engage in interaction with each other and in work when they assume that their
contributions are positively valued by the others (cf. Forsyth, 1990). Participation and
cohesiveness mutually affect each other.

Cooperation. "Cooperation" is supported by interpersonal liking, and it strengthens
cohesiveness. It describes a way of working together, sharing common goals and resources.

Group cohesiveness. Cohesiveness is determined by the previously mentioned factors of the
social dimension. Conversely, it also affects the other variables: members of cohesive groups
interact more, feel more attracted to the groups, are more motivated and coordinate their efforts
better (Shaw, 1981). Group cohesiveness is the basis for group work. For example, highly
cohesive groups spend more time on planning and problem solving than groups with low
cohesiveness (Shaw 8c Shaw, 1962). Without a minimum of inember commitment the group
cannot work. Members would withdraw, and possibly leave the group. To prevent these
consequences, much time has to be spent on creating cohesiveness. A synonymous tetm for group
cohesiveness used as well is social integration (Smith et al., 1994).

The feeling ofcommitment and the sense of belonging to the group will become stronger
the more members participate (Newcomb, 1956; Terborg, Castore, 8t DeNinno, 1976),
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communicate effectively, and like each other. In the beginning, heterogeneous-group members
feel more uncertain about their communication, the appropriateness of their behavior, and about
their group roles than homogeneous-group members, because they are more dissimilar. To reduce
uncertainty, they start searching for information about the others to find information about
similarity in characteristics. The similarity information is weighted higher than similarity
information in homogeneous groups. As a result, the group members are more familiar and the
group becomes more important to the members.

Cohesiveness will become less strong when attractiveness is low, when members have
communication problems and are not actively participating. Cohesive groups plan their activities
more, solve more problems (Shaw 8i Shaw, 1962), react faster, are more flexible, use superior
problem solving techniques, and are more productive and efficient (Smith et al., 1994). However,
there is probably an optimal level of cohesiveness, as when groups get more cohesive, group
productivity decreases (cf Fisher, 1980).

Impeded action taking. Work-related action taking is impeded by cultural diversity (Shaw,
1981; Hambrick, 1994). For example, Ketcham and Heath (1963) showed, that groups with
diverse intelligence levels and abilities need more time to work on a mathematical program than
homogeneous groups. HD-groups have probably more communication difficulties to solve at the
beginning (Smith et al., 1994); hence, they generate fewer suggestions about goals, procedures
and the task content.

Risk taking and conformity. The more diverse groups are, the fewer risks they take (Watson
8c Kumar, 1992). The antecedents of this effect may be low communication effectiveness, and
low cohesiveness. Group members may be less willing to take risks if they have to deal with
communication problems and have to put much effort in maintaining cohesiveness. Conformity,
adaptation to the majority opinion, is seen as negative when it inhibits the generation of useful
task perspectives. Conformity is related to less risk taking in decision making, as supported by
Watson and Kumar (1992). Members may avoid presenting divergent opinions if the group has
low cohesiveness, because diverse opinions cause more discussion and potential criticism; thus,
endangering the cohesiveness. Only groups with stable cohesiveness can resist divergent
opinions. These facts suggest a curvilinear relationship between conformity and cohesiveness.
An overly strong group cohesiveness might also stop members from divergent thinking.

Goal-related suggestioos, procedural suggestions, content-related suggestions. Cultural
diversity expresses itself at the level of the task through different task perspectives (cf Watson,
Kumar, 8r, Michaelsen, 1993; Maznevski, 1994; Daily 8t Steiner, 1998) and different altematives
(Collins 8c Guetzkow, 1964; McLeod 8c Lobel, 1992). These lead to suggestions regarding work-
goals, task content and different goal-related states, as well as suggestions about work procedures.
Additionally, the suggestions are classified into `new' and `old' suggestions; `new' task-related
suggestions being innovative proposals and `old' suggestions being elaborations on these
proposals. This distinction is introduced to explore whether cultural diversity expresses itself
mainly in new suggestions. The number of suggestions made depends on cultural diversity and
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on the social dimension factors. Culturally diverse members can have different perspectives on
the same task aspect if their cultural backgrounds contain different knowledge with respect to
these aspects.

A certain degree ofcohesiveness is a likely antecedent ofeffective group work. Ifgroups
are cohesive, they can focus more on the work instead of their group functioning; thus, if HD-
groups are more cohesive than LD-groups they generate more work-related suggestions. The
relationship between cohesiveness and the number of work-related suggestions is curvilinear (cf.
Fisher, 1980). If HD-groups are more conform (Shaw, 1981), take less risks than LD-groups
(Watson 8z Kumar, 1992), and impede action taking (Hambrick et al., 1996), then they will also
generate less work-related suggestions than LD-groups.

Work outcome. A higher number of work-related suggestions potentially leads to better quality
and higher originality in task solutions. The more suggestions are made about group-goals, the
more procedures are suggested, and the more efficiently the work is done. The quality and
originality of solutions is líkely to be determined by the number and originality of suggestions.
With a higher number of completely new suggestions, the likelihood increases that the final
product is original. The higher the number ofsuggestions that comment on and improve previous
suggestions, the higher is the likelihood that the final product has a high quality. This is so, at
least up to a point. Ultimately, a curvilinear relationship must be assumed between the number
ofsuggestions and solution-quality. If the number of suggested ideas exceeds the group's capacity
for discussing and processing the ideas, then ideas are not used (Forsyth, 1990; Abele-Brehm,
1987). Generating more and useless work-related suggestions is time consuming and inefficient.

Description of the performance-inhibiting and performance-promoting effect of diversity

The perfonnance-promoting effect of diversity is explained by the broader knowledge base.
Members ofHD-groups have a more diverse ideas about the task; the ideas are assumed to relate
to the higher cultural diversity. However, at the beginning they cannot make use of it, because
they spend proportionally more time dealing with communication difficulties caused by the
different cultural backgrounds. Understanding and solving the communication difficulties, and
dealing with their consequences, consumes time that is lacking for the task.

In the process ofgrowing familiarity, the number ofcommunication difficulties decreases
in HD-groups as well as in LD-groups. The point in time, when the performance-promoting
diversity effects become visible, is hypothetically reached when HD-groups have the same level
ofcommunication difficulties as LD-groups. Then, they can spend as much time as LD-groups
working on the task, and they can profit now from their more diverse knowledge. Then, HD-
group members generate more `new' work-related suggestions than in the same time than LD-
groups. LD-group members use the time to generate instead more variants of previous ideas - i.e.
more `old' work-related suggestions. It is assumed that `new' and `old' work-related suggestions
have different prevalence in HD-groups and LD-groups. The broader knowledge base is assumed
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to be reflected mainly in `new' work-related suggestions, so that over time HD-groups should
generate more `new' work-related suggestions than LD-groups. This must be empirically
demonstrated. Moreover, it is assumed that `new' work-related suggestions affect quality and
originality of the final outcome more than `old' work-related suggestions: Thus, in the end, the
HD-groups supposedly reach a better outcome than LD-groups.

3.6 Discussion and conclusion

This chapter presents a summary of the literature's findings regarding performance-promoting
effects and performance-inhibiting diversity effects in work groups. Factors are derived from the
literature and used to design a conceptual framework on group diversity effects that will underlie
this work's empirical study of group-diversity effects and their changes over time that will be
presented in the next chapter. Social-psychology knowledge is applied to develop propositions
about the relationships between the factors and to explain the contrasting diversity effects. The
empirical research will be restricted to the cognitive information-exchange processes and to
observable factors. Factors on the affective and social level of group interaction are not studied.

The performance-promoting effects can be found at the work dimension. They are
explained in terms of a broader knowledge base in HD-groups as a consequence of the different
cultural backgrounds. HD-group members can therefore make more `new' work-related
suggestions conceming work goals, work procedures and the task content than LD-group
members. If LD-groups have the same time to spend on work as HD-groups, then they spend
probably more time commenting on and criticizing previously made suggestions-i.e. generating
more `old' work-related suggestions-than HD-groups

In the beginning, this performance-promoting effects effect can be impeded by a higher
number ofmisunderstandings and other communication difficulties. Communication difficulties
consume time that cannot be spent on the task. Therefore, HD-groups hypothetically spend much
more time dealing with communication difficulties than working on the task. LD-groups also
spend more time dealing with communication difficulties than with the task, but supposedly less
than HD-groups. Over time, communication difficulties decline in both types of groups. They
decline more in HD-groups, so that at the end, both kinds ofgroups spend the same time dealing
with communication issues, and HD-groups can make use of their broader knowledge base.

Communication difficulties result in impeded participation, lower cohesiveness, less
cooperation, and increased conformity. These perfonnance-inhibiting diversity effects on the
social dimension inhibit work-dimension activities; thus, communication difficulties lead to fewer
suggestions about goals, procedures, and the task-content. Group cohesiveness is the social-
dimension outcome measure. Ifcommunication difficulties decrease over time, HD- groups and
LD-groups should have a similar cohesiveness level. With being as cohesive as LD-groups, HD-
groups should be able to generate more `new' work-related suggestions than LD-groups.

Communication effectiveness-indicated by communication difficulties per time sample-is
the central factor at the social dimension (cf Scheu-Lottgen 8c Hernandez-Campoy, 1998), while
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the number of task-related suggestions is central on the task dimension. The final outcome is the
task solution characterized by the variables quality and originality.

Basing the framework on empirical findings differentiates it from Maznevski's model
(Maznevski, 1994) and Jackson, May and Whitney's framework (Jackson, May 8i Whitney,
1995) as they are developed purely on theoretical reasoning. The framework still lacks a diversity
construct that can be used to explain the diversity in work-related suggestions and in social-
behavior standards-this will be developed in Chapter 5. Another limitation concerns the
restriction to the cognitive level of group interaction. It has to be acknowledged that affective and
social processes are important. Future research has to include affective-level and social level
factors. Finally, the framework neglects the process of group-homogenization by excluding the
factors risk-taking and conforn~ity. Conformity seeking processes and cautiousness tendency due
to high diversity might counterbalance the expected diversity effects.
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4 CHANGES IN DIVERSITY EFFECTS OVER TIME: AN
EMPIRICAL STUDY

4.1 Introduction

This chapter contains the results ofan empirical study concerning national-diversity effects on
group functioning and group performance. The study aims, first, to explain the contrasting
diversity effects reported in the literature with time-related changes. Second, it aims to develop
hypotheses regarding members' coping with the diversity-effects; it is assumed that group
members deal with diversity effects and try to change them. The chapter is placed in a process-
oriented research tradition which assumes the time dependency of diversity effects. This means
that positive and negative effects occur at different moments in time. More specifically, diversity
is expected to have a performance-inhibiting effect at the beginning-stage and a performance-
promoting effect later on during the group task.

Only a few studies include process variables (e.g., Smith et al., 1994; Knight et al., 1999)
and analyze them over time (Watson et al., 1993; see also Chapter 1). The present study
contributes to the literature through observing several process-related factors on the social and
the work dimension over time. Changing effects on the social dimension are supposed to be
responsible for the contrasting results.

Based on findings from the literature about diversity research, group dynamics, and
interpersonal attitudes, the following assumptions are made about diversity-effect changes from
the beginning-stage to the end-stage of group work. At the beginning-stage, inhibiting effects are
visible under conditions of low familiarity and high dissimilarity. Performance inhibition is
predominantly caused by low communication effectiveness due to culturally different
interpretations of social behavior and ideas. The low communication effectiveness at the
beginning-stage impedes action taking, slows participation and diminishes group cohesiveness.
Groups spend more time improving communication as opposed to working on the task. Over
time, communication difficulties are expected to decrease, because members become more
familiar with each other and they learn to cope with communication difficulties.

At the end-stage, the performance-promoting effects become visible under the conditions
of an equa] communication effectiveness, participation and group cohesiveness in HD-groups and
LD-groups. The performance-promoting diversity effect is assumed to be related to cognitive
diversity; the more diverse a group is, the more diverse ideas can be generated about how to work
on the task and how to solve task-related problems. Inhibiting and promoting effects are assumed
to be found in HD-groups and LD-groups; however, they are stronger the more diverse the group
is. Thus, performance-inhibiting effects at the beginning-stage are stronger in HD-groups than
in LD-groups; and at the end-stage, performance-promoting effects are also stronger in HD-
groups. Inhibiting effects must have been decreased up to such a level that the group members
can start to spend more time with the task than with communication-difficulties. The effects of
higher cognitive diversity in HD-groups should be visible if they have an equal level of
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communication difficulties and related factors at the social dimension as LD-groups, because HD-
group members can benefit from a higher cognitive diversity once their level of communication
difficulties is as low as in LD-groups.

The first objective of this study is to determine the conditions under which HD-groups
can start to perform better than LD-groups. The second objective is to observe coping-activity
effects over time. Coping activities are catried out to deal with difficulties related to the diversity
and to the task. Coping activities might counterbalance the diversity effects on the social
dimension and the work dimension of a group and could so eventually bring the moment in time
forward where HD-groups perform better than LD-groups; hence, it is explored whether HD-
groups differ from LD-groups in the use of coping activities. For example, members of HD-
groups may be more active in overcoming communication difficulties than members of LD-
groups.

Finally, the study contributes to the body of existing empirical studies by offering a
communication-effectiveness measure in the form of frequency scores received from extemal
observers. Ifexisting studies include communication-effectiveness measures, these are mostly
group-members' self-ratings. However, frequency data collected by external observers are less
vulnerable to distortions than rating data, especially self-rating data (see Ettrich, 1986). Rating
measures in general tend to be more distorted than frequency measures, because they are based
on a complex judgmental process. Rating measures require much interpretation, generalizations
across time and situations, and are affected by the social norms of the observer (Ettrich, 1986).
Self-ratings can be distorted because they are based on self-observation. However, frequency-
scores also have disadvantages. First, behavior and its meaning must be very well defined so that
observers use exactly the same categorizations. Second, frequency tallying is often exhausting,
especially if many scales are included, so that tiredness of observers may threaten the internal
validity. Third, frequency measures are sensitive to measurement errors (cf Kampkes, 1998).

4.2 Some theoretical distinctions

Previous chapters provided the general theoretical background: Chapter 1 described the findings
and identified two research traditions. Chapter 2 discussed existing frameworks. Chapter 3
introduced a conceptual framework. In this section, the focus is on one aspect of the theoretical
background not yet addressed: the operationalization of communication effectiveness. Drawing
from intercultural-communication ]iterature, it was decided to use communication difficulties as
indicators. Communication effectiveness is assumed to be lower the more communication
difficulties occur. They disturb the complete message transmission between senders and
receivers. The literature provides two communication-difficulty forms: misunderstandings and
non-understandings of inessages (Schneller, 1989).

Misunderstandi~:gs. The receiver can misunderstand a message when a culturally different
behavior is wrongly perceived and interpreted based on one's own cultural background. Mistakes
in perception and interpretation can occur at two levels-the level of interpersonal relationships
and the level of inforn~ation (cf. Watzlawick, Beavin, 8t Jackson, 1969). In one interaction
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sequence, messages are transmitted along the verbal channel and various nonverbal channels;
misunderstandings can happen in only one channel or in several channels at the same time. Of
course, mis- and non-understandings can also be caused by non-cultural differences, e.g.,
individual differences.

Misunderstandings are the most serious situation in communication, according to
Schneller (1989). The important feature of a misunderstanding is that a person is using a wrong
code to interpret the message, and is unaware of the mistake. Therefore, the person feels certain
about the interpretation and does not search further information to change the false decoding. A
misunderstanding cannot be observed the moment it occurs, because persons involved are
unaware of it and react as if they understood the message properly (Schneller, 1989). A
misunderstanding can only be realized "when one or more participants perceive that
something...has gone wrong" (Scheu-Lottgen 8c Hernandez-Campoy, 1998: 376), or when the
receiver of a message reacts in unexpected ways. The receiver may show signs of surprise, or
signs of hostility in cases he feels offended. The reaction may even be withdrawal from
communication. For example, Chinese who misinterpret the American communication style as
aggressive might avoid contact with Americans because they feel threatened. In America, more
people prefer a direct and confronting communication style, while in China more people prefer
indirect communication (cf Shenkar 8r. Ronen, 1987). Of course, we would also find Chinese
who prefer direct, confronting communication, but their behavior would be seen as aggressive
in China. Thus, Chinese using their culturally appropriate interpretation would misinterpret
Americans' behavior; and consequently be influenced by this misinterpretation. A
misunderstanding can ]ead to serious interpersonal conflicts, if this is not realized and persons
go on reacting to misinterpretations.

If a message receiver or a message sender realize that something is going wrong in the
communication-the sender might have observed the receiver reacting in unexpected ways-they
can chose to ignore the misunderstanding and go on to communicate without addressing the
misunderstanding. A misunderstanding can also be addressed; for example by asking the sender
for clarification, after one has finally realized that something is amiss.

Non-understandings. In cases of non-understanding, the receiver has no adequate codes
at her disposal, and knows that she does not understand the message. A non-understanding is
always related to a feeling of uncertainty (Schneller, 1989). Uncertainty causes cognitive
confusion, triggering a search for further cues and evidence to reduce uncertainty (Schneller,
1989). A non-understanding is easier to recognize than a misunderstanding, because uncertainty
is expressed non-verbally, and the search for further cues can be observed. A non-understanding
is indicated by requests for further explanation and by other nonverbal cues: frown eyebrows,
wrinkled forehead, or nodding inappropriately.

Another indicator of communication difficulties is added here:
Pauses in the communication strean:. Pauses are another indicator of culturally different
interpretation patterns. It stands to reason that members with culturally different backgrounds
spend often more time interpreting behavior shown by others. If a behavior is unexpected,
receivers need more time to interpret the meaning-they need time to change their interpretation
pattern. More time is also needed to predict the receiver's response and to decide about
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appropriate behavior that one intends to cany out. Knowing that inappropriate behavior is more
likely in intercultural contacts, one must think more carefully ofbehavior in advance, i.e., more
notions about appropriate behavior and its consequences have to be checked.

4.3 Hypotheses

Hypotheses concerning the social dimension
These hypotheses describe expected trends in diversity effects on the factors communication
effectiveness, participation, and cohesiveness (measured as communication difficulties, verbal
and nonverbal participation and cohesiveness).
~ At the beginning, HD-groups have more communication difficulties than LD-groups.

Members of HD-groups participate less, and their groups are less cohesive than LD-
groups.

~ After the beginning, the communication difficulties decrease in HD-groups as well as in
LD-groups, so that a decreasing trend can be found from the beginning of a lengthy task
to the end. The decreasing trend will be stronger in HD-groups than in LD-groups, so that
at the end, members of HD-groups will have equal frequencies of communication
difficulties as members of LD-groups. The decrease of communication difficulties is
reflected by increasing participation and cohesiveness, so that in the end, the levels of
participation and cohesiveness are also equal.

~ The cohesiveness is higher when fewer communication difficulties emerge and more
members participate in discussion. Cohesiveness is the pre-condition for effective group
work, thus, the higher the group cohesiveness the more suggestions members make.

Hypotheses concerning the work dimension
These hypotheses describe the trend to be found in the factors task-related ideas and work-
outcome. Relevant observable variables include goal-related, procedural and content-related
suggestions, plus quality and originality of the work outcome. It is further distinguished between
`new' and `old' task-related suggestions, referring to new ideas and elaborations on previously
made ideas. It is assumed that the culturally diverse knowledge base leads to more `new' task-
related suggestions.
~ In the beginning, LD-groups generate more suggestions than HD-groups, i.e. they make

more `new' and `old' suggestions.
~ In the end, the HD-groups generate more `new' suggestions than LD-groups. Thus, an

increasing trend in task-related ideas can be found from beginning to end. LD-groups also
have more time to generate suggestions at the end. They use it to elaborate longer on
previously made suggestions. Hence, LD-groups make more `old' suggestions.

~ HD-groups achieve a higher quality and originality in the work outcome than LD-groups,
because over time, HD-group members generate more `new' task-related suggestions than
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LD-groups. The reason for this is that the increase in `new' suggestions is supposed to be
higher in HD-groups than in LD-groups over time. The quality and originality will be
detemzined more by the `new' suggestions than by the `old' suggestions. The suggestion
frequency will be linearly related to the final work outcome because the tota] suggestion
frequency will not reach the groups' "channel capacity" (cf. Forsyth, 1990; Abele-Brehm,
1987). Reaching the channel capacity means that the group cannot process additional
information and additional `new' suggestions would not lead to further improvement of
the outcome. In such a case, the graph showing the relationship between task suggestions
and outcome variables would cease growing.

Hypotheses concerning the coping activities
It is hypothesized that coping lowers communication difficulties, increases participation,
increases cohesiveness, and supports the generation of suggestions. Coping activities may
counterbalance the cultural-diversity effects. Therefore, it is explored whether HD-groups and
LD-groups differ in using coping-activities, and whether such effects change over time. A
hypothesis could not be formulated due to a lack of theory.

Figure 4-I shows the expected diversity effects. The non-dotted lines show how `new'
suggestions develop in HD- and LD-groups; the dotted lines show how communication
difficulties develop. The HD-group values are marked with triangles, the LD-group values with
circles. The frequency of task-related suggestions increases more in HD-groups. Communication
difficulties are supposed to decrease much more in HD-groups. They are supposed to create the
conditions for the contrasting diversity effects on performance. If dealing with communication
takes much time, then groups can only spend limited time developing ideas conceming their
work. With many communication difficulties, groups do not have the capacity to deal with a high
idea variance; they rather stop generating ideas. Only if there are few communication difficulties,
groups start to make use of the full idea variance. Hence, a higher number of task-related
suggestions in HD-groups can only be expected for later work stages, and only for `new'
suggestions. The LD-groups will generate more ideas that differ only in some aspects from
previously made suggestions (called `elaborations on suggestions' or `old' suggestions). The
arrows depict the moments when LD- and HD-groups start to have more time available for
working on the task than for dealing with communication difficulties. The moment will be later
in time in HD-groups.
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Figure 4-1.

4.4 Method

Changes in diversity effects over time: an empirical study
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A quasi-experimental design is used to study the process of cooperation in diverse groups
comparing HD-groups-the experimental condition-with LD-groups-the control-condition.

4.4.1 Sample

The sample was gathered by purposively sampling from the population of students from a Dutch
university, including foreign students. With a flyer, students were invited to participate in a
course on intercultural-team cooperation. The course contained information about cultural
differences, about their positive and negative effects on communication and work, about dealing
with misunderstandings and about using the differences for achieving better outcomes. The
course was advertised to last three hours, the group work to last four hours. Participants received
a participation certificate, but no financial reward. Part of the students were recruited from a class
on intercultural communication, their reward was having to answer one question less in the course
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examination. In totally, 26 groups were composed, but only 20 were included in the analysis'.
Cultural diversity was operationalized at two levels-high and low national diversity.

Nationality was used, because it was assumed that national borders create bigger cultural
differences than, for example, professional training or gender-specific upbringing. HD-groups
consisted of inembers with three or four different nationalities, LD-groups consisted of inembers
with one or two different nationalities. Students were randomly assigned to the groups according
to the time they called and when they could spend a half day on the experiment. Assigning
students to groups of the two diversity conditions, it was made sure that the two conditions were
filled group after group at the same time to reduce the sampling error. It was attempted to parallel
assign the students from the class of intercultural communication, which were rewarded with one
examen question less, to the two conditions. An attempt was made to create multinational groups
and compare them with mono-national groups. However, the number of Dutch students willing
to participate was not large enough, and the way to randomly assign the students to the two
conditions did not allow for a sufficient number of groups consisting ofonly Dutch students.

The sample included 76 foreign and Dutch students. Students came from fifteen different
countries. Subjects of the two conditions were similar in age, members of the HD-groups were
on average 23.3 years, members of LD-groups 24.0 years. They were similar in years of study
at university level. Most of them were in the third or fourth year of study; on average the
members of the LD-groups spend 3.46 year at the university; members of the HD-groups 3.57
years.

As it turned out, the LD-groups included more females (Nremaie,-30, Sl.lo~o) than males
(Nmaleé 7, 18.90~0), while the HD-groups contained approximately half females (Ntemales-18,
46.20~0) and half males (Nmales 21, 53.80~0). The two conditions also turned out not to be matched
for academic disciplines. The HD-groups included more economics students (NeCO~23, 590~0) than
social-science students (N~~;-10, 25.60~0). LD-groups, however, consisted ofmore social-science
students (NSaS~;-20, 54.10~0) than economics students (NeCO~-13, 35.10~0)'. A summary of the
sample characteristics including the students' countries oforigin is given in Table 4-2.

3 The course was originally designed to additionally test the effect of instruction about culture effects,
hypothesizing it could decrease performance-inhibiting diversity-effects. The effect of instruction was to
be tested by including the factor "receiving instruction" in the quasi-experimental design. The additional
experimental condition included instruction-receivíng groups; the control condition included groups not
receiving the instruction. Thus, the high-diversiry condition and the low-diversiry condition had to be
divided in a receiving-instruction condition and a no-instruction condition. Due to semester ending, the
no-instruction condition could only be filled with two LD-groups and four HD-groups. They were
excluded from further analysis. We have to acknowledge that the instruction might have distorted the
parallel sampling, because HD-groups might have been differently "primed" by the instruction than LD-
groups.

4 The two diversity conditions also included students from other faculties studying neither economics nor
social science. In the HD-condition, 15,4oIo of the students were from other faculties, in the LD-condition
10.8oro.
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Table 4-2.

Changes in diversity effects over time: an empirical study

Sample characteristics

High Diversity Teams Low Diversity Teams
(3 or 4 nationalities) (1 or 2 nationalities)

Number of teams 10 10

Number of individuals 38 38

Mean age ( in years) 23.34 24.00

Nationalities Australia, Belgium, Canada, Canada, Denmark,
China, England, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, South Africa, Spain, US,
Sweden
(Total: 13) (Total: 4)

4.4.2 Procedure and task

Students ofboth conditions received theoretical instruction before starting work (see Appendix
2). Subsequently, they received a sheet with the group assignment; it mentioned the time of four
hours to work on the task, and that they could plan and organize the work as they wanted. They
were also asked for permission to videotape their work session. After finishing the game manual,
group members filled in a questionnaire about their group functioning and their outcome
evaluation (see Appendix 3).

The group assignment was to develop the manual for a new, challenging game which
would be attractive for young players from all over the world. The written version of the game
manual is seen as the work outcome to be judged for quality and originality. The task was chosen
for three groups of reasons: first, for reasons connected to the fact that the task represents a
complex-problem solution (in contrast to a simple-problem solution); second, for extemal validity
reasons; the task requires similar activities as needed in culturally diverse work groups outside
the laboratory; third, for methodological reasons.

The task belongs to the group of complex problems with no single solution; simple
problems have one single best solution, and the solution quality is primarily determined by the
capabilities of the best member (Endres 8c Putz-Osterloh, 1994). Complex-problem tasks have
advantages compared to simple-problem tasks: a complex-problem task benefits more from
diverse task perspectives; complex problems need a range of knowledge and skills requiring the
capabilities of more than one person; as there is no best solution, members with good solutions
are less likely to be voted down (cf. Hill, 1982), members tend less likely to risky shifts (Lamm,
1988), and to group think (Janis, 1972).

The task to develop a game is also chosen, because it requires much discussion and
decision making under time pressure; and reflects, thus, activities needed in multinational teams
outside the laboratory. It makes it more likely that the same kind of interaction pattetns and
communication difficulties evolve (cf. Watson et al., 1993).
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Methodological concems to chose the task to develop a game were that students are likely
to have the appropriate knowledge at their disposal, because they all have played games; and that
students are likely to be motivated, because developing a game is an attractive tasks for students.

The time of four hours was considered to be sufficient for the emergence of performance-
promoting diversity effects, because both HD-groups and LD-groups received a theoretical
instruction about culture effects on communication and work; the instruction included
information about recalling culturally diverse ideas and making use of them for the task (see
Appendix 2). The effect of the instruction was supposed to expedite the performance-promoting
effects.

The work session was videotaped. Two extemal observers watched the videotapes and
made observations; they coded the group-member behavior on a video assessment instrument that
was especially designed for the process observations (see Appendix 3). Observers were trained
in advance to reach sufficient efficiency and high interobserver agreement. Instead of taking
observations over the complete work time of four hours, it was decided for selective behavior
sampling-a frequently used technique recommended by Scherer and Ekman (1982) to save time
and effort. Observations were taken from nine time samples of five minutes selected from three
periods: the beginning-stage, the middle-stage, and the end-stage of the group process. The time
samples are thought to be representative for the complete group process. Observations include
behavior frequencies and behavior ratings for the three periods.

4.5 Instruments

Three instruments were developed and applied: a video assessment instrument to collect the
observations; a group questionnaire for group members' self-ratings; and a quality-assessment
scale to measure the game-manual quality.

Video Assessment Scales. A new instrument to assess verbal and nonverbal behavior indicative
of the framework factors had to be developed. As most analyses are done with variables based
on the Video Assessment Scales, the scales are important; and their development is therefore
described in detail. Existing instruments for group-interaction study (e.g., Bales, 1950) focus on
specific communication acts without making clear conceptual and operational links between the
behaviors tapped by these instruments and group effectiveness (Hackman 8c Morris, 1975). For
example, Berg (1967) differentiates between task-oriented and non-task oriented contributions
without explaining which function the two kinds of contributions have with respect to task
effectiveness.

The literature also shows a scarcity of instruments operationalizing factors of verbal
interaction and nonverbal interaction. Existing instruments for measuring group interaction focus
exclusively either on verbal interactions (Berg, 1967; Larson, 1969; Fisher, 1980) or nonverbal
interactions (Birdwhistell, 1970). Birdwhistell (1970) developed a kinesic alphabet which
includes, among other categories, 13 eye-movement symbols, and 24 mouth movement positions;
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this is too complex and specific for the questions to be studied here. Moreover, existing
instruments do not include operationalizations of acts indicating misunderstandings and non-
understandings.

A coding system had to be derived from the conceptual propositíons made in Chapter 3.
Various scales were constructed for the external observations (see Kampkes, 1998). First, we had
to find indicators such as speech acts, verbal acts and nonverbal acts for the framework factors.
Indicators had to be determined that could be observed and tallied by extemal raters. We followed
Fisher (1980) in defining the units of interaction functionally as members' unintetrupted
comments. A single unintetrupted comment with a certain function is considered to be a single
act regardless of its relative length.

The decision about indicators was made by two culturally different observers: a Dutch
male and a German female. The choice of observers differing in two culture dimensions-gender
and nationality-takes for a part care of the cultural bias in selecting indicators. The two observers
decided about the acts by watching and analyzing four video records-two ofmultinational HD-
groups and two of mono-national LD-groups-and developed a pilot version of the Video
Assessment Scales.

The pilot version was pre-tested by four different observers than the two observers that
had designed the pilot version: two Dutch males and two Dutch females. The gender was mixed
to lower a potential gender bias in observing behavior data. Based on the pre-test
results~omments of the observers and frequencies-the pilot version of the Video Assessment
Scales was changed: Scales were expelled if the behavior occurred in less than 10~0 of the nine
five-minute time-samples (i.e. following scales were expelled: contradicting opinions,
withdrawing from the group, making a concession, and changing the opinion). Scale definitions
were changed if they showed low inter-rater reliability. After the changes, the Video Assessment
Scales included five rating scales and nineteen frequency scales (see Appendix 3).

Following factors were operationalized as frequency score: communication effectiveness
(operationalized as `communication difficulties'), task-related suggestions, and coping activities.
(See below, for the definition and operationalization ofcoping activities). Following factors were
operationalized as rating score: participation, cohesiveness, game-quality and game-originality,
and lingua-franca command. The lingua-franca was English in the bi-national and multinational
groups; the lingua franca was Dutch in mono-national groups. We did not make the Dutch
students speak English, because speaking a lingua franca belongs to the natural difficulties
multinational work groups have to cope with that we wanted to study.

The observers did the video assessment in two rounds. During the first round, they gave
rating scores; during the second round, they scored frequency variables. Frequencies were scored
per five-minute time sample. Ratings were given at the end of the five-minute time samples using
a 6-point Likert-type scale. The video tape was stopped when more time was needed to write
down several scores, but rewinding was not allowed. The observers watched two minutes after
the end of each period~onsisting of three five-minute time samples-to check if a
misunderstanding that had its origin in this period led to delayed consequences. The third
observation period-conceming the end-stage, therefore, started seventeen minutes before the end
of the videotape.
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Group Questionnaire. A questionnaire was developed to collect self-ratings from the group
members for validity checks on the observations. Group members answered questions about their
group. The questionnaire included questions operationalizing the following factors:
communication quality, cohesiveness, game-quality, game-originality, and lingua-franca
command. The questionnaire consisted of 39 questions. The scales could not be reproduced in
a factor analysis; correlations between the variables were predominantly very low.

Quality Assessment Instrument. The quality and the origínality of the game manuals were
measured twice, through self rating and observer rating. To obtain the observer rating-score for
game-quality, a Quality Assessment Instrument consisting of nine 6-point Likert-type questions
was developed. The nine variables covered by the questions were:
1. title attractiveness (E.g., "Does the game have a title that attracts you to think about it?"),
2. external manual appearance (E.g, "Does the manual look clear and well-structured, so that you
need very little time to get an overview?),
3. the manual's English
4. manual completeness (E.g., "Does the manual include the playing materials, the playing rules,
examples ofquestions, when answering questions belongs to the game, the number ofplayers and
their age?"),
5. manual comprehensiveness (E.g., "How well are the various steps in the game described?"),
6. worldwide applicability (E.g., "Can young people from all over the world play the game?"),
7. player-interaction novelty (E.g., "How innovative is the way of interacting between the
players?")
8. challenge to the players (E.g., "How challenging is the game? How many skills and abilities
are involved?")
9. play enjoyment (E.g., "How likely is it, that players will have fun playing the game?")

4.5.1 Variables

('ommunication difficulties
Misunderstandings and non-understandings. This variable included the frequency of
misunderstandings, the frequency ofnon-understandings expressed nonverbally through frowning

or inappropriate nodding, and the frequency of non-understandings that are indicated by a
question to re-explain something. An example of the last type of non-understanding was when

a student made a proposal: "I think we should use board games as a starting point.", and another
group member not knowing the term board games asked "What do you mean by board games?".

Occurrence of a misunderstanding can be perceived only if the external raters have the
appropriate codes for understanding the messages, or if it leads to consequences, like questions

or comments by group members saying that they feel misunderstood. A typical sequence of a
misunderstanding was:

Person A: "Why don't we make a game to be played outside?"
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Person B: "Let's make a game to be played on the Big Ben!"
Person A misunderstood this comment as making fun of his idea and reacted with an
angry question: "Do you mean I make stupid ideas?"
Person B could then clear up the misunderstanding: "No, just making a joke."

Short and long pauses. Short pauses lasting between three and eight seconds were seen as
indication of communication difficulties; they are cognitive pauses taken for the time to think
about how to interpret a behavior (Scollen 8c Scollen, 1995) or to decide about appropriate
behavior. They indicate that the communication stream is shortly interrupted. Short pauses are
perceived as a"feeling of obligation to say something" (Scheu-Lottgen 8t Hemandez-Campoy,
1998: 380); native English speaker develop such a feeling after a pause of about four seconds
according to Scheu-Lottgen 8c Hernandez-Campoy. Pauses of longer than eight seconds were
perceived as sign of serious communication break-down. The pause frequency was measured.
Pauses up to three seconds were not measured, because they were not seen as indicators of
communication difficulties, but as interactive pauses for tum-taking, and backchannel pauses to
receive some kind of feedback (cf Scollen 8i Scollen, 1995). The variable `communication
difficulties' was calculated as the sum of the frequencies of misunderstandings, non-
understandings, short and long pauses.

Co munication q ~at- litr
This variable was included as a self-rating measure of communication effectiveness. Group
members were asked to answer questions about misunderstandings (e.g., Question 25. "The others
sometimes missed the good points in the ideas that I suggested."[reversely coded]. Question 32.
"My ideas were quite clear to the other participants."), and defensive or supportive
communication in their group (cf. Fisher, 1980; e.g., Question 10. "People in my group listened
carefully to each other.")

Partici an tion
tlerbal and nonverbal participation. Ratings were taken over time of the participation amount
on a 6-point Likert-type scale. Verbal participation was rated high when members were talking
very often and low when they were often silent. Nonverbal participation was rated high when
members often looked at the others, touched others and sat closely to the table. It was rated low
when members rarely looked at others, never touched others and sat far from the table.

('ohesiveness
Cohesiveness is a psychological construct describing "the ability ofgroup members to get along,
the feeling of loyalty, pride, and commitment of inembers toward the group" (Fisher, 1980). This
groupness emerges from members' interactions. Gordon et al., (1980) describe three
factors-union loyalty, responsibility to the union, and willingness to work for the union-that are
important for the worker's commitment to a union. That also can be used to describe group
commitment. Additionally a factor `freedom to participate' was included, which Heslin and
Dunphy (1964) mentioned as being important for group satisfaction. The questionnaire included
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two questions for every factor.
To receive an external cohesiveness measure, the variable `group atmosphere' was rated

by external observers. The 6-point Likert-type rating scale reaches from agreement with the
statement "The atmosphere is stimulating the group members to participate" to agreement with
the statement "The atmosphere is not stimulating group members to participate."

Tack-related suggestionc and elaborations
Goal-relatedsuggestions. These are comments made about task definitions, about stages that
must be reached to solve it, and comments about what task solutions would be possible.
Elaborations on goal-related suggestions (or `old' goal-related suggestions) are comments that
specify `new' goal-related suggestions made previously.
Proceduralsuggestions. These are comments about what the group members should do in order
to proceed with the work. When so-called `new' suggestions on procedures were repeated or
specified in more detail, they are defined as elaborations (or `old' procedural suggestions).
Content-related ideas. These are ideas about the game content, the game rules, the players'
activities and elaborations of those ideas. Again, they are distinguished in `new' and `old'
suggestions.

n~~ality and originality of the work outcome:
Qualitv. The variable quality concerns the quality of the manual as well as the quality of the
game. It consists of the mean of following variables: title attractiveness, manual appearance,
manual English, manual completeness, manual comprehensiveness, worldwide applicability,
player-interaction novelty, challenge to the players, play enjoyment. It was measured as self
rating and as external rating. The final quality score consisted of the mean of the ratings. The
external-observer rating was the average of ratings on nine variables that were rated at 6-point
Likert-type scales by a group of four evaluators from different nations (Germany, England, Spain,
the Netherlands). The cultural background of the external observers had to be varied to restrict
the cultural bias. The quality judgments are results of a complex judgmental process supposedly
containing several levels affected by culturally specific experience. The evaluators got to see the
manuals and were not involved in the research project in any other form.

Originality. The originality concerned the novelty of aspects involved in the game. It was rated
on a 6-point Likert-type scale. The lowest rating was given to a game of which all aspects are
known, moderate ratings were given to a game that combines elements ofalready existing games,
and the highest rating was given to a game, that is completely new in the basic idea and its
ingredients. The ratings were given by two evaluators, a female from Germany and a male from
the Netherlands.

Control variables

Creativity, experience in developing games and experiences in playing games, and the lingua
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franca command affect work outcome. The lingua-franca command and intercultural experience
affect communication effectiveness. Therefore, these factors were measured as control variables
and it was checked whether they were homogeneously distributed in HD-groups and LD-groups.

Creativiry. One question in the questionnaire asked whether the group included creative members
(Question 36: "One or more members ofour group were very creative.") The group mean on this
rating is treated as a creativity measure. It may be related to the group's originality score on this
task.
Lingua franca con:mnr:d. The lingua franca was either English or Dutch. The command of the
language was rated twice, once by the external observers per individual on a 6-point rating scale
(of the Likert-type). The lowest score described a low command, with very little vocabulary,
many mistakes in speaking and frequently asking the others for help. The highest score was given
to a fluently speaking student, who had a large vocabulary, made few mistakes, and never asked
others for help. The command of lingua franca was also self-rated by the group members after
they finished the task. As to be expected, the students of mono-national groups speaking Dutch
received the highest scores.
Sojourner experierrce. The experience in adjusting to another culture is assumed to have a training
effect and to make group members better able to communicate with people from other nations.
Subjects were asked in the questionnaire whether they ever lived abroad for half a year or longer.
Experience in plaving games. The practical experience with games supposedly influences the
ideas people have about games and their characteristics. The students were asked if they play
games very often, sometimes, rarely or never; students received the highest rating for the answer
"very often".
E.xperience in developing games. Being experienced in developing ideas for a game increases the
chance that the person has ideas about procedures ofhow to plan and to carry out the task. Group
members were asked whether they had developed a game before. The variable is a dummy
variable having the value of one for experience in developing games and zero for having no
experience.

The U-test ofMann and Whitney for non-parametric measures was used to test whether HD- and
LD-groups differ in the control variables, because the ratings are ordinally scaled and the sample
size is small. Findings show that LD- and HD-groups are homogeneous concerning the control
variables, except for the lingua-franca command. The differences between mean ranks did not
reach statistical significance for creativity, experience in developing games, experience in playing
games and sojoumer experience. The lingua-franca command was higher in LD-groups than in
HD-groups. On a 6-point Likert-type scale, LD-groups got on average a rating of4.8, HD-groups
of 3.45. The higher average rating of LD-groups is partly due to the fact that the mono-national
groups of the LD-condition could speak their mother tongue `Dutch'. The difference of the mean
ranks reached statistical significance (mean rank of LD - 13.10, HD - 7.90; U- 24.00, p~.05).
The self ratings of language capabilities did not differ significantly.

To determine potential confounding effects of lingua-franca command, partial correlations
are taken of the control variables with effect measures. The correlations are controlled for national
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diversity, because the diversity level affects the effects measures. The lingua-franca command
was not associated with communication difficulties, but with `new' and `old' task-related
suggestions in the beginning-stage. The correlations that reached statistical significance were
between the lingua-franca command and `new' task-related suggestions in the beginning-stage
(r.53, p~.05), and `old' task-related suggestions in the beginning-stage (t- .60, p~.01). It means
that a good lingua-franca command supported to make task-related suggestions in the beginning-
stage; it had no significant effect in the middle-stage and the end-stage. With respect to the effect
of lingua-franca command as control variable, we must conclude that the better lingua-franca
command of LD-groups has to be taken into account when explaining potential diversity effects
favoring LD-groups in the beginning-stage.

Coping activities

Constructing the Video-Assessment Scales and screening the two tapes for indicators of the
framework factors, it was also searched for potential indicators ofcoping activities. The following
activities were chosen to indicate task-related coping-activities and diversity-related coping-
activities: motivating each other to participate more (e.g., by asking for an opinion), supporting
idea generation (e.g., by asking for contribution), improving existing suggestions (e.g., by
directlindirect criticism), and improving the communication (e.g., by asking for understanding).
Two activities were chosen to indicate emotion-related coping activities: making jokes to relieve
tension and praising the ideas of others or their personalities.

Behaviors were accepted as indicators if they could be detected and coded. Nine variables
were defined and measured as frequencies:
Asking for an opinion. The frequency was taken of questions to others regarding their opinions
about a contribution.
Asking for contribution. The frequency was taken ofquestions to others whether they would have
new or better ideas or comments (direct stimulation).
Asking jor understanding. The frequency was taken of questions to others whether the others
understood what was said before.
Praising an idea~Praising a persor:. These include the frequency of positive comments about
another person or an idea. Bales (1950) calls this category "positive actions".
Jokes~Successfu! jokes. The frequency was taken of jokes that were not followed by members'
laughter and jokes about which one or more group members laughed (`successful jokes').
(Direct~Indirect) criticism: Frequencies were taken ofdenial or rejections of ideas indicated by
comments starting with "no" and indirect criticism starting with "yes, but".

In order to test the hypotheses, three periods-from the beginning-stage, the middle-stage, and the
end-stage of the four-hour time-span ofgroup work-were used, and within each period, three time
samples of five minutes each were assessed. Frequency is standardized by relating it to the five-
minute time samples of the three periods. In the case of the frequency data, the sum scores for
periods are used and aggregated at group level. In the case of the rating scores, means of periods
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are aggregated at group level. The appropriateness of aggregation could be tested for the
questionnaire measures ofcohesiveness, communication quality, lingua-franca command, game
quality and game originality. Danserau, Alutto, and Yammarino (1984) have proposed a within-
and-between-analysis of the individual responses. Aggregation to the group level can be judged
as appropriate when the ratio of the eta-squared between to eta-squared within is greater than 1.00
(cf Knight et al., 1999).The ratios varied between 1.54 for cohesiveness and 2.62 for quality,
allowing for aggregation on the variables mentioned.

The total number of 76 subjects that are observed at nine episodes led to N- 684 data-
points; when data points were aggregated for periods, N- 228 data-points remain. Assessments
were done by two observers, a male observer from the Netherlands and a female observer from
Germany. Hypotheses were tested by using the rank order test-the U test for comparing mean
ranks of Mann and Whitney-because the data were ordinal, not always normally distributed, and
contain outliers (that cannot be removed due to small sample size).

4.5.2 Item analysis

Reliability of the Video Assessment Scales. Reliability tests were done using video records of
two groups: one HD-group (No. 1) and one LD-group (No. 4). Groups included four students
each. To determine the inter-rater reliability, the tapes were scored by two observers from two
different nationalities (e.g., the Netherlands, and Germany) and different gender to reduce the
potential cultural bias. The two observers worked independently. For the reliability analysis, they
watched only one person of the groups at a time and scored the variables for the nine episodes
of the three periods. The occurrence of a behavior was scored per minute; i.e. in one minute, all
frequency variables had to be checked for presence. The rating variables were scored in a second
round. Thus, 360 observation points per variable were received (5 minutes x 9 episodes x 8
subjects).

The index for measuring interobserver agreement was Cohen's kappa. According to Suen
and Ary (1989), it is the least controversial index. It lies between .50 for the variables `praising
an idea' and 1.00 for `asking for understanding'. It was decided to follow the recommendation
of Gelfand and Hartmann (1968) and define a Kappa of .60 as the minimally acceptable level.
Variables that are unreliable according to this criterium were eliminated from further analyses.
It concems `praising an idea'(.50) and `praising a person'(.57). The low Kappa values for these
two variables can be explained by the difficulty to judge a speech act as representing praising
behavior. The rating requires a more complex judgment procedure, than, for example, to judge
a speech act as `asking for an opinion'. The lowest kappa values for the remaining variables is
received for `short pauses'(.62).

The interrater reliability of the rating scores was measured using the Spearman-Brown
correlation formula. It revealed significant cotrelations between .52 for group atmosphere and .80
for lingua-franca command. The internal consistency of the rating scales was checked using the
Cronbach alpha score, values between .70 and .90 were found (see Appendix 4, Table 4-1).
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Reliability of the Group Questionnaire. The alpha coefficients of internal consistency for the
six scales were between .43 for lingua-franca command and .73 for originality. Assuming an
alpha of .60 as the minimally acceptable level, the scales lingua-franca command and
communication quality had to be considered as unreliable. To increase the reliability of the scales,
non-selective items were removed.s The analysis of the intemal consistency of the questionnaire
after removing the non-selective items shows acceptable results (see Appendix 3, Table 4-2).
Cronbach's alpha had a value of .83, the alpha-values after the split-half inethod were .70 for part
one and .72 for part two. The alpha coefficients for the separate scales were between .67 for
communication quality and .89 for cohesiveness .

Reliability of the Quality Assessment Instrument. The interrater reliability of the nine quality
factors revealed alpha scores between .43 for `novelty of players interaction' and .97 for
`attractiveness of the title'. In the measure for the overall quality of the manual, only factors were
included that reached an alpha score .60 (cf., Gelfand 8z Hartmann, 1968). The item `novelty of
players interaction' had to be removed. It led to an overall mean of 4.28 for quality, externally
rated. The alpha for the overall measure of quality was .96 (see Appendix 4, Table 4-3).

Validity. Construct validity was checked by correlating measures ofequivalent content, e.g., the
self rating and the observer rating of quality and the observer ratings of game quality and game
originality. Partial correlations were taken, (two-tailed, controlling for diversity condition) for
factors measured with self rating and observer rating. It is assumed that both ratings reflect the
same construct. The observer rating score included in the correlation formula consisted of the
mean for the three periods. The results showed significant correlations for game originality, the
lingua-franca command, and cohesiveness, and no significance for correlations of the observer
rating and self-rating measures of game quality and the communication difficulties.
Validity of outcome measures. The correlation of the observer rating and the self-rating of
originality was significant (t- -.59, p~.01, N-20, DF-17). The correlation between the observer
rating and the self-rating for quality was very low (r- -.16) and not statistically significant.
Validity of linguafranca command. The self-judgement of lingua-franca command was
significantly correlated with the observer rating, but negatively (individual values, t- -.24, p~.05,
DF-68).
Validity of communication dij~culties. The partial correlation coefficient between communication
difficulties (the sum ofmisunderstandings, non-understandings, and pauses) and the self-rated
communication quality was very ]ow and not statistically significant (r-- -.21, DF-17).
Validity ofcohesiveness. The group-questionnaire measure ofcohesiveness is supposed to reflect
the same construct as the observer rating of the group atmosphere. The correlation with the
observer ratings was statistically significant and negative (t--.46, p~.05, DF-17).

5 Selectivity was checked with a principal component analysis) using a one-factor solution. Items have a
good selectivity when they load ?.3 on the first un-rotated factor (Ettrich, 1986). 14 items that did not
meet this criteria were removed. The scale communication quality was the least reliable scale, 7 items
had to be removed to reach a reliability ~.60.
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It stands out that the significant correlations between the observer ratings and the self
ratings of originality, lingua-franca command, and cohesiveness were negative. The meaning of
the negative correlations for validity is difficult to interpret; they were expected to be positive.
The observer ra[ing and the self rating of originality, lingua-franca command, and cohesiveness
seem to reflect the same construct, but evaluation standards of external raters and group members
might have been different. Two reasons can be imagined for the standard difference: first, the
ratíng standard of the external evaluators was influenced by the other different manuals they had
to evaluate, while the group members only rated their own manual and had to use their personal
experience as standard; second, self-ratings are made after the end-stage of group work and are
retrospective judgements of the four-hours lasting overall-process, while observer ratings are
means of the three observation periods. A retrospective judgment of the three periods can be
distorted due to memory biases; effects of the beginning-stage can be overestimated due to a so-
called primacy effect in memorizing cues describing that events from the beginning-stage are
better memorized; effects of the last period can be overestimated due to a so-called recency effect
describing that events of the last period are better memorized (Luchins, 1957). These effects are
not studied yet, however, they may have distorted the self-rating measures. The doubts about the
self ratings' validity led to the decision to base the analyses exclusively on the observer ratings
and frequency measures.

Factor analysis of coping variables

An exploratory principal-component analysis with a Varimax rotation on the correlation matrix
of the coping variables revealed three factors explaining together 69.360~0 ofvariance. The first
factor explained 25.750~0 of variance. Variables loading higher than .50 on it were `jokes' and
`successful jokes'; the factor was labeled `humor'. Variables loading higher than .50 on the
second factor were `asking for other's opinions', `direct and indirect criticism' and `asking for
contribution'. This factor was called `task-focused coping'; it accounted for 26.320~0 of the total
variance. `Diversity-focused coping' described best the third factor, and variables loading high
are `asking for understanding' and `asking for contribution'. It explained 16.290~0 of the total
variance.
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Tables 4-4 Results of a principal component analysis of the coping-activity variables

Total Variance Explained

Component Initial Eigenvalues Extracted Sums of Squared
Loadings

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings

Total ~ o( Cumulative Total ~ of Cumulative Total ~ of Cumulative
Variance ~ Variance i Vanance ~

1 2,051 29,305 12,305 2,051 29,305 29,305 1,873 26,751 26,751
2 1,664 23,776 53,081 1,664 23,776 53,081 1,842 26,321 53,072
3 1,140 16,279 69,360 1,140 16,279 69,360 1,140 16,228 69,360
4 0,753 1Q,7SS 8Q,116
5 0,705 10,073 90,118
6 0,522 7,455 97,643
7 0,165 2,367 100,00

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1 2 3

Direct criticism .746
Indirect criticism .725
Jokes .949
Successfuljokes .922
Asking for understanding .809
Asking for contributions .504 .630
Askin for o inions .6~0

Extraction method: Principal component analysis
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization

The three factors are compatible with a classification of coping activities in problem-focused and
emotion-focused coping. Factor one reflects the emotion-focused coping; humor is used to relieve
tension. Factors two and three reflect problem-focused coping; members deal with the problems
connected to the task and to the group-diversity. New variables were created based on the factor
scores.

Descrintion of the variables
Humor (en:otion focused coping). The variable describes the degree to which jokes are made in
the groups to relieve tension and to improve the group atmosphere.
Taskfocused coping. This variable describes activities camed out to motivate and stimulate each
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other to work on the task. Examples are asking others to make proposals, asking them to give
their opinions on proposals, and evaluating existing proposals to improve these.
Diversiry focused coping. This variable describes activities that focus on the "problem" diversity
and the communication difficulties connected to it. Members attempt to solve misunderstandings
by making sure from time to time if others understood suggestions correctly. Diversity-focused
coping deals also with a lowered motivation to generate ideas. Diversity may lower motivation;
based on a low initial attractiveness, the group members might be more reserved to generate new
ideas. Asking each other for new contributions may help overcome the reservedness.

For the control variable effects on the coping variables, only one significant correlation
could be found: between the lingua-franca command and task-focused coping. The partial
correlation (controlling for diversity condition) was significantly correlated with task-focused
coping in the beginning-stage (r-.50, DF-17, p~.05) and the middle-stage (r-.51, DF-17,
p~.05).

Correlation statistics of coping variables
Coping activities were thought to affect factors on the social dimension and work dimension; i.e.
members were thought to change performance-related diversity effects. Partial correlations were
computed controlling for the diversity condition and for the total number of task-related
suggestions. The total number of task-related suggestions was introduced as an additional control
variable to ensure that results were not confounded by the number of task-related suggestions
reasoning that a high number of task-related suggestions increases the likelihood of
communication difficulties which are related to other variables.

The findings show that coping activities influence group functioning factors and work-
related factors; and that members apply coping activities to different degrees in different stages.
Task-focused coping was important in the beginning-stage; emotion-focused coping (humor) was
important in the end-stage. In the middle-stage, coping activities played no role at all; no
significant correlations were found. Below, correlation statistics results are described, first,
between coping activities and social-dimension factors: second, between coping-activities and
work-dimension factors.

Conceming the social-dimension factors, following results were found for the beginning-
stage and the end-stage. In the beginning-stage, a significant positive correlation could be found
between task-focused coping and verbal participation (t-.47, p~.05). The scatterplot and the
simple linear regression (enter method) support a causal relationship (Rz-.45, ~3-.67, F-14.72,
DF-1, p~.01). In the end-stage, strong effects could be found for emotion-focused coping
(humor). There was a highly significantly positive correlation with verbal and nonverbal
participation (t-.77, p~.001 respectively r-.75, p~.001), and with cohesiveness (r-.71, p~.001).
Scatterplots and regressions suggest to see humor as causal factor predicting verbal participation
(Rz-.508, F-18.59, p~.001, p-.71), predicting nonverbal participation (R2-.50, F- 17,89, p~.01,
p-.71), and predicting cohesiveness (R2-.57, F-24.37, p~.001, ~3-.76) in the end of a group
process.

Concerning the effect of task-focused coping activities on making work-related
suggestions, findings suggest that task-focused coping supports elaborating on ideas only in the
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beginning. A significant positive correlation is only found for the beginning-stage and only for
`old' task-related suggestions (r-.60, p~.01), while the correlations between the variable task-
focused coping and `new' suggestions is low and insignificant. Task-focused coping activities
can be used to predict the `old' task-related suggestions (Rz-.48, F-17.16, p~.001, (3-.48).

The results of correlation statistics are not very consistent, and have, thus, to be
interpreted with some caution. Taking the findings as exploratory findings we may generate
following hypotheses: Group members apply coping activities, such as stimulation and humor
to increase members' participation and group cohesiveness. The amount of coping affects the
discussion ofwork-related suggestions. Surprisingly, coping activities were not associated with
communication difficulties, and with generating `new' task-related suggestions on the work
dimension. The hypothesis generated from these findings is: coping activities vary in their
usefulness for the different problems groups have to deal with.

4.6 Results concerning cultural-diversity effects

Figure 4-5, below, gives a picture of the effects concerning communication difficulties and `new'
task-related suggestions as reached by the 10 LD-groups and the 10 HD-groups. The values of
HD-groups are marked with triangles, the values of LD-groups with circles. The two dotted lines
lying on top ofeach other show the development of the communication-difficulties in HD-groups
and LD-groups over time. The two non-dotted lines show the development of the `new' task
related suggestions over time. The values of the communication difficulties reElect the sum ofall
communication difficulties observed per period (i.e. the misunderstandings and non-
understandings, the short and long pauses). The values of the `new' task related suggestions
contain also the sum of goa]-related, procedural, and content-related suggestions) observed per
period.

The figure illustrates that only performance-inhibiting effects could be found in the
beginning-stage: HD-groups generated less `new' task-related suggestion in the beginning-stage
than LD-groups. Surprisingly, we could find no performance-promoting effects that were
expected in the end-stage. Neither the communication difficulties nor the `new' task-related
suggestions developed over time as expected. Communication difficulties that were supposed to
decrease over time in both kinds of groups, remained about at the same level in HD-groups, and
even increased in LD-groups. The frequency of `new' task related suggestions was expected to
increase in both kinds of groups, but it remained at the same level in HD-groups, and even
decreased in LD-groups.

Especially, the findings of the last period contradict expectations. Following the
hypotheses about the interaction of the communication effectiveness and the idea generation, the
HD-groups should have made more `new' suggestions in the last period. They have not brought
up more suggestions concerning the game, even though HD-groups had to suffer from an equal
number of communication difficulties as LD-groups.
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Figure 4-5

Changes in diversity effects over time: an empirical study
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Table 4-6, below, gives an overview of all the findings concerning the factors of the social
dimension, the work dimension and the coping activities. Each of the three columns summarizes
the results ofone observation period (i.e. the beginning-stage, the middle-stage, and the end-stage
of group work). In the rows, the reader finds the results for the several variables. The results show
the comparison ofHD-group mean ranks and LD-group mean ranks with the U-test ofMann and
Whitney.

The table illustrates first that the clearly visible difference in `new' task-related
suggestions for the beginning-stage is significant. The mean ranks of LD-groups were
significantly higher than the mean ranks of HD-groups in the beginning-stage for the sum-score
ofall `new' task-related suggestions, and also for the sum-score of `old' task-related suggestions.
Looking at the separate kinds of suggestions, LD-groups are only better in `old' content-related
suggestions.

The sum-scores of `new' task-related suggestions and `old' task-related suggestions show
only significant differences between HD-groups and LD-groups in the beginning-stage. No
differences were found for the middle-stage and the end-stage. One difference was only found
for the end-stage if one looks at the single task-related suggestions: In the end-stage, LD-groups
again generate more `old' procedural suggestions than HD-groups. This finding is in line with
the assumption that LD-groups have in the end an advantage in elaborating on existing ideas,
while HD-groups use the time for generating `new' task-related suggestions.

The table also includes the results of the coping-activities. The emotion-focused coping
activities vary with diversity: HD-groups use more humor in the middle-stage. However, this
effect does not coincide with diversity effects on the social and the work dimension. Below,
results are described in more detail.
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Table 4-6. Overview of national diversity effects
(significance on the So~o-level)

period 1 period 2 period 3

communication LD-HD LD-HD LU-HD
difficulties

coping- LD-HD LD~HD LD-HU
activities humor

task related LD~HD LD-HD LD-HD
suggestions task-related suggestions task-related suggestions (sum) task-related suggestions (swnj

(sum) LD-HD LD-HD
LD~HD elaborations on task elaborations on task
elaborations on task suggestions (sum) suggestions (sum)
suggestions (sum)

LD-HD LD-HD LD-HD
goal-related suggestions goal-related suggestions goal-related suggestions
LD~HD LD-HD LD-HD
elaborations on goal-related elaborations on goal-related elaborations on goal-related
suggestions suggestions suggestions

LD-HD LD-HD LD-HD
proceduralsuggestions proceduralsuggestions proceduralsuggestions
LD-HD LD-HD LD~HD
elaborations on procedural elaborations on procedural elaborations on procedures
suggestions suggestions

LD-HD LD-HD LD-HD
suggestions about content suggestions about content suggestions about content
LD~HD: LD-HD: LD-HD
elaborations on content- elaborations on content-related elaborations on content-related
related suggestion suggestion suggestions

Results concerning the social dimension

The main result concerning diversity effects on the social dimension is that diversity does not
affect communication difficulties, but only the factor `participation'. It was expected that HD-
groups suffer in the beginning-stage from more communication difficulties than members of LD-
groups, and, thus, would have lower member participation and cohesiveness. These expectations
could only be confirmed for participation; members of LD-groups received on average higher
ratings for participation on a 6-point Likert-type scale (3.5) than members of HD-groups (3.3).
The difference in the mean ranks is statistically significant at the So~o level (U- 19.50). According
to the hypothesis, this difference should coincide with a higher frequency of communication
difficulties in HD-groups, which was surprisingly not found to be significant.

Communication difficulties were expected to decrease after being higher in HD-groups
in the beginning-stage, but this expectation was not met: HD-groups had on average 3.08
communication difficulties in the beginning-stage, and 4.37 in the middle-stage. LD-groups had
3.40 in the beginning-stage, and 4.42 in the middle-stage (see Table 4-7 below). It was
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hypothesized that, later in time, HD-groups and LD-groups would not differ in their
communication difficulties. This expectation was confirmed: LD-groups had on average 3.63
communication difficulties in the end-stage, and the HD-groups 3.61. However, as
communication difficulties did not decrease over time, this finding is of little relevance.

Table 4-7. Means, standard deviations, and U values of communication difficulties in period 1, 2, 3

LD-groups HD-groups U p
(N-10) (N-10)
Mean Mean
(Std.Deviat.) ( Std.Deviat.)

Period 1 3.40 3.08 46.00 n.s.
(1.76) (2.73)

Period 2 4.42 4.37 50.50 n.s.

(2.95) (2.34)
Period 3 3.63 3.61 44.50 n.s.

(2.02) (2.20)

Communication effectiveness, participation and cohesiveness are hypothesized to be
interdependent; this hypothesis was supported by correlation statistics; partial correlation were
taken between the measures controlling for the diversity-condition and group work stage.
frequency of communication difficulties was significantly and negatively correlated with the
ratings for verbal participation (t- -.34, p~.05); the rating of verbal and nonverbal participation
are significantly and positively correlated with cohesiveness (r--.75, p~.001; r-.85, p~.001).

It could be demonstrated that the cohesiveness is important for group work, because
cohesiveness (observer rating) was significantly correlated with `new' content-related suggestions
and `old' content-related suggestions (partial correlation, controlled for diversity, r-.44, DF-23,
p-.028 for `new' content-related suggestions, t-.56, DF-23, p-.006 for `old' content-related
suggestions). The total frequency of task-related suggestions was best predicted by a model
including communication difficulties, verbal participation, and cohesiveness (Multiple R-.69,

RCommunicationdi~culties - -'34~ rCohesiveness - '22s rVerbal Panicipation - 'S3)'

Results concerning the work dimension

Initially, performance is lower in HD-groups (see Figure 4-5). HD-groups create fewer ideas and
make fewer conunents related to work. The hypothesized performance-inhibiting diversity effect
in the beginning-stage was, thus, supported. LD-groups make more `new' task-related suggestions
in the beginning-stage (11.67 suggestions on average) than HD-groups (7.52 suggestions on
average, U-21.00, p~.05). LD-groups make also more `old' task-related suggestions ( i.e. more
`old' task-related suggestions) ( 12.97 versus 7.79 `old' suggestions, U-13, p~.01). ( See Appendix
4, Table 4-4.)

Only limited diversity effects could be found for the final phase of the work; HD-groups
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did not generate more `new' task-related suggestions, but LD-groups used the time for longer
elaborations on procedures. This finding is in line with the hypothesis that the LD-groups use the
time saved by overcoming communication difficulties in the end-stage to generate more `old'
task-related suggestions. This could be shown for procedura] suggestions: LD-groups made more
`old' procedural suggestions (on average 1.38) than HD-groups (on average .0062, U- 15.50,
p~.001).

It was explored how diversity would affect the different kinds of ideas, i.e. goal-related,
procedural and content-related suggestions. At the beginning, LD-groups generated more `old'
goal-related suggestions (.48) than HD-groups (0.00) and more `old' content-related suggestions
(9.12) than HD-groups (6.19). The differences were statistically significant (U-19.00, p~.05, for
`old' goal-related suggestions, U-23.50, p~.05 for `old' content-related suggestions). The
interpretation of the findings conceming goal-related ideas has to take the better lingua-franca
command of LD-groups into account. As the lingua-franca command affects goal-related
suggestions, diversity-effects may partly be English-command effects.

Results concerning the work outcome

The work outcome is not affected by the diversity level. Neither for external judgments nor for
self judgements on the final product, significant differences between HD-groups and LD-groups
could be found. Figure 4-6 shows bars for the average observer ratings of game originality and
game quality and the average group-members' self ratings ofgame originality and game quality.
The results for the HD-groups are in the first row, the results for the LD-groups can be found in
the second row.

Figure 4-6.

Outcome

I orfglnality (setf) I quality (self)
orlglnallty (observ.) quallty (observ.)

a LD groups . HD groups
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The results for game-quality and game-originality were almost identical for the two diversity
conditions-no significant differences were found. The mean of the observer ratings for game
originality ofLD-groups was 3.0, the mean for the HD-groups was 3.25. The average self rating
for game originality in LD-groups was 3.02, in HD-groups 2.85. The observer rating of LD-
groups' game quality was exactly the same as the observer rating ofHD-groups' game quality
(4.59). The self-rating of game-quality was 1.98 in LD-groups and 2.20 in HD-groups; the self-
ratings were, thus, below average in both diversity conditions. This difference between the two
kinds of groups is not statistically significant. In part, the values of the observer ratings ofgame
quality are higher than the values of the self ratings because the observer ratings are done on a
six-point rating scale, and the self-ratings on a five-point scale.

It was explored which task-related suggestions determine game-quality and originality:
correlation statistics only indicate that `new' content-related suggestions affect the game-quality.
The hypothesis stating that the game quality and game originality are influenced by the number
of `new' task-related suggestions, could only be confirmed for `new' content-related suggestions.
Partial correlations (controlling for diversity condition and lingua-franca command) were taken
for game quality and game originality and the different types of suggestions and elaborations;
findings support that only the partial-correlation coefficients between `new' and `old' content-
related suggestions and game-quality were significant (r.34, p~.05 for `new' content-related
suggestions; r-.27, p~.05 for `old' content-related suggestions). An effect on the game-qualíty
could, thus, have only be shown up if HD-groups would have had made more `new' content-
related suggestions; however, this did not happen. The effect of `old' task-related suggestions is
important, as it suggests that performance-promoting diversity-effects might be in general
restricted to creativity group-tasks that require many `new' ideas.

Results concerning coping activities

For exploring potential counterbalancing effects of coping-activities on the results, coping-
activities in HD-groups and LD-groups were compared; they did not differ a lot The comparison
of the mean ranks of coping activities between HD-groups and LD-groups for the three periods
showed only one significant difference, namely for humor (emotion-focused coping) in the
middle-stage. HD-groups used more humor (mean rank of 14.20) than LD-groups (mean rank of
6.80, U-13.00, p~.01). For studying whether this difference would have counterbalanced the
diversity effects on the social dimension and the work dimension, partial correlations (controlling
for diversity condition) were taken between humor and communication difficulties, participation,
cohesiveness, `new' and `old' task-related suggestions, for the middle-stage. The question was
whether the use ofhumor had lowered potential negative diversity-effects so that they were not
visible; however correlations between humor and the factors of the social dimension and the work
dimension were not significant. The conclusion must, thus, be that in this study coping activities
did not counterbalance diversity effects; HD-groups did not differ from LD-groups in coping with
the diversity effects.
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Results concerning a different operationalization of diversity

Cultural diversity was operationalized by taking two levels of national diversity assuming that
national diversity as well as ethnic diversity creates a larger degree of variance than diversity
dimensions. However, alternative diversity operationalizations would be possible: for example,
comparing mono-national groups with various levels of multi-national groups; comparing mixed-
gender groups with same-gender groups; comparing same-professional-background groups with
mixed-professional-background groups; or a factor composed of different diversity-dimensions
(cf. Griest 8c Case, 1996).

Effects of alternative diversity operationalizations were explored for two reasons: first,
to find out, whether the high-diversity-versus-low-diversity operationalization accounts for the
weak or absent diversity effects; second, to explore the above mentioned assumption more
closely; thus, to explore which diversity operationalization is the strongest related to cognitive
diversity (operationalized as task-related suggestion frequency). It is not known yet if national
diversity enhances cognitive diversity as is often claimed, as this relationship has not yet been
studied in any detail.

The effects of different operationalizations were explored post hoc by measuring the
association strength ofvarious diversity operationalization with communication difficulties and
task-related suggestions. The effects of five diversity operationalizations were explored: national
diversity (operationalized (1) taking two levels and (2) four levels of national diversity); (3)
gender diversity; (4) professional diversity; and (5) a diversity measure composed of national
diversity, gender diversity and professional diversity. A two-level measure ofnational diversity
includes HD-groups and LD-groups as they were studied. A four-level measure of national
diversity assigned value one to groups including members from one nationality (N-3), value two
to groups including members from two nationalities (N-7), value three to groups including
members of three nationalities (N-7), and value four to groups including members of four
nationalities (N-3). Gender diversity contrasts same-gender groups (N-7) and mixed-gender
groups (N-13). The professional-diversity measure distinguishes groups consisting of inembers
coming from the same faculty (either the social or the economic faculty) (N-5) and groups with
members from different faculties (N-15). A combination ofdiversity in nationality, gender and
profession leads to a composite diversity measure containing eight levels (ranges ofN-1 to N-7).

For exploring the effects of different diversity operationalizations with respect to
communication difficulties, communication difficulties are taken from the beginning-stage,
because according to the hypothesis the diversity effects would be maximized there. The diversity
measures are nominally scaled, and communication difficulties are operationalized at an ordinal
level. The association between the diversity measures and the communication difficulties is
measured with eta; this is a coefficient for associations between nominally scaled measures and
ordinally scaled measures. Table 4-7 below shows the eta-measures of association for
communication difficulties and the five diversity measures. Findings suggest that the association
is the strongest between communication difficulties and a four-level national-diversity measure,
and between communication difficulties and the composite measure of diversity.
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Table 4-7 Eta measures of association between different diversitv dimensions and communication
difliculties

I National diversity Gender Professional I Composite-
diversity diversity I diversity

four I HDILD
(combination of
national, gender-,i

~ levels and professionalI
~ ~ diversity)

Communication 398 107 350 367 442
difficulties

It has to be concluded that the operationalization of national diversity as it is used in the study
leads to lower associations with communication difficulties than the other categorizations. Further
post-hoc analyses along these lines are not done because they would have implied very small and
unequal sample sizes and would have led to a serious accumulation of ad-hoc findings.

For exploring the effects of different diversity operationalizations with respect to task-
related suggestions, task-related suggestions are taken from the end-stage, because it was
expected that the diversity-effects would be maximized there. Again, the results show that the
associations are the strongest for the composite diversity-measure and the four-level national-
diversity measure (see Table 4-8).

Table 4-8 Eta-measures of association between diversit}'-measures and task related suggestions

National diversity Gender Professional Composite-
diversiry diversity diversity

(combination of
four HD~LD national, gender-,
levels and professional

diversity)

Procedural 735 298 384 484 ó3fi
suggestions

Content-related .641 199 242 662 668
suggestions

Goal-related 32~ 067 223 ?54 ze9
suggestions ~

Three conclusions can be drawn from the findings concerning the diversity operationalizations:
first, it has to be concluded again, that the operationalization of national diversity as it is used in
the study leads to lower associations with task-related suggestions than the other categorizations;
second, national diversity appears to be stronger related to cognitive diversity than gender
diversity and professional diversity; third, national diversity seems to mostly enhance diversity
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in procedural suggestions.

4.7 Discussion and conclusion

The study aimed at observing performance-inhibiting diversity effects and performance-
promoting diversity effects over time. The conceptualization ofperformance-promoting effects
was that HD-groups generated more task-related suggestions. Performance-inhibiting effects were
conceptualized as communication difficulties that should lead to lower participation and lower
cohesiveness in HD-groups compared to LD-groups. These factors were assumed to inhibit the
generation of task-related suggestions.

Interpreting the findings, it has to be mentioned that the design of this study-a quasi-
experimental design observing ad hoc-groups working four hours together-restricts findings to
newly formed groups spending a limited time together. Strictly spoken, findings can only be
generalized to the beginning-stage ofa real culturally diverse team whose members work together
over a time span ofseveral weeks or months.

The findings suggest that cultural diversity inhibits performance in the beginning-stage
ofgroup cooperation; however the problems disappears surprisingly fast; no inhibition was found
in the middle-stage. It seems to be an important finding concerning the implementation of
culturally diverse groups in organizations that, even though cultural diversity inhibits group
performance in the beginning-stage, this inhibition diminishes very fast-so fast, that it is already
not visible after one hour (the time when the middle-stage started).

The inhibition might partly be due to language problems; HD-groups had more problems
speaking English as lingua franca, while LD-groups could partly speak Dutch; the lingua-franca
command is related to the number of task-related ideas generated in the beginning stage. As HD-
groups perform less than LD-groups in the beginning-stage and had a lower lingua-franca
command, it surprises that we could not find more communication difficulties in HD-groups.
Inhibition on the social dimension was found for the factor participation; members ofHD-groups
participated less in the beginning-stage. Other authors studying diversity effects on
communication have also reported that they could not find effects (e.g., Smith 8t Berg, 1997): for
example, Smith et al. (1994) found that demographic diversity and team tenure were not related
to communication frequency; Rogelberg and Rumery (1996) found no effects of gender diversity
on cohesiveness. Inhibiting diversity effects were thought to be associated with fewer ideas in
HD-groups than in LD-groups in the beginning-stage; this hypothesis was supported. HD-groups
had fewer `new' and `old' ideas than LD-groups in the beginning-stage; LD-groups discussed
more goal-related suggestions and content-related suggestions in the beginning-stage. LD-groups
also discussed more ideas about procedures in the end-stage leading to the conclusion that LD-
groups have in the end-stage an advantage in discussing existing ideas. The superiority of low-
diversity groups in discussing existing ideas had no effect on the outcome. The ratings of game
quality and game originality did not differ, neither the observer ratings, nor the self ratings.

Coping activities were included in addition to the factors found in the literature. The data
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revealed three underlying components ofcoping activities relevant in diverse work groups: task-
focused activities, diversity-focused activities, and humor. Task-focused coping activities
stimulate the members to make more suggestions and evaluate existing suggestions. It was tested
whether coping activities have counterbalanced the other diversity effects. The data suggested
that HD-groups use more humor than LD-groups in the middle-stage; however, the use ofhumor
did not lead to changes in diversity effects in the middle-stage. Nevertheless, in the beginning-
stage and in the end-stage, coping activities affect social-dimension and work-dimension factors
as correlation and regression statistics could show it.

The findings lead to two questions: first, why no differences in communication difficulties
could be found between HD-groups and LD-groups in the beginning-stage; second, why the
hypothesized performance-promoting diversity effects did not become visible in the end-stage
when no inhibiting effects were found? Answers to these questions have to consider the limited
validity of the findings due to methodological shortcomings of the framework and the design.
First of all, additional factors on the social and affective level (e.g. , social identity, motivational
factors, conformity seeking, cautiousness tendency) that affect decision making and decision
implementation in groups might have counterbalanced the predicted effects (Schruijer 8r. Vansina,
1997). Secondly, the small sample size limits the validity of findings. The likelihood of
incorrectly concluding that HD-groups and LD-groups do not differ-the so-called type II
error-increases when sample sizes are small (Cook 8c Campbell,1979). Other potential answers
to the questions concerning the absence of diversity effects are described below.

Explanations concerning the absence of diversity effects on communication (social
dimension)
1 Communication difficulties might not be the major social-dimension factor reflecting
diversity effects. The lower participation in HD-groups in the beginning-stage may be explained
by lower interpersonal liking and other factors not included in the study. Adopting a social-
identity-theory framework might be a better predictor ofcommunication effectiveness~.
2 Misunderstandings are a conceptually important part of communication difficulties.
Misunderstandings are often not recognized by group members and external observers. On
average, only .79 misunderstandings were observed in the beginning-stage, 1.01 in the middle-
stage, and .49 in the end-stage. The following four reasons can be imagined: (1) verbal
misunderstandings are only detected when observers are aware of all concepts involved, but
observers' concept knowledge may have been too limited; (2) nonverbal misunderstandings
occumng in the visual communication channel-according to Schneller (1989), the most frequent
misunderstandings-are particularly difficult to detect; (3) it is very difficult to recognize
misunderstandings that occur on severa] behavior levels-readers may remember the opening
example of the introduction; (4) ifobservers rely on misunderstanding consequences for detecting

6 This perspective would explain a lower cohesiveness in HD-groups based on difficulties due to diverse
cultural identities. Following this perspective, one could have compared the common student-identity
effects of group members with cultural-identity effects. If the student-identity effects are stronger then
cultural-identity effects would not become visible.
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misunderstandings, they can overlook consequences if these are not clearly visible or ignored by
group members.

Misunderstandings occurring in the visual communication channel are particularly
difficult to detect as it was shown in a pre-test of the Video Assessment Instrument; the
frequencies ofnonverbal misunderstandings were extremely small leading to unreliable results
for the scale of nonverbal misunderstandings. An example showing that group members deny
misunderstandings stems from one of the work groups~onsisting of an Irish, a British and two
Chinese students-observed in this study. Group members denied consequences, because they did
not know how to deal with misunderstandings. The Irish girl did not understand some of the
proposals made by the Chinese students; instead ofclearing up the non-understanding, she asked
for new proposals and turned more often to the British girl. Asked later what made her react ]ike
this, she said that she did not know how to ask for better explanations and thought that she would
not be able to understand it in any case because the Chinese' command ofEnglish was very low,
and she felt that asking repeatedly for explanation might make the Chinese students feel
conscious about their poor English. The explanation of group-members incapability to handle
misunderstandings and non-understandings is also supported by the finding that group members
did not cope with communication difficulties indicating that they did not know how to handle
communication difficulties, while they knew how to cope with task-related problems.
3 A methodological weakness of the design was that the four-hour time-span and the
fifteen-minutes observation periods were possibly too short; hence, diversity effects were not
fully developed by that time. A time of four hours may have been too short to cause observable
consequences.

Explanations for the abseuce of promoting diversity effects on `new' task-related
suggestions (work dimension)
Cultural diversity was assumed to be connected to cognitive diversity and to have in this way an
impact on team performance. The data showed only a weak effect for cognitive diversity. The
following explanation is assumed to hold for this unexpected effect: culturally diverse cognitions
are not easy to access. Team members recall ideas to which they have an easy access; for
example, ideas that resemble ideas of other team members. It is difficult to recall on purpose
culturally different ideas. The explanation of a members' incapability to detect new task-related
ideas is also supported by the finding that members' coping activities were only directed towards
`old' task-related suggestions; members apparently did not know how to stimulate the generation
ofnew ideas.

Concerning further research in the frame of this project, two ways were open to proceed:
(1) a replication of the study using an operationalization of diversity with a four-level measure
of national diversity, taking longer observation-time periods, including additional factors of the
affective and social level of group interaction ofand observing the groups for a longer total time
span; (2) an investigation of ways to make culturally different knowledge explicit and to
recognize misunderstandings. The latter alternative was chosen, because it seemed promising in
light of the advantages it would have for improving the operationalization of cultural diversity;
and because it connects the first study with intervention ideas that was the starting point for this
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project.
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5 A situation-bound conceptualization of cultural differences

5.1 Introduction

This chapter follows the conceptual framework developed in Chapter 3 and provides a culture
definition. The definition determines where do we have to search ifwe want to recognize cultural
differences between people. Authors of culture definitions refer to different psychological
components being affected by culture such as values, beliefs, customs etc. They compose their
culture definitions of different components. Berry, Poortinga, Segall, and Dasen (1992) cite in
their cross-cultural-psychology textbook Tylor (1871) as first author of a culture definition; he
refetred to following psychological components-subsequently referred to as definition
components and cultural differences-and stated that culture is "knowledge, belief, art, morals,
laws, customs and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society" (see
Berry et al., 1992: 165). Herskovits summarized the components and views culture simply as "the
man made part of the human environment" (Herskovits, 1958: 17).

Deciding about a culture definition to be used for the context of this dissertation-i.e. for
explaining group-diversity effects and for a training in detecting cultural differences- implies
answering the question, what are the cultural differences that cause misunderstandings and
cognitive diversity at the same time; what are cultural differences that can be made accessible?

In previous chapters, the culture conceptualization and culture definition were omitted.
In Chapter 2 discussed existing frameworks of process-related diversity effects; authors of
existing frameworks offer eclectic culture definitions that have conceptual shortcomings and
cannot explain both performance-inhibiting and performance-promoting diversity effects; an
important conceptual gap concerns the question how culture-defined in terms of value
dimensions-leads to different task perspectives (Maznevski, 1994), differences in task-based
cognitions (Jackson et al., 1995), a higher range of perspectives, and a higher number and quality
of ideas (Milliken 8c Martins, 1996).. In Chapter 3, existing empirical diversity-effect studies
were classified that operationalized diversity in terms of population characteristics, but also in
individual characteristics-the working definition of culture included, thus, individual differences
and population differences. The diversity construct underlying the framework of perforniance-
related diversity effects is composed of all diversity dimensions reported in the empirical group-
diversity studies: nationality, race, ethnicity, gender, age, profession, and individual values,
attitudes, and conceptual systems. Studies on individual differences were included based on the
assumption that member differences in attitudes, individual values, intelligence etc. may lead to
similar effects in work groups; although little knowledge is available as to whether individual
diversity-dimensions are perceived and interpreted differently than demographic characteristics.
In Chapter 4, culture was operationalized as national diversity following a convention that equates
culture with nationality. In general, it can be stated that cultural diversity has not reached the
status ofa scientific construct (Jackson et al., 1995), although it is often written about in popular
literature. Therefore, authors, like O'Connor (1998), and Thatcher and Jehn (1998) argue for a
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re-conceptualization ofdiversity.
Existing culture definitions-including definitions oforganizational culture-were reviewed

to find definition components that meet three requirements: first, explaining both cognitive
diversity and cultural misunderstandings; second, being detectable; and third, serving as mental
model of trainees'. The second requirement refers to the explanation for the absence of
performance-promoting effects: group members could not get access to their culturally different
ideas (i.e. to their cognitive diversity). The mental model for trainees must be shaped so that they
understand where to expect differences with people from other cultures, and that they believe that
people from other cultures are not differently, but behave differently.

The cross-cultural-psychology literature and the organization-studies literature was
searched for definition components matching the requirements. Definitions of organizational
culture were included as well, because much work in this field conceptualizes cultural differences
at the level ofdetectable behavior.

5.2 Theoretical background

Two approaches towards culture can be distinguished: the first defines culture as a set of
antecedent factors varying between populations; the second defines culture as a set of internalized
factors. Examples of antecedent factors are economic factors, e.g., the Gross National Product
(Georgas 8t Berry, 1995), average temperature (Baron, 1972; Van der Vliert 8c Van Yperen,
1996), soil degredation (Van der Haaften 8c Van de Vijver, 1999). Proponents of the first
approach directly explain behavior based on variance in these factors. Diversity is operationalized
conventionally in tem~s ofnationality or ethnicity assuming that the antecedent factors correlating
with nationality and ethnicity are connected to components ofculture.

The more popular approach in cross-cultural psychology-subsequently labeled as
internalization approach-assumes that culture is internalized from these antecedent factors
(Poortinga, 1998) and forms part of individuals' cognitive and social functions. With other words,
environmental factors from geography, climate and economy affect psychological functioning.
For example, the antecedent environmental factor food supply seems to affect the beliefs about
beauty as Triandis observed it: "In cultures where hunger is endemic, fat women are much more
attractive than slender ones" (Triandis, 1994: 7). Proponents of an internalization approach
assume different internalization ways (i.e. ways of acquiring culture knowledge) and different
internalization outcomes (i.e. forms ofcultural differences or definition components). Hofstede-a
pioneer of the internalization approach~escribes the intemalization process as "programming
of the mind"; according to Hofstede, the intemalization results are "broad, non-specific feelings
ofgood and evil, beautiful and ugly, normal and abnormal, rational and irrational - feelings that
are often unconscious and rarely discussable, that cannot be observed as such, but are manifested
in alternatives of behavior" (Hofstede et al., 1990: 291). These feelings are conceptualized as
values by him; values are the major definítion components. For organizational culture, he and his
colleagues assume symbols, heros, and practices as detectable components affected by values
(Hofstede et al., 1990). Other authors conceptualize the intemalization results differently; authors
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have borrowed concepts from cognitive psychology and describe the internalization results as
cultural assumptions (e.g., Schein, 1985; Adler, 1992), schemas and paradigms (e.g., Milliken
8t Martins, 1996), demeanor (e.g., Hambrick et al., 1998), beliefs (e.g., Milliken 8c Martins, 1996;
Smith Br. Berg, 1997), knowledge, abilities, skills, status (Jackson et al., 1995).

Culture definitions and culture components have four shortcomings: (1) there is no
general consensus what are the most important components (cf Chatterjee et al., 1992)-more
taxonomical research is needed; (2) the components used to describe culture are often fuzzy
concepts that overlap; (3) culture definitions are usually assembled of a fairly arbitrary
component selection, the component choice is often not theoretically justified; (4) relationships
between definition components and detectable behavior are insufficiently described.

Fuzzy concepts (e.g., cultural assumptions, demeanor, beliefs, knowledge) are concepts
that have been developed naturally and are not defined by scientists, in contrast to classical
concepts (cf Sternberg, 1996); the diversity construct is difficult to operationalize if it is
composed of those concepts. An example of a vague, fuzzy component description is the
definition for symbols given by Peterson and Smith (1997: 935): Symbols are "functionally
random choices institutionalized over time by accepted practice." Terms, such as "choices" and
"institutionalized" are open to different interpretations and do not make clear why the definition
represents symbols and not practices or rituals. This vague conceptual delimitation of terms is a
reason why components definitions sometimes overlap. For example, the definition of values as
given by Hofstede et al. (1990) resembles the concept ofattitudes as described by Atkinson et al.
(1996). Atkinson et al. define attitudes as follows: "Attitudes are likes and dislikes-favorable or
unfavorable evaluations of and reactions to objects, people, situations, or any other aspects of the
world, including abstract ideas and social policies"(Atkinson et al., 1996: 606); Hofstede et al.
define values as follows: "broad, non-specific feelings of good and evil, beautiful and ugly,
normal and abnormal, rational and in-ational -feelings that are often unconscious and rarely
discussable, that cannot be observed as such, but are manifested in alternatives of behavior"
(Hofstede et al., 1990: 291). This conceptual overlap means, that Hofstede's results could be
interpreted as national differences in attitudes. The differentiation is important, because it is
thought generally that attitudes can be easier changed than values.

To improve the culture definition, the components should be described with more
precision by classical concepts, and the component choice must be theoretically justified. To
increase definition precision, preference should be given to a component related to task-related
as well as communication behavior and that does not overlap with other concepts. This will make
operationalization of cultural diversity easier.

Concerning the relationship between definition components and detectable behavior, we
can only find a substantial body of research about the relationship between value dimensions as
definition components and their relationship to detectable behavior. Hofstede (1980) and
Schwartz (1994) developed maps of how various value dimensions differ across countries. The
result of Hofstede's work are country scores for four value dimensions, i.e.,
individualisrrt~collectivism, power distance, masculinitylfemininity, uncertainty avoidance
(Hofstede, 1980). The relationship between value dimensions and behavior has been extensively
studied by comparing countries that score either high or low on a certain value dimension; if
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behavior differences are found they are attributed to the value difference. A large body of
empirical results exist especially for the dimension individualism~collectivism (Triandis, 1994);
so called individualistic cultures are compared with collectivistic cultures. Cross-cultural
psychologists have conducted empirical studies on all kinds of differences in detectable behavior
and tried to relate them to the value dimensions. However, the results are criticized for two
methodological reasons: first, the designs do not allow falsifications of the value pattems; second,
the choice of the behavioral domains that are studied in relation to the value dimension might be
biased based on the expected differences (Poortinga, 1998). Except for values, maps have not yet
been determined for other internalized culture components. Their relationship with demographic-
diversity measures on one side and with detectable behavior on the other side is insufficiently
studied; especially empirical research is scarce. For example, it is not known yet, how nations,
genders, age cohort etc. vary in diversity in paradigms, norms, beliefs, assumptions, and other
diversity components; it is also not known yet how these components are related to which kinds
of detectable behavior.

5.3 Two dimensions of internalized components

Conceptualizations of internalized components vary much; however classifications of intemalized
components attempt to bring an order to the variety. For example, Triandis (1994) proposes one
classification in cultural syndromes and another one in objective and subjective culture. Most
definitions establish layer models of culture, and the most common la.yer model distinguishes a
layer of observable and a layer ofnon-observable components (cf Daft, 1995). These layers are
sometimes further divided up to five levels. For example, Schein (1985)-in his two-layer model
oforganizational culture-describes visible artefacts and observable behavior at the surface, and
a non-observable level consisting of values, assumptions, beliefs, and thought processes. Milliken
and Martins (1996) distinguish readily detectable attributes such as age, gender, nationality,
ethnic or religious background at the observable level from underlying dimensions such as beliefs
and schemas at the non-observable level.

The distinction between observable and non-observable components can be described as
two poles ofone dimension~bservability. Following Milliken and Martins (1996) who made the
distinction between readily detectable attributes and underlying dimensions, the dimension is
called "detectability". The distinction in detectable versus non-detectable components seems
more accurate than observable versus non-observable components, because almost no cultural
components are observable as such; as long, as it is not known that an act refers to culture, one
would observe a behavior without knowing that it would be culturally specific. Other components
are not directly observable but can be identified by asking questions without using psychologica]
instruments; they are also detectable. Non-detectable are components, such as values,
assumptions, beliefs, and paradigms, that cannot be detected by such an inquiry. For example,
questions like, "What are your values?", are difficult to answer, while the ceremonies used at a
wedding can be easily listed. Detectable components concern overt behavior; non-detectable
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components concern underlying components. Many authors hold the idea that observable
components are a reflection of the non-observable components that forni "true culture" (Schein,
1985); however, such an assumed causal relationship between non-observable and observable
elements has little empirical validation.

Another dimension on which components can be classified is the degree of generalization.
Instead of distinguishing between detectable and non-detectable components, they can also be
distinguished according to the number of situations for which they can account. Cultural
components can be conceptually broad so that they apply to a wide range of situations -these are
called situation-general dimensions. Examples of situation-general components are values,
assumptions, beliefs, sources of ineaning. Components can also be conceptually more narrow,
and be viewed as situation-bound. Examples of situation-bound concepts are conventions,
creations, customs, practices, etc. Situation-bound implies that a cultural component can account
for some speci6c situations, but not for more than a narrow set of situations. Therefore, the
number of situation-bound components is virtually un-limited. In contrast, situation-general
components hold for many situations; therefore they exist in a limited number. For example,
Hofstede describes five value dimensions (he added a fifth dimension, called long or short-term
orientation, to those four dimensions mentioned before) (see Hofstede et al., 1990); Kluckhohn
and Strodtbeck describe six value orientations (1961); Schwartz derived a list of twelve cultural
values (Schwartz, 1994). If a person's behavior is determined by a situation-general component,
its effect on behavior should be recognizable in different situations.

These detectability dimension and the generalizability dimension can be described as axes
of a coordinate system. This leads to four types of internalized components, detectable broad
dimensions and detectable narrow dimensions, and non-detectable broad dimensions and non-
detectable narrow dimensions (see Figure 5-1, below).
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Figure 5-1
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Detectable narrow components concem behavior that is directly visible or detectable by inquiry
and valid for specific situations, such as greeting gestures. Inquiry means identifying a behavior
as cultural difference by comparing it with other standards. For example, comparing a German-
firm communication practice with a practice prefetred in Latin-American firms, makes it possible
to identify a cultural difference such as the German firm-practice communicate an important
message in a written format-per fax or e-mail. The German practice can be can observed and
identified as culturally specific if it is compared with the practice to personally communicate
important messages, as preferred in Latin-American firms (Patrick, 1996). Task-related
suggestions are per definition narrow and mostly detectable, e.g., ideas of different kinds of
games that are possible to create.

Narrow non-detectable components are components that are also rather specific, they
concern mostly classes of situations, but they are not detectable without using psychological
techniques. This type of intemalized components includes, among others, algorithms, norms, and
schemas. Detectable broad components concern large classes of situations. They are detectable
by inquiry, without using instruments. Components are also classified as detectable, if they
commonly exist in written forms, such as scientific paradigms. Detectable situation-general
components often concern work related ideas and perspectives, that are standardized and made
accessible for large numbers of people by writing them down. When components have already
been made explicit by writing them down, it is easier for people to remember them.

Non-detectable, situation-general components require psychological instruments to be
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detected. Common to conceptualizations of non-detectable, situation-general components is the
assumption that they form deeply rooted personality dimensions that are hardly changeable, and
are shared by populations ofpersons. The idea that culture is difficult to change (e.g., Hofstede,
1980) is plausible if culture is part ofone's personality.

Below, examples of the four component types are given. The list includes often cited
examples of components. The examples are listed (in alphabetical order), with representative
authors using these concepts in their definitions. Most authors compose their culture definition
of several components.

Culture as set of detectable situation-bound components

Artefacts: physical space, technological output, written and spoken language, patterns of overt behavior
(Kluckhohn 8c Strodtbeck, 1961; Schein, 1985)
Behavioral rules: patterns or sequential structures with functional or ritual aims (Toulmin, 1972; Liu á
Li, 1995; Nishida, Hammer, 8c Wisemann, 1998); relationship rules (e.g., acknowledging birthdays - should
give birthday cards and presents), showing anxiety (should not show distress or arixiety ín front of the other
person) (Triandis, 1994: 105).
Conventions: more or less arbitrary agreements about what is right and what is proper (Poortinga et al.,
1987).
Creations: visible and audible behavior-patterns (Schein, ]985).
Customs: behavior pattems that "make the social environment more predictable' (Triandis, 1994: 15)
Demeanour: outward physical behavior (Hambrick et aL, 1998) (e.g., eye contact, punctuality,
conversational style, interruption patterns)
Expectations "reflect our previous experiences", e.g., concerning the average vacation length (Triandis,
1994:100)
Language: "specific saying, slogan, metaphor or other form of language to convey special meaning" (Daft,
1995: 337)
Practices: rituals, heroes, and symbols, visible to an observer (Hofstede et al., 1990).
Stories: "narratives based on true events frequently shared among (organizational) employees", "are about
heroes who serve as models or ideals", "some stories are considered legends because the events are historic
and may have been embellished with fictional details" (Daft, 1995: 336)
Symbols: Symbols are "functionally random choices institutionalized over time by accepted practice....
Symbols correspond to meanings (Peterson 8c Smith, 1997: 935).

Culture as set of non-detectable situation-bound components

~ Norms: "ideas about what is correct behavior for members of a particular groups" (Triandis, 1994: 100;
also Pinto, 1990; Farr, 1998); an expectation shared by the group members about how one should behave
or think in a certain situation, e.g. norms of reciprocity, norms of social responsibility, equity norm
(Thomas, ] 991).

~ Schemas: They describe "knowledge of facts, events, and trends, knowledge ofassumptions about future
events, knowledge about altematives, knowledge of assumptions about how consequences are attached to
alternatives" (Hambrick et al., 1998); subject-specific structures of knowledge (e.g., prototypes, scripts,
stereotypes), Thomas, 1991.
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Culture as set of detectable situation-general components

~ Perspectives: point of view, angle to look on a problem (e.g., Jackson, Kumar, and Michaelsen, 1993;
Maznevski, 1994),

~ Rituals: rule bound, cooperative episodes with conventional upshots (Harré, 1974).
"Collective activities,...carried out for their own saké' (Hofstede et al., 1990).

~ Syndromes: "pattetns of belíefs, attitudes, self-definitions, norms, and values organized around some
themes" (Triandis, 1994: 2)

~ Traditions: "tell people what has worked in the past" (Triandis, 1994: 15)
. 1lyths: explain what has happened in the past and why (Triandis, 1994: 15)

Culture as set of non-detectable situation-general components

~ Associations: "frequent co-occurring categories, e.g., socialism and communism" (Triandis, 1994: 95)

~ Assumptions: invented, discovered, or developed patterns of a group by coping with problems of extemal
adaptation and intemal integration (e.g., Schein, 1985; Milliken 8c Martins, 1996).

~ Beliefs: "has to do with what is thought to exist" (Hambrick 8r Brandon, 1988: 7; e.g., Milliken d Martins,
1996; Smith 8c Berg, 1997); "links between categories", "chains of associations", e.g., African Americans
are handsome (Triandis, 1994: 95)

~ Categories: "making the same response to discriminably different stimuli", e.g., color names, associative
and dissociative behaviors, intimate and formal behaviors, [rading (Triandis, 1994: 88)

~ Evaluations: beliefs, categories that are associated closely with emotions (Triandis, 1994)
~ Connotative meaning: meanings of words (Triandis, 1994)
~ Ideals: "ideas about the most desirable possible state of the world" (Triandis, 1994: 111)
~ Meaning of in-groups: meaning of a set of other people of which one feels having a"common fate" with

(Triandis, 1994: ll3)
~ Meaning of social behavior: e.g., meaning of association, meaning of subordination, meaning of intimacy,

meaning of hostility (Triandis, 1994)
~ Roler. "a special kind ofnotm that consists of ideas about how a person in a certain position in a socia]

system should behave" (Triandis, 1994: 103)
~ Self-definitions: all the statements that a person makes that include the words "I", "me", "mine", and

"myself', including the private self, the public self, and the collective self (Triandis, 1994: ]06)
~ Stereotypes: ideas about the characteristics of groups of people, e.g., autostereotypes (ideas about the own

culture), and heterostereotypes (ideas about people from other cultures) (Triandis, 1994: 107)
~ Sources of ineaning: (no definition provided, e.g., Peterson 8c Smith, 1997)
~ Values: "What people say they will dó' (Schein, 1985: 15); "broad and relatively enduring preference for

some state of affairs" (Hambrick 8c Brandon, 1988: 5); "broad tendency to prefer certain states of affairs
over others" (Hofstede, 1980: 19), "software of the mind" (Hofstede et al., 1990); "principles that guide
our lives" (Triandis, 1994: 11 1); "broad ideas regarding what is desirable, correct and good" (Farr, 1998)
Examples of value-dimensions:
- individualisrrt~collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, and masculinity~ femininity (Hofstede,
1980,84)
- harmony vs. mastery, social concern vs. hierarchy, collectivism - intellectual and affective individualism
(Schwartz, 1994)
- equality versus embeddedness (Smith, Dugan, 8c Trompenaars, 1996)
- Confucian dynamism (Chinese Culture Connection, 1987)
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5.4 Arguments for situation-bound components

Thís section contends that situation-bound components have conceptual and practical advantages
compared to situation-general components if one wants to study cultural diversity effects in
groups and one wants to train group members to get access to their cognitive diverse ideas and
detect misunderstandings in the course of group interaction. This section criticizes situation-
general components because they are less suitable to explain cognitive diversity, and they are less
suitable to a training program; two criticisms concern theoretical limitations and four criticisms
concern practical limitations applying situation-general components in a training program.

Theoretical limitations
The use of situation-general components for behavior explanation and training is restricted due
to theoretical limitations: first, because situation-general components have a low predictive value
for individual behavior; and second, because the relationship between situation-general
components and behavior manifestations is insufficiently studied. For predicting individual
behavior, many factors including ecology, social organizations, community, family, and the
behavioral setting of the situation must be taken into account. According to Triandis, the
behavioral setting (e.g., teachíng at a university, using the train) "is one of the most powerful
predictors ofbehavior" (Triandis, 1994: 26). National differences in behavior are so rich that they
can often not be explained with the national pattern in a few situation-general dimensions. For
example, taking the high score on the individualism value-dimension for the Netherlands as basis
for explanation, one would have difficulties to explain why it is so popular among Dutch students,
for instance, to join student associations and adhere to their group-norms that affect several
behavioral fields, such as clothing (members wear the same jackets), eating (members sit together
during lunch), time expenditure (members spend much time within the association~a pattem that
would be the typical behavior for collectivistic countries (cf Jansz, 1991).

The relationship between situation-general components and behavioral manifestations is
insufficiently studied; it is often unclear how relevant broad situation-general are for observable
behavior (Pelled, 1996). An examples of a relationship that is hypothesized, but not empirically
studied is the relationship between value orientations of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (196] ), the
value dimensions of Hofstede (1980) and "diverse communication behaviors" and "task
perspectives" (Maznevski, 1994). Situation-bound concepts are conceptually easier to link to
communication behavior and to a specific task than situation-general concepts; although they can
account for a less broad range of behavior.

Practical limitations
Situation-general components are often closely associated to personality (e.g., values, self-
definitions, meaning of in-groups, beliefs). This association easily evokes the impression that
people from other cultures are different, have different national characters, and are, thus, difficult
to understand. Consequently, adjusting to another would imply changing one's personality.
However, understanding other cultures and preparing trainees to cultural adjustment is objective
of a training program. As the culture definition will be used in a training program, the culture
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concept must help trainees understand cultural differences as different but equally valid ways of

acting and thinking; that people from other cultures are basically the same, they only behave
differently and these behaviors can be leamed to a certain extent. Therefore, we search for
internalized components that form part of the cognitive basis, that can be learned and detected.

The notion of broad diversity components closely associated to the personality is not denied here.
Instead it is proposed to shift the theoretical emphasis more to situation-specific differences.

The section contends that situation-general concepts are less applicable in interventions
than situation-bound concepts. In intercultural training, trainees acquire with the culture definition
a mental model describing how to view cultural differences, how to recognize them and how to
use them to explain cultural incidents. Trainees will apply the mental culture-model to real
intercultural situations in order to understand these. The mental model must prepare trainees to
understand a broad range of intercultural situations and to handle these appropriately. Four
requirements are formulated that a culture component with the function of a mental model for

culture learning must fulfill:
(1) Participants ofa training program must trust that cultural behavior can be leamed, as they

must partly learn new and culturally different behaviors.
(2) Cultural differences must be detectable in cases of intercultural misunderstandings. A specific

training goal is learning to solve intercultural misunderstandings. Culturally different
interpretations ofbehavior must be detected if the misunderstanding is to be cleared up. The way

the behavior is misinterpreted must be detected, before, a compromise can be found.
(3) Participants must leam that people from different cultures can act differently under the same
circumstances and that they can view the same issue in different ways. None of the ways is
superior to the others; cultural behavior can be more or less functional in the sense of a better
adjustment to an environment.' If compromises are important, a relativistic standpoint towards
culture helps in negotiating work related differences, if compromises are important. Culturally
different behaviors can only be negotiated when they do not imply moral judgment, because

parties that feel being morally right are not willing to accept behavior that in their eyes is morally
wrong. The compromise can imply that the two parties must adapt to culturally different
standards.
(4) To clear up the misunderstanding, one must discuss the cultural differences, and be able to
verbalize them.

Comparing situation-bound components with situation-general components in tenns of
these four requirements shows that the situation-bound components generally better meet them

for the following reasons:
(Ad 1) Situation-bound components can be learned in a shorter time. Situation-general
components supposedly are acquired in life-time socialization; most of them cannot be learned

7 Exceptions concern traditions that affect human rights. For example, the circumcision ofgirls in Africa
is a cultural norm that is supported by African mothers with the idea of ensuring the daughter's marriage
later in life. This cultural tradition could be, strictly spoken, seen as functional as well, but mothers support
the tradition because they are not well-informed about other opportunities to ensure their daughters' future.
This lack ofknowledge and the fact, that the iradition destroys lives, justifies taking a superiority position
and taking actions to change this norm by providing better education to the African people.
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in a training program~hanges take a long time. Of the various situation-general components,
assumptions, categories and perspectives can presumably be learned within a fairly short time-
limit. Still, most situation-bound components can be learned more easily.
(Ad 2) Situation-bound components are generally more easy to detect than situation-general
components; for example, the question what is the Germans practice for finding a new house, can
be answered easily (ifone has already looked once for a house in Germany), while the question
what German values are conceming living environments cannot be answered so easily. Situation-
bound memorization is simpler because one has an anchor-the situation; one can start
memorizing a situation-bound component by thinking of the situation. Not all situation-bound
components are easily to detect; detection is difficult for situation-bound components that
concern mental actions in contrast to visible actions like searching for a new house.
(Ad 3) Situation-bound components imply no moral judgement: Situation-bound dimensions are
free of moral connotations, something that cannot be said for many of the situation-general
dimensions. Some situation-general dimensions (i.e., syndromes, causal beliefs, schemata) are
free of moral connotations, but values, norms, and sources of ineaning are emotionally connected
to what we see as "right" or "wrong". Group norms guard morally "right" behavior; a value is
also seen as something morally positive making it difficult to view culturally different values as
equally acceptable as one's own value. When a situation-bound behavior standard is conflicting
with individual values (e.g. punctuality), accepting it may still be difficult; if somebody
personally highly values punctuality, then she might find it difficult to accept a culturally
different punctuality standard that says coming thirty minutes after the set time means still being
on time.
(Ad 4) Verbalizing situation-bound components is easier; verbalization is important if people
want to clear up cultural misunderstandings and explain how culturally different behavior is
misinterpreted. Verbalization implies putting the behavior and its cultural meaning correctly into
words, so that the communication partner is able to understand the cultural difference and will
be able to cany out the behavior. The verbalization ofsituation-bound components might be more
precise than the verbalization of situation-general components, because the situation
characteristics clarify the description.
(Ad 5) Situation-general components may have similar effects as stereotypes; simplified models
ofcultures consisting of a few situation-general components may disturb interactions, because
observing culturally different persons, one may only look for confirmation of the situation-
general components. Agar observed such an stereotyping effect that pre-knowledge of another
culture can have with Americans doing business in Mexico: "the major problem was that
everyone involved already had a model of the different culture they were dealing with, and those
models were at times the greatest problem"(Agar, 1994: 223). The argument of the stereotyping
effect of situation-general component is supported with findings drawn from the interpersonal-
attitude literature. Hunter (1974) showed that people apply broad categories when they first meet
a person; selecting a broad category that seems to fit information one receives (e.g., to think "he
looks typically Italian", "this is a typical Western behavior") helps organize the information
overload (cf, McCann et al., 1985); then, new information is selectively perceived in line with
this category (Jones, 1979) and relevant non-fitting information is neglected. The situation-
general dimensions may then get the function ofstereotypes.
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Summarizing, none of the situation-general components matches as many requirements
for the practical use in an intervention program so that the culture definition to be used in a
training program should be composed of situation-bound components. The decision for situation-
bound components is in line with the requirement of a more finely grained conceptualization
made by O'Connor (1998) and in line with the demand of Triandis (1994) to include situational
factors when individual behavior is predicted.

5.5 Representation of cultural differences as rules

In this section, an attempt is made to describe a situation-bound component. The meaning behind
situation-boundness is that cultural differences have to be understood in the context of the
situation; thus, behavior that may be seen as right in one situation can be seen as wrong in
another. The rule concept is presented here as a type of situation-bound component with well-
defined conceptual boundaries that is very suitable to represent cultural differences, to explain
communication difficulties and task-related suggestions, and to fulfill the function of a mental
framework in a training program. Toulmin (1972), Liu and Li (1995), and Nishida, Hammer, and
Wisemann (1998) have proposed the rule concept to operationalize cultural differences. Triandis
(1994:17) has also proposed to define culture as "the rules of the game"- "ifyou know a culture,
you know how the game is played." To emphasize the game character of culture helps to make
people accepting culturally different ways of behaving.

Definition of rules. A rule prescribes appropriate behavior in a situation that belongs to
a certain category. The behavior may concern visible actions, but also thinking. Rules are
specified for certain classes ofsituations. Instead of stating that Surinam people would generally
answer "yes"when asked whether they understood something, one would describe the situation
when it is unlikely that they admit non-understanding (cf. Hoffinan, 1995).

The term rule reflects the structure by which a situation-bound component is stored in the
knowledge system: A rule consists ofan "IF-part" referring to the context, and a"THEN-part"
referring to the behavior. For example, "IF you go out with another person THEN you should
offer to pay for the other person" is a social rule in Britain, Japan, Hong Kong and Italy (Triandis,
1994). The "IF-part" describes the antecedent clause, or condition of the behavior. The "THEN-
part" is the prescript or the consequent clause. If the antecedent conditions are satisfied, then the
rule "fires" and its consequent clause is activated (Coovert et al., 1995; Holland 8r. Quinn, 1987).
Detecting the rules starts therefore with defining the situation fitting the antecedent clauses.

Rules are a well studied form of knowledge representation; which is another reason to
chose rules as situation-bound component. They are a"flexible and natural approach to
representing knowledge, from the simplest everyday problems to the most complex problem
domains" (Coovert et al., 1995). So they can be used to describe both differences in behavioral
acts and differences in theoretica] concepts.

Rules can be learned and detected. They can be negotiated because they do not imply
moral judgment. The menta] imagery of a rule consists of two types of information
representations, a picture or visual representation, and word strings or verbal information (see
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Anderson, 1978). The visual image contains the nonverbal mode, gestures and visual imagination
of the situation characteristics. The verbal information regards the verbal description of the rule
in the IF-THEN-form. The visual image is stored in implicit memory, the verbal description in
explicit memory (cf. Squire et al., 1990).

The function ofrules. Rules serve to speed up the encoding and retrieving ofbehavioral
alternatives and facilitate interaction. Knowing about the rules limits the range of potential
behavioral altematives when one interprets behavior or decides about own behavior. That speeds
up the prediction process (cf, Anderson, 1978; Atkinson et al., 1996). When members ofcultural
groups have rules of behavior that are commonly known and accepted by everybody, then action
can take place without long discussions and agreement procedures.

Definition ofculture: The use of rules as cultural differences leads to the following culture
definítion. Culture is a network of rules within a given population. The term "population"
concems here a group ofpeople spending enough time together (cf., Triandis, 1994) so that long-
term agreements can arise. Network means that rules are interconnected within certain domains
-thus, domains exist within cultures-and new rules develop partly based on existing rules.

The Human Relations Area Files-a collection of findings about cultural differences-
present 88 domains of human behavior, such as human biology, language, adomment, clothing,
drinks, drugs and indulgence, travel and transportation, marriage, war, ideas about nature and
man, reproduction, education (Murdock et al., 1967). Comparing national cultures, one might find
much overlap in certain domains, and differences in other domains. Cultural convergence may
not occur at the same rate in different domains. For instance, the use of the internet may well
support convergence in many fields of knowledge domains, while differences in nonverbal
behavior may never converge.

The national economy can also be seen as a domain. Economic development is one factor
that determines which transportation means are used, how much work is available for people, and
how time is perceived. In economically developing countries, with less efficient transportation
systems and less work, one can often find a different perception of time. For example, in parts
of the economically less developed world people wait even a day for a friend; taking into account
that transport means were probably not available, people would come the next day to check again
for the friend. In Europe and North America, most people give intervals of about fifteen minutes
they would wait for a friend before they decide the friend would not arrive (Triandis, 1994).
Another example shows that-although economic development is an important factor-we can find
cultural differences between cultures of the same level of economic development. For example,
Japan and the US have the same level of economic development; but the pace of daily activities
is faster in Japan than in the US (Levine 8c Bartlett, 1984). The measure "pace ofdaily activities"
includes among other things the time needed to walk 100 feet in large cities; Japanese men
require 19 seconds, while American men take 21 seconds.

Agreements about rules come about in populations located within geographica] or national
borders. They can arise in professional fields, within organizations, within gender and religious
populations, etc. These populations or groups, thus, develop their own cultures. Hofstede found
a national, an occupational, an age-cohort and a gender culture; nationality accounted for the
major differences in his five value dimensions, but occupational, age and gender categories
accounted for differences as well (Hofstede, 1980).
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New rules develop when agreements are reached about behavior that is appropriate in a
given situation. An explicit agreement is, for example, the acceptance of a mission statement of
a firm. When behavior is frequently repeated by members of a population in a certain situation,
it may become a rule, and members of the population implicitly agree that this behavior is
appropriate under such circumstances.

Existing rules are acquired by contingent reinforcement, by model learning, or they are
leamed implicitly. Contingent reinforcement may play a more important role for children's than
for adult's rule learning. Model learning implies observing a model performing behavior and
being reinforced for it, so that performing similar behavior becomes attractive for attaining the
same reinforcement. Learning from a model, people are aware of the rules. Entering a new
cultural population, one can learn the rules of this population by observing and imitating members
of this population. Implicit rule-leaming implies learning the rules without being aware of them
and without being aware of the learning either. Implicit learning is age-independent and happens
already at a very early age, at the age of three months (Reber, 1993). Hence, children probably
acquire the first cultural knowledge by implicit learning. New agreements that later lead to a rule
can be arbitrary, e.g., fashion rules. Overlaps exist between environments: the more frequent the
contact between people from different environments, the more similar is their range ofbehaviors.

A culture as a network ofrules offers many behavioral choices, so that for many situations
a range of altematives exist even within one single culture that are culturally appropriate to reach
personal objectives. For example, a complaint can be communicated directly with clear verbal
and nonverbal signs of dissatisfaction or anger, or more indirectly. There are probably more
situations where Asians prefer an indirect way of communication than Westemers, but there are
also individual Asians who prefer direct communication in these situations, because their
individual preferences differ from their cultural preferences. The culture is always only one way
to explain behavior. Examples ofdifferent behavior explanations are given by Hoffman (1995).
According to him, a Molukkian employee in a Dutch work team may be very quiet; his behavior
may be caused by a number of reasons: his Molukkian background; the dominant behavior of
other team members; his problems with the Dutch language; or his lacking knowledge of Dutch
work-culture.

Comparing cultures should happen per domain; cultures can differ in the numbers of rules
per domain, but also in the types of rules. For example, comparing the professional cultures of
medicine and psychology, medicine knowledge includes rules of inedical procedures that
psychology does not have, while psychological knowledge includes rules of psycho-diagnostics
that medicine does not have; however both professional cultures share many rules conceming
interpersonal interaction with patients.

Rules and meta rules
Rules can be distinguished from meta rules. The term meta rules is used analog to meta cognition;
meta rules explain rules; more precisely, they justify existing rules. Meta rules are developed in
accordance with rules to describe why certain behaviors are more appropriate than others. When
rules need to be detected to clear up a misunderstanding, it may be necessary to detect the meta
rules as well; they make understanding the approptiateness of rules more easy.
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An example of rulee and meta-nle~ involved in one behavior aeqt~ n~
The following example shows different rules in an interaction between an American employee
and his Japanese boss (after Lincoln, Kerbo, á Wittenhagen, 1995). The American employee is
used to receiving regular feedback about his job performance. He asks his Japanese boss for
feedback and gets very puzzled about the apparent unwillingness of the boss to give it. The
Japanese boss does not understand the American's need for feedback and misinterprets this need
as immaturity. R

An American employee asks his
boss for feedback about his work.

Social rule:
- You can ask your boss directly for feedback.
Meta rule (why receiving fcedback is important):
- Fecdback is important for thc evaluation of oné s
position.

The Japanese boss does not give Social rule:
feedback. - An cmployee should not ask directly for feedback.

Meta-rule (conceming the task of a boss):
- Thc task of a boss is to motivate, not to give feedback.
Meta-rule (concerning feedback):
- You can infer your position from the behavior of
othcrs towards you.

The meta-rules explain the reasoning behind the behavior. The social rules concerning this
behavior prescribe appropriate behavior in relation to the context-an employee-superior
interaction. Another example ofa social rule in this context is the rule concerning an appropriate
moment to ask the boss for feedback. Possible consequences of the situation including subsequent
misunderstandings could be:

The American employee concludes on the basis of Social rule ( concerning the expectations about the role
the behavior of his boss, that he is not a good boss. of a boss):

- The task of a boss is to give feedback. This boss does
not fulfill his task.

The Japanese boss concludes from the Social rule (conceming self-evaluation of
behavior of the employee that he is achicvements):
immature. -Somcone, who is unable to evaluate himlherself, is

immature.
- Someone, who asks directly for feedback is
impolite.

Finally, cultural role expectations may get involved and the incident can become a conflict:

The American employee may not want to work for a boss who does not fulfill his task.

The Japanese boss may negatively judgc the employce whom he considers immature.

fi Again, I followed the interpretation given by the authors reporting the incidents. The reader has take
into consideration that other interpretations would also be possible.
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5.6 Three taxonomies of rules

Different taxonomies can be imagined. Toulmin (1972), for instance, makes two distinctions: the
first is between rules that have functional, problem-solving aims and rules that are merely ritual;
the second is between rules that include "arbitrary linguistic elements" and rules that are purely
behavioral and non-linguistic. Here, three alternative distinctions are presented that correspond
with different aims and characteristics of rules than Toulmin's distinctions: (1) the distinction in
interpretation rules and prediction rules; (2) the distinction in explicit and implicit rules, (3) the
distinction in social rules and work rules. Rules can have the functions to interpret behavior and
predicting behavior's consequences; rules can be explicitly or implicitly formulated; in work
groups, we can distinguish rules conceming the social behavior and the work-related behavior.

1 Interpretation rules and behavior prediction rules

Interpretation rules prescribe behavior interpretations, i.e., inferences to attitudes and intentions
of a person. Prediction rules concem behavior consequences. Interpretation starts with observing
another group member in a given context. The situation is perceived and expectations are formed
about the behavior. Then different interpretation rules are checked as to wether they are likely and
consistent with all aspects of the behavior (cf, Harré, 1974). To illustrate an interpretation rule,
an example of Brislin (1993, p. 277) is used describing behavior of his graduate students from
Nepal, India, Burma, or Thailand. They expected him to give advice about potential marriage
partners and directives conceming where to send children to school. Observing somebody being
unable to engage in such behaviors, his students would apply the following interpretation rule:
IF you are not willing to give such advice or unable, THEN you are unworthy of your position.

Interpretation rules are fonned by testing what events are likely to follow other events
(Holyoak, Koh, 8t Nisbett, 1989; Atkinson et al., 1996). Attribution research in social psychology
has found principles in interpretation rules. For example, one can make person attributions or
situation attributions; i.e. to explain the reason for the incorrect behavior by the actor"s
personality or by situational factors. A person attribution is preferred if another person (i.e. an
actor) is observed behaving "incorrectly". A situation attribution is preferred when the person
itself is acting "incorrectly" (Jones 8z Nisbett, 1972).

The speed with which interpretation rules are recalled can differ. Collani, Kauner and
Kauer (1991) could show that people have several interpretation rules for one situation type, and
some are available faster than others. The more accessible rules are said to be "centrally stored",
the others are said to be "peripherically" stored. Prediction rules deal with the consequences that
one's own behavior may have. For example, the child learns to predict that the mother is going
to comfort it when it cries. Once a rule is formed, it is strengthened every time it leads to a correct
prediction and weakened every time it leads to an incon-ect prediction. Predictions are made after
considering various alternative actions and examining their consequences in a process that Han-é
described as "imaginative pre-playing of an episode" (Harré, 1974: 151).
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2 Explicit and implicit rules

This distinction concerns the way agreement is reached about a rule. Explicit rules are based on
explicit agreements, implicit rules based on implicit agreements. Explicit rules are rules that are
acquired in rational thinking processes, implicit rules in sensorial and intuitive thinking processes
(Ernst, 1999). Most rules are implicitly learnt, e.g., the rules of how to start a conversation.
Explicit are rules given in a verbalized form, like certain rules about appropriate behavior in a
restaurant. Implicit rules can be transfomied into explicít rules; for example, when they are
detected and verbalized. This process is difficult, but in the next chapter we shall see that it can
be trained.

An example of an implicit rule is from Strohschneider (1994). He found in experiments
on complex problem solving that East-Germans take more time than West-Germans for gathering
knowledge about the problem before they start, while West-Germans start with the solution and
prefer the trial-and-error method. None of the rules seemed to be more efficient in solving the
complex problem; both groups had the same difficulties. If we formulate the behavior in terms
of rules, the explicit rules would be: IF you want to solve a complex problem, THEN you need
to gather much information for understanding the problem before you can start to solve it (the
East-German rule); or THEN you should start fast because the problem states are changing all the
time (the West-German rule).

3 Social rules and work related rules

Cultural rules detennining the behavior on the group's social dimension are social rules. Rules
influencing ideas, procedures and decisions on the work dimension can be labeled work- related
rules. Social rules underlie interpersonal interactions in the group (cf., Nishida et al. 1998). Work
related rules describe rules involved in task definitions and problem solutions, and in work
procedures.

Social rules prescribe how to act and communicate in a group. They are needed for
effective and smooth communicatíon. They exist in an enormous number and variety and often
differ in subtle ways between cultures. For example, Gennans and Japanese like to go out with
colleagues after work. The subtle difference is that Germans more likely use the conversation for
deepening personal contacts with the colleagues, what is less likely in Japan. Based on their
different expectations, Germans working in Japan were surprised that Japaneses' attitudes in the
office were still distant the next day (Lincoln, Kerbo, and Wittenhagen, 1995). More well known
social-rule examples are rules about criticizing team members and rules of emotion display. Rules
about interpersonal criticism are: IF you work together, THEN you should criticize each others'
ideas directly and openly because this is the most effective way; an alternative rule is, you should
criticize the other indirectly, because open criticism will cause loss of face. Another example
concerns social rules of emotion display: IF you feel insulted and IF you want to prevent the
other's face loss THEN stay quiet and show the negative emotions indirectly. This would be
appropriate in Japan and other Asian countries, for instance, where people act according to the
social rule that one should not show negative emotions in public. An alternative rule-being
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appropriate in Germany and other European countries~ould be: IF you feel insulted by another
person, THEN show openly your negative emotions, because you want the other to know the
effect (cf., Argyle, 1988). Not knowing about this difference, Germans often misinterpret the
Japanese behavior as inscrutable and conclude further that Japanese are difficult (Argyle, 1988).

Social rules also imply linguistic rules. Incon-ect knowledge ofassociations connected to
tenns can cause severe misunderstandings. Important social rules concem bodily communication,
such as how close you stand when speaking to another person. For example, Argyle (1988) found
that black children stand closer than whites, but black adults stand further away from one another;
in addition, Arabs stand closer than Americans. These cultural groups apparently have different
spatial-distance rules. Rules of the body language are more likely to be misunderstood than rules
of verbal communication (Schneller, 1989). Culturally diverse groups can develop their own
group-specific social rules; for example, concerning ways ofcriticizing, making requests, and
praising each other.

Work-related rules are rules about how to see certain facts and problems (definitions and
view points) and ofrules about how to handle these problems (procedures to work on the task).
The first type was operationalized in the study in Chapter 4 as content-related suggestions. The
second type was operationalized as procedural suggestions. Different cultures, especially different
professional cultures of groups and organizations, develop their own content-related rules and
procedural rules. Professional training means leaming rules for solving professional problems.
Goal-related rules describe which steps have to be taken to achieve a certain goal. The goals
depend on the way a problem is defined and how group members think they can solve it. For
example, rules regarding how to achieve profit can differ depending on the functional and
professional background: the rule of the marketing vice-president might be IF you want to
achieve high profit, THEN you should be "first on the market". The rule of the finance vice-
president might be, IF you want to achieve high profit THEN you should have a"tight cost
control" (Knight et al., 1999: 449).

The promoting and inhibiting effects of cultural diversity can be described as a function
of rule-differences. Social and work related rules can lead to communication difficulties when
they differ between group members and when group members are not aware of this. Different
social rules can lead to misinterpretations of social behavior, and different work related rules can
cause task-related misunderstandings. Misunderstandings are the price we pay for speeding up
of the information process by means of rules. One can try to avoid misunderstandings in
intercultural contacts by asking often whether messages are understood properly, by rephrasing
important points in a message, by summarizing information and by using visual supports in
transmitting messages. If one has stated a misunderstanding, one must find out whích messages
(verbal and nonverbal, rules or meta-rules) are misunderstood. This implies rule detection.

Different cultural rules have positive effects if they concem work. Different cultures,
especially professional cultures, provide different rules expressed in world views, problem
definitions and ways to solve the problems. This is the operationalization of cognitive diversity
or the broader knowledge base (Hambrick et al., 1996). If work-related rules are not
misunderstood, then they may increase the knowledge base needed for work and lead to work
improvement. It can be reasoned that the more alternatives are considered for a task, the more
likely is a high-quality solution (Osborn, 1958). However, this reasoning is simplified, because
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the alternatives must be combined; combining work-related suggestions may be more difficult
with more diverse groups. Hence, the relationship between the number ofdiverse alternatives and
the work outcomes needs to be further studied.

5.7 Summary and conclusion

This chapter presented a conceptualization of cultural diversity as rule diversity. Culture is
defined as a network ofrules developed as agreements about "best" ways of acting and thinking
under given circumstances. Rules are situation-bound. Rules are preferable to situation-general
components, because they can be detected, verbalized, discussed and negotiated. Operationalizing
cultural diversity based on this concept means determining the rule diversity of the group
members in advance. In practice, this can happen by listing relevant situations and then
interviewing representatives of different cultural groups about their social rules. Such a procedure
requires rule detection and this may be only possible if the interview is done by interviewers
trained in rule detection. The interviewer would need a list of relevant rules. Diversity in work
related rules can be determined similarly by interviewing culture representatives about task rules
concerning aspects of the respective task. The frequency of diverse rules could be transformed
into a rank order scale. Such a diversity factor will be an approximation ofcultural diversity. The
interviewer can only ask for a selection of relevant rules. Such an interview will be especially
difficult for social rules.

The rules listed by the potential interviewees can then be compared for overlaps and
differences. A highly diverse group will consist ofpersons who differ mostly in rules that are
relevant for group interaction and in rules concerning group tasks. It docs not necessarily mean
that groups consist of inembers from different nationalities. Following the hypotheses that
inhibiting diversity effects mainly take place at the social dimension, one might want to compose
groups of inembers with much overlap in social rules and a high diversity in work-related rules.
Moreover, one could establish several diversity-levels. Future research could determine the
performance-related diversity effects of four potential combinations of diversity and similarity
in social rules and work-related rules: How do work groups perform, if team members have
similar social rules, but diverse work rules; how do work groups perform if they have similar
work rules and diverse social rules; how do work groups perform if they have similar work-
related rules and similar social rules; and how do work groups perform if they are diverse in both
types of rules?
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6 TRAINING OF RULE DETECTION

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents empirical results concerning the question whether detecting cultural
differences-i.e. cultural rules~an be trained. Rule detection implies observing people from other
cultures and disceming which of their behaviors are culturally based; rule detection also implies
determining culturally specific aspects about ones' own behavior. Rule detection is considered
to be a skill and to play an important role in social interactions and in work-related interactions
between people from different cultures. Accordingly, a training of rule detection has practical
importance for people that have intercultural contacts. The skill will be conceptualized and
operationalized in this chapter. Herewith an attempt is made to overcome two shortcoming in the
intercultural-training literature: first, the lack ofprograms that help trainees getting access to their
culturally diverse knowledge base; second the weak conceptual basis ofmany training programs.
In the intercultural training literature, only a few programs train members in making use of their
cultural diversity (e.g., Polewsky 8z Will, 1996)-programs deal predominantly with
communication; and no program trains getting access to a potentially broader knowledge base.
Intercultural training programs often have a weak conceptual basis. Particularly, the intercultural-
sensitivity concept (see Chen 8t Staresta, 1996) requires further conceptual clarity and
operationalization; it is proposed here to operationalize intercultural sensitivity as accurately
detected cultural rules.

Detecting cultural rules is important for two reasons: first, for handling cultural
misunderstandings; second, for getting access to culturally different ideas. First, group members
must be able to recogníze cultural misunderstandings and the rules leading to them; only after the
rules have been detected, rules can be discussed and the misunderstanding can be cleared up.
Second, the rule-detection skill is important to get access to the culturally diverse knowledge
base. Ifone knows how to make culturally different ideas and procedures explicit, then one can
use them to enrich the knowledge base. Cooperating with partners from other cultures also means
determining different rules for doing business, negotiating, production, marketing, etc. Different
business practices must be detected, for example, if two firms form an alliance. If different work-
related rules can be made explicit, then the best standards can be determined.

Finding out about cultural rules is not easy. We are usually only aware of a small range
of cultural rules like; such as greeting gestures, eating habits and other visible differences.
Learning about cultural differences takes a great deal of time (Schneller, 1989). Schneller studied
the learning of emblems (complex gestures), and found that Israelis had not acquired some
Ethiopian emblems despite a common social life for decades. Most cultural rules have to be
detected in the ongoing stream of interaction. This is difficult, because we mostly do not know
when to expect culturally different behavior, and we are so accustomed to our own cultural
background that it is difficult to imagine different interpretations. One reason for this difficulty
is that differences, such as different beliefs and ideas, are not observable. Another difficulty stems
from the misleading effect that the same behavior can have different meanings in different
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cultures. For example, Asians sometimes politely agree by saying "yes" but meaning "no" when
they do not want to offend (cf. Triandis, 1994). When we do not know the differences in meaning
we assume our own meaning to be generally valid. Detecting the different rules is also difficult,
because a situation often involves several different rules. Even one statement or gesture can have
different meanings. When we want to opt for one of them, we need to evaluate the context.

In the course of the present project, the question of rule-detection became relevant when
observing misunderstandings in the students' work groups (see Chapter 4). Only a few
misunderstandings could be detected in the ongoing group-interaction stream by the external
observers-the same problem was experienced by the group members. When the group members
were asked after finishing the task whether they had perceived communication difficulties and
cultural differences, they could not answer. They could only confirm differences when they were
asked, for example, "Did you observe differences in greeting, criticizing, making notes, etc.?"

The practical importance ofdetecting cultural differences has not received attention in the
cross-cultural-psychology literature or intercultural-training literature. Intercultural-training
research lacks knowledge about what is needed for successful cultural adjustment (Brislin 8t
Yoshida, 1994) and about how to learn the skills needed for cultural adjustment. There are
training programs offering knowledge about other cultures and opportunities for practical contact
with other cultures, but as yet, no program exists for training the detection ofcultural differences
in an ongoing communication stream. In this chapter, such a training program is introduced and
tested. The training program suggests a way how to train the rule-detection skill as a skill to
increase intercultural sensitivity. It offers knowledge about the differences that exist between
cultures and the opportunity to practice the detection of these differences.

6.2 Theoretical background

The study draws from two fields: research on intercultural training and decoding research. The
two fields will be shortly described below. The intercultural-training literature is described to
show the place of a rule-detection-skill training in the realm of existing programs and to list
shortcomings that motivated developing the rule-detection training. Decoding research belongs
to the interpersonal-perception literature; it contains training methods for decoding verbal cues
and body-language cues. The decoding-training methods are described, because elements of them
are adopted to develop the rule-detection training.

Intercultural training research. The history of intercultural training dates back to the time after
the Second World War (the overview given here follows mainly the overview of Paige and
Martin, 1996). First programs included mainly lectures to inform American trainees for oversea
assignments about the culture of host countries. In the 1960s, it was realized that participants
lacked skills in communication; information alone does not equip trainees with skills that enable
them to function efficiently (Kealey 8c Protheroe, 1996). Skill training became popular, with a
special focus on cross-cultural communication skills. In the 1970s, more emphasis was put on
training the so-called intercultural sensitivity by experiential methods; these methods let trainees
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directly experience cultural differences by means of simulations, and culture-specific role plays
(Gudykunst, Guzley, 8c Hammer, 1996). Experiential-learning activities were designed to
promote personal growth, rather than information acquisition. The training pedagogy of
experiential methods emphasizes confrontation with the trainees' own and others' values and
prejudices. Criticisms implied that the methods were experienced as rather stressful, and that
programs lacked a sound conceptual basis (Paige 8c Martin, 1996). Attempts to improve this date
from the 1980s (cf Bennett, 1986). Intercultural trainers began working with human-relations
trainers to use their knowledge about dealing with diversity in organizations (cf, Brislin 8c
Yoshida, 1994).

Today, the conceptual background for intercultural training programs is still weak.
Examples of conceptual questions, yet to be answered are: what knowledge and which skills are
necessary for cultural adjustment; how can the skills be learned, what is intercultural sensitivity,
and how is it improved? The conceptual background of existing training programs can be
criticized for three reasons: first, most existing training approaches tend to offer knowledge about
cultural differences, but they do not help people to learn how to detect these differences; second,
knowledge about cultural differences is usually offered as broad dimensions that insufficiently
reflect the variety ofcultural differences in behavior; third, training programs are mainly focused
on differences in communication and neglect differences in work procedures and cognitive
diversity. First, only one existing training approach deals with the detection of cultural
differences: the Cultural-Assimilator approach developed by Fiedler et aL (1971). However, this
approach also suffers from shortcomings (see Chapter 7 for a description); in particular, trainees
are not trained to detect differences during an ongoing communication. Second, knowledge about
cultural differences is presented to trainees in terms of some broad dimensions of culture.
However, broad dimensions are limited; they can never explain all important cultural differences,
even if they are illustrated by examples. Third, existing training programs only deal with
differences in communication behavior and neglect dealing with work-related cognitive diversity
that is needed to achieve the performance-promoting diversity effects.

The idea proposed in this chapter is that cultural adjustment requires the skill to detect
cultural differences in the ongoing communication stream. Intercultural sensitivity is viewed as
an attitude ofbeing receptive to cultural differences-such an attitude can lead to rule detection
at the behavioral level.

Existing training programs can be also criticized for the tools that are implied such as role
plays and simulation games. Role plays involved posed behavior; however, the use of
spontaneously performed behavior leads to a higher training effectiveness than the use of posed
expressions. Posed expressions reflect reality less well than spontaneous expressions, because
they are stronger and less symmeMcal than spontaneous expressions (Argyle, 1988). Hence, the
use of videotaped scenes is to be preferred over the use of role-plays. Simulation games use
written descriptions of cultures that have then to be acted by trainees; usually two groups of
trainees act as members of a different artificial culture; they are supposed to learn from the
experience ofacting and the difficulties emerging in interactions with the other trainee group. The
method, thus, has two disadvantages: first, that behavior is also posed; second, that acting is only
based on written behavior descriptions. Written behavior descriptions are also used in the Culture
Assimilator technique (Fiedler et al., 1971). However, involving nonverbal cues, especially facial
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cues, in behavior intetpretation provides an important advantage. If verbal and nonverbal cues
can be combined in interpreting behavior, then interpretation is more accurate than when verbal
cues are used alone (Mehrabian, 1972; Argyle, 1988; Archer 8c Akert, 1984; Ekman, Friesen, 8t
Scherer, 1985). For example, deception is more accurately detected when subjects can use the
verbal, auditory and visual channel than when the visual channel is used alone (DePaulo et al.,
1982). These advantages make the use of videotaped scenes more preferable than role play,
simulation games, and the Cultural Assimilator technique.

Decoding research. The idea that rule-detection can be trained and the idea how to measure the
training success-i.e., how an instrument to measure the training success could look like-is drawn
from decoding research. Decoding means perceiving and interpreting verbal and nonverbal
behavior cues. Decoding research belongs to the field of interpersonal perception. Decoding
research tries to develop models of how people perceive and interpret verbal and nonverbal
information (e.g., Ekman, Friesen, 8c Elsworth, 1972; Rosenthal et al., 1979). Subjects see
pictures or movies of behavior, that can be role-played or spontaneous (Argyle, 1988). Subjects
then must interpret what they see-i.e, they must identify the emotions, attitudes, intentions, and
other qualities of the person in the picture or scene.

Findings from decoding studies show that decoding can be trained and the accuracy of
decoding nonverbal cues can be measured. Two instruments are frequently cited as measures of
a decoding skill. Rosenthal et aL (1979) developed the PONS (profile ofnonverbal sensitivity)
test, in which subjects determine emotions based on pictures of posed expressions. The test
consists of two versions; training sessions are done with one version, tests with another.
Rosenthal et al. report improvements in the detection accuracy after training sessions. Costanzo
and Archer (1993) developed the Interpersonal Perception Task-15 (IPT-15) measuring
interpersonal-perception sensitivity. They used videotaped scenes reflecting activities and cues
related to deception, intimacy, status, kinship, and competition. The scenes are combined with
multiple choice questions. For example, deception is illustrated by a story told by a young woman
that is once true, once not. Subjects have to answer which story was the true story.

Rule detection involves decoding verbal and nonverbal behavior; hence, it is concluded
that rule detection can-similarly to decoding-be operationalized by asking subjects to detect rules
from behavior presented to them in scenes; and that rule-detection-similarly to decoding- can
be trained. Rule detection starts with decoding verbal and nonverbal cues. Assuming that
detecting cultural differences can take place in the ongoing stream ofcommunication, it has to
start with decoding the verbal and nonverbal cues. Rule detection differs from decoding in two
points: first, decoding allows making intetpretations based on one's own cultural background,
while rule detection implies learning to allow for other cultural interpretations; second, rule
detection also concerns detecting reasons for behavior-i.e., detecting meta rules-and detecting
thinking rules. Detecting cultural differences means looking for the cultural rules that determine
the behavior in one's own and the other person's culture. Doing this is one training objective; a
second training objective is verbalizing the rules.

The major question, to be answered in this chapter is: can the process ofrule-detection
be trained? The question can be positively answered ifparticipation in a training program helps
better recognizing cultural differences in the ongoing stream ofbehavior. An intervention study
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was designed that compares the rule-detection accuracy ofpeople that participated in a training
program with people who did not participate. To measure the training outcome, an instrument had
to be created for testing the detection ofcultural differences. Existing instruments from decoding
studies provide important information in this point.

It was decided to include gender effects in the rule detection in the study, because existing
decoding literature shows a superiority ofwomen in decoding nonverbal cues (e.g., Hall, 1978;
Rosenthal, 1982; Costanzo 8c Archer, 1993). Hall (1978) had reviewed 75 decoding studies and
found female subjects having an advantage. As decoding nonverbal cues is part of rule detection,
women may be also better than men in rule detection, what would affect the generalizability of
potential training effects.

Other questions that are relevant in this context, concern the interpretation confidence of
participants and the influence of prior intercultural experience on the training outcome. A higher
interpretation confidence after training is desirable. If one is uncertain about how to interpret
situations and people's behavior, then one is likely to act indecisively. This may disturb further
interaction instead of improving it. Participation in the training program should lead to a higher
awareness ofpossible misinterpretations, but this higher awareness might make participants less
confident about their interpretations. Lower confidence after training would mean that making
participants more aware ofdifficulties can inhibit their functioning in real interactions-a finding
which would rise general doubts about the function of intercultural training. The literature
concerning interpretation confidence is scarce. Costanzo's (1992) finding that a lecture on
important cues for decoding behavior and a practical training improved subjects' confidence,
gives reason to assume a similar effect for a program on rule-detection.

It was further assumed that experience with a certain culture will also improve rule-
detection. The question is to what extent does intercultural experience takes care of a nale-
detection skill? This relates to the conceptual questions how we learn cultural knowledge; a
training may have the same effects as intercultural experience. Support for this assumption stems
from findings of Rosenthal et aL (1979): they found that the accuracy of answers to the PONS-
test with U.S. actors was higher for people from countries similar to the U.S. (e.g., Canada, Great-
Britain, Australia) than for people from dissimilar countries, such as Turkey, New Guinea,
Singapore. The effect of experience on decoding may be transferrable to rule detection; the
dependency of rule-detection accuracy on experience will be explored.

6.3 Training program

This section describes the design and the content of the training program. The training prorgam
combines theory with practice, i.e., informative instruction with practical exposure using
videotaped scenes ofbi-national negotiations. Trainees acquire knowledge about cultural rules
and cultural misunderstandings, their effects, and the necessity of detecting rules. At the
behavioral level, trainees learn to detect and verbalize cultural differences. The practice part is
important for training complex skills, such as the rule-detection skill. They concern "knowing
how" knowledge, that is different from factual "knowing that" knowledge (Ryle, 1949), that can
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be acquired through instruction. It has been shown empirically, that theoretical instruction alone
is less successful than practical methods in the field of interpersonal perception (e.g.,
Costanzo,1992). Another argument for practical training is that it helps to leam abstract principles
by illustrating them (Reeves 8c Weisberg, 1993).

The training program includes instructíons combined with practical exercises and
instructions without practical exercise. The informative instruction provides general knowledge
about the notion of culture, cultural differences, and the detection of cultural differences.
Successively, the instruction covers the following topics and questions: a definition of culture,
the detection ofcues to determine the country a person comes from, levels of cultural differences,
the need to detect cultural differences in intercultural contacts, decoding body-language codes,
and the role of intercultural misunderstandings in detecting cultural differences. Two examples
of social rules and one example of a work-related rule are shown in the training course. The
training program has a duration of three hours.

The practical exercises illustrate the instructions and offer the opportunity to practice the
rule detection by watching videotaped scenes ofbi-cultural encounters and interpreting them. The
scenes contain fragments ofnegotiations between two people. Using videotapes has the following
two advantages: first, unlike role-playing, the videotaped scenes show spontaneously performed
behavior instead of posed behavior; second, they include nonverbal behavior as well as verbal
behavior. Thus, behavior shown in the scenes is close to what participants will experience in
reality and the learned behavior is more likely to be transferred to real-life situations.

Each practical exercise started with reading a question on the screen of a video-recorder
that had to be answered afterwards, then the scene from the videotape was watched. Answering
the question demanded rule-detection. The various answers were discussed with other participants
and with the trainer, and trainees were corrected until the right answer was found, respectively
the underlying rules were conectly detected. The dialog between trainees and trainer is adapted
from Weisinger and Salipante (1995) who used it to expose hidden assumptions in intercultural
conflicts. Special attention was given to the rule wording. A description of the informative
instruction, the questions and answers for the videotaped scenes can be found in the Appendix
(Appendix 5). Trainees received a as course material a summary of the theory in form of a
booklet (see Appendix 6).

6.4 Method

The effects of the training were studied by comparing subjects that received a training with
subjects that did not receive such a training. The design was an experimental untreated control-
group design with equivalent samples (cf Cook 8z Campbell, 1979). The untrained subjects
received an instruction about rule-detection. Their instruction covered the same topics as the
informative instruction of the trained subjects, they only did not receive the practical training.
This controls for an experimenter effect that implies distortion of a training outcome due to the
higher attention of the experimenter for the training-group; trained subjects may become more
motivated than un-trained subjects through the higher attention.
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6.4.1 Sample and procedure

The sample consisted of 97 first-year students in the International Business program at a Dutch
university. They were personally invited to participate in a psychological experiment on
intercultural sensitivity. They could sign up for certain dates not knowing whether they would
receive the complete rule-detection training program or only the instruction. The decision about
when and to whom to give the training was based on the number of students available at the
different dates. Subjects were randomly assigned to the conditions--more or less in order of
arrival--in such a way that the two conditions were homogeneously filled, and that the number
ofparticipants of a training-program session was not higher than fifteen so that everybody could
be involved in the discussion with the trainer.

Students received payment for participation (Hfl SO.OOI25 Euros for participation in the
four-hours-lasting training-condition, Hfl 10.00~5 Euros for participation in the 1.5-hours-lasting
non-training condition), and one additional percentage point in a written examination they had
to do during the semester.

The subjects in the two conditions were homogeneous with respect to study disciplines,
gender, and age (for sample characteristics, see also table 6-1, below). Students all studied
international business. Both conditions included more males than females. The training condition
included 20 females and 34 males; the non-training condition 18 females and 25 males. Subjects
of the experimental condition averaged 18.88 yeazs of age, subjects of the control condition 19.72
years.

The conditions tumed out not to be homogenous in the subjects' national background. The
training condition contained more students of non-Dutch nationality (N-21), while in the non-
training condition only seven students were from a non-Dutch origin. The number of students
from Dutch origin did not differ substantially: 33 students in the training condition were of Dutch
origin, against 36 students in the non-training condition.
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Table 6-1 .

Training of rule detection

Sample characteristics

IV 1: Training Ex erimental condition ( with trainin ) Contro] condition ( without trainin )

N-54 N-43

IV 2: Gender Females: 20 Males: 34 Females: 18 Males: 25

Age: 18.88 19.72

Nationality: Dutc11: N-33 Non-Dutch: N-21 I2utCh: N-36 Non-Dutch: N-7
The Netherlands Belgium (N-1) The Netherlands Belgium (N-2)

Brasilia (N-1) Bolivia (N-1)
China (N-4) India (N-1)
Czech Republic (N-1) Ireland (N-1)
England (N-1) Italy (N-1)
France (N-3) Mixed (N-1)
Slovakia (N-2)
South-Africa (N-1)
Turkey (N-3)
Vietnam (N-1)
Mixed (N-3)

After receiving either the complete training program or the informative instruction only, subjects
received a test on rule detection. The test (called rule-detection test) was developed for this study
to measure the training effectiveness. The dependent measure was the frequency of correctly
detected rules, measured per question and as a sum over all questions.

6.5 The Rule-Detection Test (R-D-T)

An instrument had to be developed to measure the training success. It was developed analogous
to nonverbal-sensitivity instruments that measure accuracy of decoding nonverbal cues, because
rule detection includes decoding activities. The test instrument to be used in this study applies
the operationalization of interpersonal-perception skills used for the Interpersonal Perception
Task-15 of Costanzo and Archer (1993) and also uses videotaped scenes. It measures the accuracy
of detecting cultural rules. The test consists of a videotape and an answer form (The answer fonn
can be found in Appendix 7). The videotape shows eighteen scenes with questions referring to
the rules involved. The scenes contain negotiation fragments of negotiations between a seller and
a buyer who in each case are from two different countries. Negotiation topics are prizes of
camping products, machinery, and conditions for publishing a textbook. Every scene is combined
with a question shown on the screen and in the answer form. The question ask for the rules that
play a role in the scene. Viewers first see the question on the screen, then watch the scene, and
thereafter, answer the question on the answer form. The presentation of the scenes and the
questions on the screen last 40 minutes.

The negotiations were originally filmed for a study on cross-cultural negotiations. Scenes
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included in the rule-detection-test and the training program were copied from these existing
videotapes. The fragments were chosen on the basis of the following considerations: they should
reflect social or work-related rules detectable by laymen; the negotiators were to show either
nonverbal cues of misunderstandings or non-understandings in their behavior, or behavior that
could be seen as inappropriate by the negotiation partner; and the inappropriate behavior should
be detectable. Work-related rules concemed negotiation techniques and strategies, i.e. negotiation
rules. Examples of negotiation rules include the aiming for creation of a good atmosphere in the
beginning of a negotiation, forcing a negotiation partner to a concession by threatening him;
aiming for the highest firm profit as negotiation outcome. To get a broad selection of scenes,
different types of misunderstanding (i.e., linguistic, nonverbal, content related) were looked for.

The instrument was developed in two steps. First, seven videotapes of negotiation sessions
were analyzed in order to find appropriate scenes to include and to develop test questions. In the
second step, these scenes were presented to six pilot-study subjects together with questions. Pilot-
study subjects were three male and three female studentslteachers of psychology, business
administration, and marketing from the Netherlands, Germany, and India~iJSA. Gender and
nationality was varied in order to lower national bias in the selection of scenes and the judgment
ofanswers. Answers of the pilot-study subjects to the questions determined the final selection of
scenes.

Questions had an open or a multiple-choice answer format. Open questions partly ask to
list more than one rule. The criterion for selection ofeach multiple choice question was that the
relevant rule was accurately detected by five or more pilot-study subjects (~80o~o).The answers
of the pilot-study subjects determined also which rules were the correct answers to the open
questions. The rules accepted as correct were those that had been given by all six pilot-study
subjects. Comments received in the pilot-study were used to adjust the answer formulations.

Multiple-choice answers are more standardized and can be better compared. They have
an objectively correct answer that can be inferred directly from the tape content. For example:
Question 6:

The American author (left-hand side) gets an offer from the German literary agent. How does she view the
offer he has made?
1 She is positive about the offer.
2 She is negative about the offer.

Whether a negotiator agrees or disagrees with a proposal is concluded from the further course of
the negotiation. Open questions must be answered with short descriptions. The open fotinat has
the advantage that the detection-process is directly measured and not guided and simplified by
providing ready answers. Answering the open questions requires verbalization of the rules, while
multiple-choice questions measure rule-detection without verbalization.

Questions can pertain to rules detectable in the behavior of the two negotiators, to meta-
rules and to rule variations. Rule variation means that the rule allows different behaviors as
appropriate in one situation. Some scenes involves several detectable rules; then a general
question was presented on the screen and subquestions refemng to the various rules in the scene
were presented on the answer form. In total for the eighteen scenes, there were 39 questions.
Multiple-choice answers were related on scene 1 to 8; questions on scenes 9 to18 were open
questions.

Types of misunderstandings and sorts of behavior shown in the video fragments were
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divergent. They cover the following fields Country-detection, nonverbal codes for agreement,
negotiation-rules, gestures and comments that are inappropriate ín the given context, and general
social rules. The fields are described below:
Country-detection (questions l.a,b, 2.a,b, 3.a,b, 4.a,b) These questions asked for the
countrylnationality of two negotiators. In determining the country somebody comes from,
different verbal and nonverbal cues are taken into account, e.g., racial features, accents, regional
gestures, dress, etc. Country-detection clearly requires specific knowledge.
Nonverbal cuesfor agreement~disagreement (questions 6, 7, 8) Three questions concemed scenes,
where a proposal is made by one negotiator and the nonverbal response of the second negotiator
gives away his or her verbal response. Before agreemenUdisagreement is expressed verbally, it
can often be infened from nonverbal codes, such as nodding, moving closer to the table, smiling,
direct eye contact. The subject must predict the answer.
Negotiation rules (questions l l.a,b,c, 12.a,b,c, 14.a,b, IS.a,b) The negotiation rules concerned
different aspects of shaping the interaction, e.g., the way ofstarting a negotiation, introducing
oneself, making offers, criticizing offers, harmonizing, creating a good atmosphere, or winning
negotiations. The negotiation rules were assessed with eleven open questions.
Inappropriate gestures and comments (questions 10.a,b, 13.a,b) Four questions concerned a
gesture or a comment that actually has caused difficulties, or easily could be misunderstood
Answers involved decoding and interpreting nonverbal gestures and comments.
General social rules (questions 16-18) General social rules had to be detected from three scenes
showing the negotiation beginning, when negotiators greet each other, exchange business cards,
make appointments about the procedures, etc. Viewers were asked to write down as many social
and negotiation rules as possible, together with their meaning. Persons who knew many different
social rules and how to formulate them may be successful here.
Non-understanding (question 5) One question concerned the nonverbal cues of expressing a non-
understanding. They must be decoded and related to [he verbal message. The fragment shows a
Dutch negotiator presenting two concepts to a Frenchman. The Frenchman does not understand
him: he shows a puzzled facial expression and then asks after some seconds: "Eh..., could you
repeat?"
Phonetic misunderstanding (question 9) A Dutch negotiator mispronounces the letter `I' wrongly
as an `E' which was used to indicate a low price ]evel wrongly as an `E'. The Dutchman is saying
"I am proposing a decrease from G to E.", which is a contradiction. His Gerrnan counterpart gets
puzzled and keeps arguing that the move from G to E is a price increase for him. The two men
do not realize that they misunderstood each other, get angry with each other, and finally stop the
negotiation. The assumption that words and expressions were misunderstood here could be ruled
out.

6.6 Hypotheses

The rule-detection results of trained subjects were compared with results of un-trained subjects.
The trained subjects should detect more rules correctly than the un-trained subjects. The rule
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detection is measured in two ways: as correct answer on the multiple choice question and as
correctly detected rules in answering the open questions.

Hypothesis 1: Subjects who received a rule-detection training answer more multiple
choice questions correctly and list more correct rules answering the open questions than
un-trained subjects.

Since existing decoding studies found a superiority of women in decoding nonverbal codes, it was
also studied whether the genders differ in rule-detection. As rule detection starts with decoding
verbal and nonverbal cues, it is assumed that a superiority ofwomen can be found as well.

Hypothesis 2: Women are better than men in detecting rules.
The training should influence subjects' confidence in their interpretation-accuracy. People who
participated in the training program, and who could practice the rule-detection should be more
confident about their interpretations, because they have a rational basis for their judgments. This
has been shown by Costanzo (1992) for decoding verbal and nonverbal cues in interpersonal
perception. The variable confidence was measured for the answers on the twelve multiple choice
questions relating to scenes 1 to 8. The subjects were asked to rate on a Likert-type 5-point scale
how certain they are about their answer on the twelve questions. The answers reach from very
uncertain (rating one) to being very certain (rating five).

Hypothesis 3: Trained subjects will be more confident about their interpretations than un-
trained subjects.

Prior experience with a culture might improve the likelihood of accurately detecting cultural
rules. To hold the rule type constant, only the questions concerning country detection were used
to explore the intercultural-experience effect. It is assumed that the country is more likely
correctly detected if the person knows somebody from the respective country well. It is further
assumed that country detection means detecting verbal and nonverbal cues that are typical for the
country. Intercultural experience was measured by asking the subjects whether they had spent
more than a year closely with somebody from fifteen countries. Dependent variables were
country-specific composite scores consisting of ineans of all rule-detection scores with respect
to Germany and France. These countries were chosen because the number of untrained subjects
having experience with people from Germany and France was sufficiently high so that sample
sizes allowed statistical analyses: 33 subjects had experience with Germany, while 10 subjects
had no experience with Germany; 37 subjects had experience with France, while 6 subjects had
no experience with France. The hypothesis had to be tested for untrained subjects, in order to
control for the training effect.

Hypothesis 4: Experience with individuals from a country improves the ability to detect
rules from this country.
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6.7 Results

Item analysis

An item analysis was done with the data from the 97 subjects of the study with 39 answers having
been analyzed. The answers to the multiple choice questions are either right or wrong: receiving
the value one for a right answer and zero for a wrong answer. The raw scores of the open
questions consist of the sums of correct answers.

Reliability. Tests of internal consistency showed that the instrument was reliable. The Cronbach
alpha was JS which can be seen as sufficient following Gelfand and Hartman (1968) who have
proposed a score of .60 as sufficient for behavior-observation data. The Spearman-Brown
correlation of the items with equal length was .74, of the items with unequal length was also .74
and, thus, sufficient.

Correct-answer percentage for multiple-choice questions. Accuracy ofviewers' answers could
be compared with guessing for answers that had a multiple choice format (i.e., concerning
questions 1-8). The questions of the scale "country detection" (question l.a-4.b) have 15 answer
categories, this means that 6.250~0 of the viewers would be right by chance. The questions 5 to 8
have two possible answers; therefore, SOo~o of the subjects would be correct by chance. The
accuracy is determined only for the subjects that did not receive the traíning (N-43), because the
training is supposed to affect the answer accuracy. The percentages of right answers depicted in
table 6-2 below show that the correct-answer percentage is higher than chance level for each of
the multiple choice questions.
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Table 6-2. Percentage oC correct answers on multiple choice questions

Question Chance level Accuracy rate (in o~~)
(in o~o) Total Male Female

(N-43) (N-2S) (N-18)

La 6.25 67.4 60.0 77.8
l.b 6.25 100 ] 00 100
2.a 6.25 79.1 80.0 77.8
2.b 6.25 46.5 44.0 50.0
3.a 6.25 37.2 44.0 27.8
3.b 6.25 51.2 52.0 50.0
4.a 6.25 67.4 60.0 77.8
4.6 6.25 32.6 40.0 22.2
5. 50.00 58.1 56.0 61.1
6. 50.00 ]00.0 100.0 100.0
7. 50.00 60.5 52.0 72.2
8. 50.00 60.5 72.0 44.4

The raw scores yielded for the correct answers on all questions are not normally distributed in the
two conditions. As a bivariate normal distribution of variables is a precondition for factor
analysis, this method for data reduction could not be employed and data had to be tested per item
or question. The answers on the questions were analyzed using a non-parametric test for two
independent samples, namely, the U-test ofMann and Whitney which compares the mean ranks.
The two conditions are also compared in terms of a total score for rule-detection consisting of the
sum of all answers. The sum-score was normally distributed in the training and the non-training
condition; therefore, the effect of the factor training could be tested with a one-way analysis of
variance.

A full randomization of the conditions could not be ensured-the national background is
skewed. The randomization controls for the effects ofhistory and subject selection to the extemal
and intemal validity. Therefore, the potentially confounding effec[ of nationa] background had
to be checked. A variable national background was introduced as dichotomous variable with the
value 1.0 for Dutch national background and 2.0 for any other national background.

Training effects

The hypothesis predicting better tule detection for trained subjects was confirmed. It was checked
for fourteen scenes which are related to twenty-six questions of the R-D-T. The training effect
was not tested for the eight questions requiring detecting of the national background of the
negotiators, because they are assumed to be heavily affected by prior knowledge. The findings
show, that trained subjects detect on average more rules than the un-trained subjects in eleven of
fourteen scenes. Trained subjects detect on average more rules correctly than un-trained subjects
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in twenty-three of twenty-six questions. For eighteen questions, the differences reach the
specified level of statistical significance (p~.05) (see Table 6-3 below for means, standard
deviations, mean ranks and U-values). Only one question, question six, is significantly answered
more correctly by un-trained subjects. An effect in eighteen questions corresponds to 690~0 of the
total number of twenty-six questions. The training effect was higher than chance would predict.

To check the influence of national background, the two Dutch sub-samples were
compared (35 trained Dutch subjects with 33 un-trained Dutch subjects). The effect of training
was significant for fifteen of the eighteen questions for which an effect was previously found with
the complete sample consisting of Dutch and non-Dutch subjects. For one question, a training
effect is found for the Dutch sub-sample only. It can be concluded that training-effects are not
distorted by the skewed national background of the training and the non-training condition. The
training-effect could be confirmed as well for the non-Dutch subjects. The mean ranks of N-8
un-trained subjects were compared with the mean ranks of N-21 trained subjects from a non-
Dutch background. In thirteen questions, significant results were found in the expected direction
(p~.05). Although the findings are less clear for the non-Dutch subjects, given the small sample
size, it can still be concluded that the training effects are not restricted to the Dutch subsample.
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Table 6-3 Descriptive statistics and U-values for the answers on 26 questions of the R-D-T

Number of Experimental condition Control condition

question With training Without training

included N-54 N-43
Mean SD Mean Mean SD Mean U Sign.

Rank Rank

1. .7037 4609 51.63 ~ 5814 4992 45.70 1019.0 n.s.

2. .8148 .3921 45.02 ~ 1.00 0.00 54.00 946.00 .003'~`

3. 5370 5033 47.SS .6047 .4947 50.83 1082.0 n.s.

4. .6296 4874 49.54 ~ 6047 .4947 48.33 1132.0 n.s.

S. .2037 4065 47.88 2558 .4415 50.41 1100.5 n.s.

6. 1.3704 .8309 56.58 ~ 8372 7214 39.48 751.50 .001"

7. 1.0000 .8009 54.77 ~ .6047 6226 41.76 849.50 .014'

8. .9444 .8107 54.19 ~ .5814 .6261 42.48 880.50 .025'

9. .7407 .7316 52.78 ~ .4884 SS08 44.26 957.00 n.s.

10. .9815 3629 58.52 ~ .5116 .5058 37.0~ 647.00 .000"'

11. 1.0741 .6688 56.66 ~ 6047 .5407 39.38 747.50 .000'~"

12. 1.0185 .5660 60.23 ~ 3953 .4947 34.90 554.50 .000"`

13. 1.0000 .3885 SS.94 ~ .6512 4822 40.28 786.00 .000'~"

14. 1.0556 .3591 S6.S2 ~ 6744 .5219 39.56 755.00 .000"`"

1S. 1.2593 .8941 54.61 ~ .8372 6521 41.95 858.00 .015'

16. .7963 .5277 49.34 ~ .7674 4275 48.54 1142.5 n.s.

17. 8148 .5520 53.41 ~ .6279 .7245 43.43 923.00 .044'

18. 7407 .5887 50.63 ~ 6512 .5725 46.95 1073.0 n.s.

19. .7037 .6028 53.43 ~ 6279 .7245 43.44 922.00 .OS"

20. l.l l] 1.396 56.15 ~ .6047 4947 40.02 775.00 .000'~"

21. 9259 2644 54.41 ~ 6744 .4741 42.21 869.00 .002"

22. .8889 .6040 59.67 ~ 3023 4647 35.60 585.00 .000"'

23. .8889 .6344 62.80 ~ .1163 3244 31.67 416.00 .000'"'

24. 6.0185 2.936 55.69 ~ 4.5116 1.9563 40.59 799.50 .008'"

25. 4.2963 1.6669 58.62 ~ 3.0000 1.4310 36.92 641.50 .008"

26. S.42S9 2.5373 58.18 ~ 3.6512 1.SS01 37.48 665.50 .000"'

The overall sum of correctly detected rules was tested with a one-way analysis of variance. On
average, trained subjects detected in total 34.82 rules, the un-trained subjects only 24.60, FRp,o,,,
(1,94) - 56.06. The effect is highly significant (p~.001).
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Gender effect

The mean ranks of inen and women were compared for the twenty-six questions and the rule-
detection sum score. The comparison was made separately for the training and the non-training
condition. The hypothesis predicting female superiority in rule detection could not be confirmed.
The differences between the number of rules detected by women and men in both conditions were
extremely small and did not reach the specified level of statistical significance (p~.05). A
statistically significant difference could only be found for one question: Men were better than
women in the non-training condition in question 8 which relates to detecting nonverbal cues for
agreemenUdisagreement. Looking at the overall sum of rules detected, results show that women
were slightly better than men in the non-training condition: un-trained males detected an average
of21.80 rules, while un-trained females detected an average of 23.83 rules; trained males detected
an average of 30.00 rules, while trained females detected an average of 34.47 rules. However,
these differences did not reach the statistical level of significance.(For an overview of ineans and
standard deviations ofmales and females for the two conditions, see Appendix 8, Table 6-1).

The numbers ofsubjects per condition were rather small (N~-trained male~25; N trained males-29;
N~„-nainea remaies 18 and N~ined females 25), so that results can only be interpreted tentatively. Findings
suggest no gender difference. The finding is in line with findings of Meiran et aL (1994) who also
could not find a gender difference; they studied accuracy in nonverbal decoding. However, with
greater sample size, the slight advantage of females may become significant. Further research is
still needed to study the gender difference. The male gender and the female gender are viewed
as a cultural populations that internalize different rules; the question to be studied would, thus,
be which rule-detection activities are supported by which gender-specific rules.

Detection confidence

The confidence was measured for the answers on the twelve multiple-choice questions relating
to scenes 1 to 8. An overall-confidence score was composed as the mean of the confidence ratings
for these questions. This score was more or less normally distributed in the two conditions.
Hence, it could be analyzed using the one-way analysis of variance with the factor training. The
average ratings of both samples show no difference with respect to confidence: The trained
subjects reach on average a confidence of 3.49, the un-trained subjects of 3.35, showing that the
tendency is in both groups of subjects to be rather certain about the judgments. The one-way
analysis of variance confirms that the difference between trained and un-trained subjects in
confidence is not statistically significant, F(1,95)-1.74. The skewed distribution of national
background has no confounding effect on the results; they were similar when the sub-samples of
trained Dutch and un-trained Dutch subjects were compared.

The finding showing that training has no effect on confidence is not in accordance with
the scarce findings from the interpersonal-perception literature. Costanzo (1992) showed an
increase in confidence after a training even without an effect on the accuracy; Schneller (1989)
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hypothesized a decrease after training and also found it. Schneller (1989) found lower confidence
with his training in interpreting emblems. Schneller reasons that people being uncertain about
their interpretation would more likely correct their interpretation mistakes. Further research might
be needed to determine factors affecting the confidence judgments in respect with certain question
types. We found no effect for multiple-choice questions conceming country detection, nonverbal
cues for agreemenUdisagreement, and nonverbal cues of a non-understanding. Costanzo (1992)
found higher confidence for questions concerning status, kinship, intimacy, competition, and
deception. Schneller found lower confidence for interpreting emplems.

The intercultural experience

The hypothesis about supportive effects of intercultural experience could also not be confirmed.
It was measured for the effect of experience with Germany and France. The means reached by
subjects with experience were not higher than the means reached by subjects without experience.
The differences were compared with the U test of Mann and Whitney for non-parametric
measures, because the composite score for France-related answers was not normally distributed,
and the sample sizes were small and ofunequal sizes (for the descriptive results and the U values
see table 6-4 below).

Table 6-4 Means, standard deviations, and Ll values for subjects with and without experience with
Frenchmen and Germans in the country-specific composite scores

Country-specific With experience Without experience

composite scores Mean Mean rank Mean Mean rank

for (Stand.deviat.) (Stand.deviat.) U p

Germany

France

(n.s.: p~.05)

(N-10) (N-33)
.458 19.30 .517 22.82 138.00 n.s.

(.177) (.224)

(N-6) (N-37)

333 20.17 37 22.30 ]00.00 n.s.
(.129) (.225)

The findings give only a first, tentative impression of the intercultural-experience effect. Findings
are limited, because they only concem the experience of subjects that were predominantly of
Dutch origin, with two European countries. Future research is needed to determine differences
by learning country-specific rules through training and through experience.
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6.8 Discussion and conclusion

The analysis of the data with the rule-detection test shows that detecting cultural differences can
be trained. The trained subjects reached better results in the rule-detection than the group of
untrained subjects. The training increased the number of rules correctly detected in eighteen of
twenty-six cases. It can be concluded that a training program offering practice in detecting
cultural differences in the ongoing communication stream, can be successful. We may now expect
that the training with the method proposed here would also help culturally diverse group members
in two ways: first, to benefit from their culturally diverse ideas in such a way that they maximize
their performance; second, to recognize the misunderstandings that inhibited their participation
in the beginning-stage.

Recognizing misunderstandings, however, might be disadvantageous in groups in the
beginning-stage. Recognizing misunderstandings in the beginning-stage of group work, when
members do not know each other yet, may endanger the group atmosphere and lower the group
cohesiveness, and subsequently inhibit work activities. Recognizing misunderstandings may be
advantageous in later group-stages, when task-related misunderstandings need to be cleared up
(see Chapter 4).

Additional results concern the confidence, gender dífferences, and the effect of
intercultural experience. The training did not affect the interpretation confidence of the
participants; this finding contradicts (scarce) existing findings saying that confidence should be
higher (Costanzo, 1992) or lower after training (Schneller, 1989). Further research is needed to
conceptually clarify what are the underlying components that determine trainees interpretation
confidence. The confidence judgment curve might be curvilinear depending on time; in the
beginning-when trainees see how difficult rule detection is and how many mistakes they
make~onfidence is low; confidence increases over time the more participants become confident
in the learning results.

No gender effects could be found contradicting existing findings showing a female
superiority in decoding nonverbal cues. The means of correctly detected rules showed a slight
superiority of females that did not turn out to be statistically significant, what might have been
caused by the small and unequal sample sizes for males and females. Another potential
interpretation of the absence of a gender effect is that decoding-for which a female superiority
is reported in the literature-is supposedly only one of several activities implied in answering the
rule-detection test. Verbalization-another important activity in rule detection-might be less
affected by gender.

They previous intercultural experience had no effect on the rule detection leading to the
assumption that training effects differ from intercultural-experience effects. The finding is
restricted to intercultural experience within Europe as the intercultural-experience effect was only
measured for Germany and France.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that the observed training effect requires replication,
because this study did not control for several internal-validity threats (cf, Cook 8c Campbell,
1979). (1) The test and the training program could perhaps refer to another construct than rule-
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detection. (2) The results might be affected by a mono-operation and a mono-method
bias-according to Black and Mendenhall (1990), a typical problem for studies on intercultural-
training effectiveness. Ideally, the rule-detection should be operationalized in different ways and
measured by different methods. (3) The experimenter's expectations concerning better test-results
of the trained subjects could have influenced the test administration and improved the trained-
subjects' results. (4) The testing and training could interact in such a way that the participants got
used to scene design and to the way the questions were asked so that the test actually measures
only experience with the instrument, and not rule detection. A low internal validity increases the
likelihood of a type-one error (Cook 8c Campbell, 1979).

The generalizability across the subpopulation of males and females is supported; data
suggested no gender differences. It seems a reasonable assumption that results are generalizable
to the population of professionals with a university degree. The target group of the training
program are managers and other professionals with a university degree who are sent abroad by
their firms. They should be able to detect cultural differences when these lead to difficulties and
when common standards of working together and doing business are needed. If a training
program like the present one would be extended by including scenes that are relevant for the daily
activities of sojourners living abroad, then it could serve as an instrument to support cultural
adjustment of non-professional participants without university education.

Further conceptua] and empirical research is needed to unravel the rule-detection activity.
This study has shown that rule detection can be successfully trained, but we do not know yet what
exactly is trained. For example, rule detection might be basically determined by the verbalization
skill. To answer this question, we must first find out which activities are involved in the rule
detection. The assumptions that decoding nonverbal cues, detecting misunderstandings and
verbalization belong to the rule detection, must be underpinned by theoretical arguments and
empirical findings. Further research could determine factors influencing the rule-detection
activities. For example, the rule-detection score might reflect a core component of social
intelligence (cf. Costanzo 8z Archer,1993); verbal intelligence might affect the verbalization of
the rules, and interpersonal intelligence (Gardner, 1983) the decoding of nonverbal codes.
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7 THE RULE-DETECTION ACTIVITIES

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a framework of rule-detection activities that are performed when
identifying cultural rules. Findings concerning the rule-detection training-presented in Chapter
6-support the notion of a rule-detection skill that is worth further study. The questions to be
answered are: what are the cognitive activities needed to detect cultural rules and in which order
are they carried out? The cognitive detection-process describing the order of cognitive activities
that are needed to detect cultural rules is still not known. Giving the answers to the rule-detection
test likely involves carrying out several activities. The way the rule-detection test was
designed-selecting scenes that include misunderstandings-does not allow insight in the rule-
detection process; hence, we do not know what exactly is being trained successfully. The rule-
detection process and the rule-detection activities need to be conceptualized, in order to study the
extent to which the single activities determine a rule-detection skill. Knowing the rule-detection
activities and their order of appearance in detail, one could develop an algorithm for systematic
rule detection. The single steps of a rule-detection algorithm could be followed to quickly and
systematically detect cultural differences that are important. A rule-detection algorithm could be
helpful for researchers identifying cross-cultural differences and helpful with multinational-
management-team members when they search for different business strategies, administrative
procedures, perceptions of the environment, rules of conduct (Chatterjee et al., 1992; Watson et
al. 1998).

The chapter is motivated theoretically by a lack of knowledge about the process of
detecting cultural differences in the cross-cultural psychology literature. The cross-cultural
psychology literature pays little attention to the process of detecting cultural differences.
Detecting cultural differences is nowhere explicitly mentioned as a question of interest; only
implicit viewpoints can be identified in the literature, and vague and incomplete descriptions of
the detection process that do not explain how exactly the cultural differences are recognized.

This chapter applies knowledge from other fields-interpersonal-perception research and
decoding research-to describe rule-detection activities. They are organized into a framework that
can be used as an algotithm. Rule detection consists of three activities that can be carried out
subsequently and finally result in a cultural rule. Answering the rule-detection test questions
hypothetically requires performing these three rule-detection activities; however, further research
should confirm this.

The chapter includes a literature review covering implicit ideas of the detection process;
subsequently, the three rule-detection activities are described. The ideas about the activities
follow logically from assumptions about the detection process that were developed in previous
chapters. Ideas about the kind of activities have a hypothetical character, but describing the
activity content, knowledge of decoding studies and knowledge about processing knowledge
structures (e.g., Harré, 1974; Reiser, 1986) is applied. The framework requires empirical
validation.
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7.2 Theoretical background

The literature on intercultural training, intercultural communication and cross-cultural psychology
does not explicitly mention the detection process. Activities mentioned by various authors to
describe detecting cultural differences are fairly vague and involve fuzzy activity concepts, such

as `identifying and interpreting similarities and differences in thoughts, feelings, and actions
among cultures', `understanding underlying assumptions' (Adler, 1992), `actively seeking out

ideas and opinions and openly confronting differences' (Kirchmeyer 8c Cohen,1992), `acquiring
general knowledge about the other culture and comprehending culturally different orientation

systems' (Thomas, 1994), `perceiving meaning accurately' (Brislin, 1981), `identifying and
interpreting patterns in the observable parts of culture' (Daft, 1995). Authors do not describe

precisely how it is possible, for instance, to `understand underlying assumptions' or `to perceive
meaning accurately'. Authors state only that these activities require practice and experience. For
example, Brislin says about how to `perceive meaning accurately': "Undoubtedly, the ability to
perceive meaning accurately in cross-cultural communication is a skill which improves with
practice."(Brislin, 1981: 65). Daft says, for instance, "To decipher what is really going on in an
organization requires detective work and probably some experience as an insider."(Daft, 1995:
334).

Authors ín cross-cultural-psychology literature have implicit views about detecting
cultural differences, that can be summarized in four perspectives: (1) cultural differences are
leamt through examples, e.g., in books, videos or workshops; (2) scientific methods are needed
to detect differences; (3) self-awareness or intercultural sensitivity helps people to recognize
cultural differences faster; (4) differences are detected by comparing different explanations for
a cultural incident. The fourth perspective is used in the Cultural Assimilator developed by
Fiedler et al. (1971). These four views are described in more detail, below.

(1) Detecting differences means recognizing examples

Providing examples about cultural differences is based on the assumption that people can
recognize the examples in their intercultural contacts, and that they can use these as analogies in
similar situations. Detecting differences means here recalling examples and comparing these with
actual events. Examples can be recognized once part of the active memory; they can act as a basis
ofexpectations and are a basis for further explorations in another culture. An example can be a
useful device, ifone is confronted with exactly the same behavior or similaz behavior as described
in the example story. For instance, knowing about different communication styles helps one
attribute a communication difficulty to cultural differences in communication instead of blaming
it on a personal difficulty. Knowing culturally specific greeting gestures might, for instance, help
set a good step in achieving trust and respect with counterparts from another culture. Examples
concem both social rules as well as work-related rules.

However, detecting differences based on examples is weak for three reasons: First, the
number of examples that can be leamed is always very limited as they can never cover all
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potential fields of differences and misunderstandings. Even readers of handbooks maybe still
helpless in cases of incidents that deviate from examples. Second, examples can become
stereotypes and have hannful effects, if generalized inappropriately. For example, it is tempting
to conclude from the often cited example of Dutcii dinner habits (saying that in the Netherlands,
dinner takes generally place between 6 and 7 p.m., and visitors having not announced their visit
in advance are not welcome) that Dutch people are somewhat rigid and inhospitable, which, of
course, is an inappropriate generalization. Third, examples may lead to clashes when people
inappropriately copy the behavior mentioned in an example assuming that the example behavior
would always be culturally cotrect. For example, Kopper (1992) mentioned German and Swiss
managers arriving on purpose too late at meetings with Italian colleagues after having read about
Italians being unpunctual; they generalized the example behavior to business contexts. The copied
behavior might have clashed with Italian managers being on time.

(2) Detecting cultural differences using research methods
Empirical research methods of fields such as linguistics and cross-cultural psychology can be
used to detect cultural differences. For example, cross-cultural psychologists define fields of
behavior with potential differences and then study the potential dífferences by comparing two or
more populations of different cultural or ethnic background using observation methods,
questionnaires and experiments. When differences are found in the results, these tend to be
causally related to factors in the cultural background. For example, Kaplan (1966) did empirical
research using essays that were written by foreign students to detect cultural differences in
argumentation and found six styles that he related to cultural populations: English, Semitic,
Oriental, Romance, Russian, and Slavic (Kaplan, 1966; cited in Triandis, 1994). Scientific
research methods can be used to detect social rules and work-related rules. Research methods are
undoubtedly needed for those examples as given above, and they are needed to obtain reliable and
valid results about cultural differences; however, research methods require time and effort and
are not practicable in direct intercultural contact.

(3) Detecting cultural differences through increased self-awareness
In sensitivity-training programs, increasing self-awareness is seen as a way to promote the
detection of cultural differences. Sensitivity-training programs aim at increasing self-
understanding by confronting trainees with values, belief systems, attitudes and prejudices of
themselves and others (Paige 8r. Martin, 1996). Self-experiencing the effects that non-awareness
ofdifferent values, belief systems, attitudes and prejudices can have is supposed to make trainees
more sensitive for their own values, etc. The training philosophy assumes that an increased self-
understanding helps in understanding others-including people from different cultures-better (cf.
Berry et al., 1992). The training philosophy seems plausible for people from the same cultural
background; however, it may be doubted whether the training philosophy works for people from
a different cultural background. Trainees experience only the psychological effects ofdifferent
values, beliefs systems, attitudes and prejudices. Sensitivity training programs are maybe
successful in increasing the sensitivity for misunderstandings; by being sensitive for conflicting
values, beliefs, attitudes and prejudices, one can address them subsequently. However, the
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training philosophy does not include a proposal for actually detecting the cultural difference in
values, beliefs, attitudes, and prejudices. Actively detecting cultural differences is not trained.

(4) Detecting cul[ural differences with the Cultural-Assimilator technique
The Cultural Assimilator (Fiedler et al., 1971) is a training instrument consisting ofa booklet in
which several incidents that often happen between people from two cultures are described. Every
incident case is followed by a question asking what has probably caused the incident. The trainee
is given four answers to choose from: one answer is right and describes the most plausible
cultural difference leading to the incident; the other answers are wrong and describe non-cultural
reasons. Explanations why an answer is right or wrong are attached to the answers. Users learn
through comparing the answers and reading the explanations. The method goes beyond merely
presenting examples; by showing how cultural differences can cause incidents, and how cultural
differences are misinterpreted. Users learn that people involved in incidents try to explain
behavior, and that attributing incidents to cultural differences is more appropriate than to
personalities or situations.

Contrary to the other three perspectives, the Cultural-Assimilator technique trains the
detection process; yet, it suffers from three shortcomings: first, detection differences in the
ongoing communication is not trained; second, trainees cannot use body-language cues to detect
differences as scenes are presented in written format; third, the Cultural Assimilators are
restricted to differences in social-behavior standards. Trainees do not learn how to detect cultural
differences in the ongoing communication stream; instead, users leam how to make good
choices. Trainees cannot use information that ís usually available to interpret the culturally
different behavior; scenes are only presented in a written fonnat, thus, making the presentation
unrealistic. In real life, information on vocal, facial and body language is available; and using
these nonverbal cues~specially facial cues-improves interpretation accuracy (Archer 8c Akert,
1984; Ekman, Friesen, 8z Scherer, 1985). Shortcomings limit the generalizability of the training
effect beyond the scenes that are included to scenes in an ongoing communication that are
different from the test scenes. A last limitation concerns the use of a Cultural Assimilator to
detect differences in work-related rules; incidents are generally caused by differences in social-
behavior standards.

Summarizing the literature, it seems desirable to design a framework of rule-detection
activities that describes the detection process in an ongoing communication stream and is
applicable for detecting both social rules as well as work-related rules. Starting from the three
assumptions derived from earlier chapters about rule detection, ideas are developed concerning
activities needed to practically detect cultural differences in ongoing communication. The
assumptions are (1) differences can be described in terms of cultural and individual rules; (2)
rules can be detected in an ongoing stream of communication; and (3) detection is possible in
relation to a misunderstanding; i.e., a cultural misunderstanding can be used as an indicator of
cultural differences. Similarly, Thomas (1994) states that culturally different orientation systems
need to be understood ifaction goals have not been achieved.

The first activity, thus, must logically be detecting misunderstandings in the ongoing
communication stream; then, the cultural differences causing the misunderstandings can be
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de[ected. To describe aspects of the rule-detection activities, knowledge about interpersonal
perception, decoding and processing knowledge-structures (e.g., Harré, 1974; Reiser, 1986) had
to be applied. The rule-detection activities can be used as an algorithm to detect cultural
differences; and they can form a conceptual framework for further research.

7.3 Rule-detection activities

Three activities are derived from the assumptions: first, disceming a misunderstanding; second,
actual rule detection itself; third, verbalizing the rules-i.e., making the rules explicit. Actual rule
detection must occur with respect to the misunderstanding; one looks for the differences in social
rules and work-related rules or in acting and thinking tha[ caused the misunderstanding.
Verbalizing rules means describing a cultural difference in form of an if-then structure, relating
a behavior prescript (the THEN-part) to a specific situation (the IF-part). The three rule-detection
activities, or steps, can all be subsequently involved in the detection process, but are not
necessarily always involved. Work-related rules are not necessarily related to misunderstandings;
as they can be detected in other ways-such as directly asking people from other cultures or by
abstract reasoning.
The figure 7-1 shows an overview of the three rule-detection activities and related sub-activities.

Figure 7-1

Actlvltles of ruls dstectlon

(1) Dlacernlnp misundentandlnps

(2) Actual rule-drat~ctlon
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Feat, automatk memory sserch

Sbw, dinct memory uvch
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7.3.1 Discerning a misunderstanding
While observing people's behavior we always try to make sense of what we see, i.e., we
continuously attribute meanings to it. Such interpretations are affected by culturally specific rules;
i.e., behavior can look externally similar but can have different meanings in different
cultures-like words that can have different meanings even though they sound similar9. Especially
ifnonverbal behavior looks externally similar, but has different meanings, misunderstandings are
likely (Schneller, 1989). In the ongoing communication stream, we must be prepared for different
kinds of misunderstandings: verbal misunderstandings; prosodic misunderstandings (concerning
speech intonation and emphasis); pragmatic misunderstandings (concerning pragmatic language
aspects); misunderstandings in body language; and finally misunderstandings about the content
ofa misunderstanding. The different misunderstanding types can be checked if one attempts to
identify a misunderstanding. The different misunderstanding types will be briefly defined and
illustrated by examples, before it is explained how misunderstandings can be discerned in the
ongoing communication stream.

Types of misunderstandings
Verba! misunderstandirrgs emerge ifwords with different meanings are wrongly used, and

if words are wrongly placed in sentence structure. Words are wrongly used, if they are
phonemically similar to the mother tongue; for example, Germans sometimes use the verb "to
irritate" with the meaning "to confuse", which is the meaning of the German phonemically
similarly sounding verb "irritieren". Expressions are wrongly used if they have different
connotative meanings in different languages; for example, the English greeting phrase "How are
you doing?" is often misunderstood as a real question about personal well-being.

Prosodic rnisunderstandings concern aspects like speech intonation and emphasis. The
voice level that is appropriate for conversation can vary culturally. According to Triands (1994),
Arabs would use high voice levels with the meta-rules: if you speak loud and clear then you are
sincere; ifyou speak soft you are devious. Europeans, Navajo, and many other Native American
tribes would prefer soft voices and consider this more polite; loud talking would be seen as
impolite and disturbing for others. Americans would vary this dimension according to social
class; the upper classes use softer levels than the lower classes. However, following the rule
notion, these examples show only tendencies across situations; it may be better to specify the
culturally preferred voice levels for specific situations.

Pragmaticmisunderstandings concern pragmatic aspects of a language, i.e. rules about
who may speak when, the exchange of compliments, signs of politeness, or the preference ofa
direct or and indirect communication style (cf Blum-Kulka, House, 8c Kasper, 1988).

Misunderstandirtgs in bodv language concem facial expressions, gestures, and postures.
They can differ between cultures and be misinterpreted, when body language codes have the same
extemal appearance but a different meaning. According to research from Hall (1966), Gudykunst,
Ting-Toomey, and Chua (1988), the personal space considered appropriate between persons

9 Words are expressions of speaking behavior and, thus, also seen as behavior.
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seems to be culturally determined; people from Mediterraneans and Arabs would tend to stand
closer and touch more easily than Northern Europeans and North-Americans when expressing
similar personal intimacies. Arabs would tend to smell each other more as smelling seems to be
seen as a way ofbeing involved with another. According to Triandis (1994), the American "it's
OK" sign, which involves two fingers forming a circle, can have culturally different meanings:
"It's not good; zero" (southem France), "Give me some money" (Japan), "Let's have sex"
(Brazil). Again, following the rule notion, we have to take situation-specific variations into
account. Misunderstandings in body language can have important consequences if the
misinterpretation concerns emotions. If the partner's emotion is misunderstood, then the
relationship may be disturbed consequently.

Misunderstandings in the content of the message concern the meaning of the total
behavior sequence, i.e. language, body-language and actions. Misunderstandings can concern
many different aspects; personality judgments and reasons ofbehavior are two important content-
related aspects. Cultures can differ in their ways to organize and combine information regarding
other people, i.e., in implicit personality theories (Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, 8z Chua, 1988).
Shweder and Bourne (1986) found, for example, that Indian Oriyas describe personality by
reference to actions and contexts, (e.g., "she brings cakes to my family on festival days."), or
what someone has done (e.g., "He curses at his neighbors."), while Americans are more likely
to describe personality by means of traits (e.g., "He is aggressive and hostile."). The implicit
personality theory of Americans makes probably a stronger connection between athleticism and
intelligence than the implicit personality theory of Germans (cf, Muller 8z Thomas, 1991).

Cultures can also differ in ideas about plausible behavior reasons. Ideas about behavior
rationales can be wrong if they are based on cultural differences in available explanations-the so
called causal attributions. For example, Ellsworth and Fu Xi (1996) showed that American and
Japanese adults prefer different assumptions as to why somebody leaves a group: Japanese adults
assume that the person is cast out by the group and feel sony; American adults prefer the
explanation that the person is angry or feels superior. Interestingly, the authors also showed that
preferred explanations were the same for six and seven year old American and Japanese
children-both American and Japanese children assume the person to be angry and wanting to
leave the group.

Two ways to discern a misunderstanding
While misinterpreting the behavior of another person, it does not occur to us that we could be
wrong. Therefore, a misunderstanding is not visible in the first moment; only its consequences
become visible when a previously smooth interaction is disturbed. The consequences allow us
to discern the misunderstanding and to trace the cultural differences that may have caused it.

A misunderstanding can be identified in two ways: the more simple and customary way
is to take note ofnonverbal cues ofa misunderstanding or non-understanding; the more difficult
way is to take note ofcontradicting messages in the partner's behavior. Both ways are described
below.

Nonverbal cues of a misunderstanding. In conversations, the behavior of the
communication partner is continuously watched for cues showing that the partner comprehends
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the messages. A misunderstanding or non-understanding can be recognized through following
nonverbal cues: the other hesitates to respond, or the other frowns the eyebrows or the forehead.
An intemal cue is a vague feeling that something has gone wrong in the interaction. Nonverbal
cues are the same for misunderstandings and non-understandings; however, it is more likely to
decode a non-understanding from nonverbal cues than a misunderstanding, because the person
shows the nonverbal cues of non-understanding in the very moment it occurs. Moreover, if
somebody does not understand something, he or she is also likely to ask for an explanation, while
a misunderstanding remains unrecognized.

Decoding discrepancies. A misunderstanding can be discerned if inessages from different
communication channels-the vocal, auditory and visual channel-are in contradiction. Three types
of discrepancies can be distinguished: first, between different nonverbal channels; second,
between a verbal and nonverbal channel; third, between observed behavior and expected
behavior. Misunderstandings between different nonverbal channels can occur if one receives
positive information from one channel and negative from another channel. For example, the voice
expresses gladness, but the eyes look sad. A discrepancy can concern what is said and how it is
said. In a scene of the training tape (see Chapter 6), a German negotiator disagreed with a
proposal from his Dutch counterpart; he was upset, laughed and said: "You are joking!". The
Dutchman did not recognize the discrepancy and answered frankly: "No, it is not a joke."; then
he went on explaining the same non-acceptable proposaL The third type of discrepancy-a
discrepancy between the observed behavior and previous expectations about it-occurs if
expectations are violated about how the other will behave next. The expectations are continuously
developed in communication; they can be violated if the partner has different cultural standards
for what is appropriate in the situation, or different personal standards; the partner can define the
situation differently or apply different rules for the appropriate behavior.

Finding discrepancies, the nonverbal, visual channel-especially facial cues-is more
important than other nonverbal channels (Eisenstat, Rogers 8c Finkelstein, 1978); thus, in
intercultural communication, one must direct special attention on facial cues and relate them to
verbal information and expectations about the other's behavior. Decoding discrepancies, one must
also take into account that individual differences-based on temperament, personality, actual
mood~an as much lead to discrepancies as cultural differences.

Detecting misunderstandings caused by work-related rules, one does not search for
discrepancies between communication channels, but for discrepancies between concepts. Work
related rules can also be directly detected by inquiring with people from another culture if they
can recall different ways to view a problem and different ways to deal with it without starting
from a misunderstanding; then one does not need to refer to a misunderstanding.

7.3.2 (Actual) rule detection

Rules can be tracked down starting from the moment when a misunderstanding emerged. The
actual rule detection involves two steps: first, one decides which part of the behavior is
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misinterpreted, thus, what are the behavioral units (Kunda 8z Nisbett, 1986) involved in the
misunderstanding; second, one relates the behavioral units to rules from the own culture or rules
from another culture. For finding rules from the own culture or another culture, a memory search
is started. Two forms of inemory search are possible: a fast automatic-search and a slow direct-
search procedure. The automatic-search procedure is used for detecting the most plausible rules
of the own culture; a direct-search procedure is used to detect other than the most plausible rules
of the own culture and rules of another culture (cf Reiser, 1986). For example, detecting the
behavioral rules for taking a taxi, one automatically retrieves the behavioral rules needed to call
it and then to use it. Retrieving taxi-calling rules of other cultures, one might think of movies or
previous experiences abroad.

From decoding research for events, we know that a direct search process starts with
memorizing contextual cues referring to the situation at hand. For example, if detecting
alternative and culturally different taxi-calling rules, taxi-calling situations are retrieved. Images
of several taxi-taking situations are retrieved from memory and visualized. The second step is
searching the memory for indices of the important behavioral units. The taxi-situation images are
checked for different behaviors of taxi-calling actors; one may remember having called a taxi by
phone or having watched in a movie an American actor stopping a taxi on the street. As result,
one can retrieve several rules concerning a single act ofbehavior, specific for a certain situation
(Harré, 1974; Reiser, 1986). Following taxi-calling rules might be retrieved: if you need a taxi,
then phone a taxi company after searching for phone numbers in the Golden Pages; if you need
a taxi then line up at a taxi-place nearby train stations; if you need a taxi after or before using a
train, then use a train taxi after buying a train-taxi ticket. In retrieving cultural rules, it is
important to determine the exact situation characteristics that belong to a cultural rule, because,
even within a culture, rules may vary depending on situations.

The cultural rule of the partner is detected by directly asking or indirect inquiry using
other informants. Direct questions could be: Did you comprehend everything; why did you
behave like this? Direct questioning is often confrontational and ineffective; therefore, revealing
the cultural rules of the partner indirectly may be more appropriate. Indirect inquiry happens by
asking or watching other people from the respective culture or by collecting more information
verifying the alternative hypotheses.

This search process can be used for body-language rules, social rules, and work-related
rules. In contrast to the effect that direct questioning has for social rules and body-language rules,
direct questioning is not confrontational for work-related rules. Stating an assumption about a
different work procedure or a different way to view something is rarely felt to be confrontational,
because people are generally more aware of the fact that different views exist on work-related
issues than on behavior. Detecting work-related rules is often related to detecting meta-rules. The
differences in meta-rules must also be made explicit when a compromise about the task-rules has
to be created.
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7.3.3 Verbalization

The verbalization step is likely to be important, although it is neglected in the existing
intercultural-training literature. Verbalizing cultural differences in terms of stereotypes or other
generalized inferences about whole populations might have an offending effect on the partner and
harm the relationship. Verbalizing a rule means putting the rule into words in form of the if-then-
structure, describing the situation characteristics (the IF-part) and the behavioral prescript (the
THEN-part). Verbalization is important, because rules can be verified by discussing them after
they are put in words.

Verbalization starts with formulating an assumption. The wording is important; it must
be non-offending and open for change, so that the people from another culture can accept a
description ofan assumption about their nale and are willing to discuss it. In cases, when the rule
idea is unclear, the formulations can be discussed until everybody has the same understanding
of the different ideas. Then the final version of a rule can be formulated.

7.3.4 Illustration of the rule-detection process

The three activities can be illustrated with an example of a misunderstanding given by Triandis
(1994).

"On January 9, 1991, the foreign minister of Iraq, Tariq Aziz, and the secretary of state of the of the United
States, James Baker, met in Geneva to attempt a last-minute compromise that would avoid a war. Seated
next to Aziz was the half-brother of Iraq's president, Saddam Hussein. The half-brother kept calling
Baghdad to provide Hussein with his evaluation of what was going on. Baker used the verbal channel of
communication almost exclusively, and said very clearly that the United States would attack if Iraq did not
move out of Kuwait. The Iraqis, however, paid less attention to what Baker said and most attention to how
he said it. Hussein's half-brother reported to Baghdad that `the Americans will not attack. They are weak.
They are calm. They are not angry. They are only talking.' Six days later the United States unleashed
Operation Desert Storm.

We know what happened to the Iraqis after they made this cross-cultural communication mistake.
The best estimate is that they lost about 175.000 of their citizens, they sustained á200 billion in property
damage, and some of their population were reduced to refugees. "(Triandis, 1994: 29)

The following description of misunderstandings is based on Triandis' reasoning about the cultural
differences behind the misunderstandings.'o Only relying on a written incident description, we
could only speculate about underlying differences in social-behavior standards. Following
Triandis' reasoning, the incident involves two types of misunderstandings: a misunderstanding
ofbody-language and a content-related misunderstanding. The Iraqis misinterpreted the calmness
of Baker as a sign of weakness, while the appropriate intetpretation would have been that they
were quiet and confident; they also misunderstood Baker's threatening message as not meant

]0 I followed the interpretation ofTriandis (1994).
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seriously. The illustration suggests how both parties could have following the three rule-detection
activities as algorithm (i.e., discerning the misunderstanding, detecting the culturally different
rules and verbalizing them)".

Step 1: Discerning the misunderstanding
After passing the threatening message to the Iraqis, the Americans might have been able to detect
nonverbal cues of misunderstandings; they might have seen that the Iraqis were puzzled, or that
they hesitated to answer (nonverbal cues of misunderstanding), or that they did not show any sign
of being fearful after the threatening message had been passed to them (discrepancy between
behavior and expectation).

Iraqi's results of an automatic rule-detection search might have been following body-
language rules: if somebody is willing to attack, then the person looks angry and upset; if
somebody looks calm then the person is not in the mood to attack. This interpretation could have
been interpreted as contradicting the verbally expressed threatening message: while threatening,
Baker should look angry. The discrepancy concerns two communication channels-the verbal-
channel and the body-language channel.

Iraqi's results of an automatic rule-detection search might have been following rules
related to implicit personality-theories: if somebody threatens to attack another person while
looking calm then he is weak. This interpretation could have caused the content-related
misunderstanding concerning the Americans' personality that is described by Triandis: the
Americans are weak, they are not angry, they are only talking (Triandis, 1994).

Step 2: Actual rule detection
After perceiving that the Iraqis did not fully understand the message, the Americans could have
started to detect the different rules by asking the Iraqis whether they comprehended what was said
and checked whether the threat had come across. After recognizing that the Iraqis did responded
as expected-and, thus, concluding a misunderstanding-, the Americans could have started a direct
memory search for Iraqi rules to express threat. They could have started an inquiry with experts
of Iraqi communication. The experts might have pointed out that they were expected to express
stronger anger emotions, because Arabs put more emotional emphasis on a statement and even
exaggerate it to show that they are sincere. According to Triandis, Aziz could have threatened
with the words "Ifyou attack, you will face the mother of all battles."(Triandis, 1994: 30).

If Iraqis had perceived the discrepancy between the threat and their expectation that Baker
should look angry, Iraqis could have realized that they might misunderstand the way Baker is
making threats or the way he expresses his anger. They could have asked for a time-out and
started a direct memory search for American anger-expressions in negotiation situations. The
search could include official situations in which American politicians expressed verbal threats
and~or became angry. The Iraqis could have studied the behavior of Americans in general or

I t The suggestions are hypothetica] and based on assumptions of what Americans and Iraqis have
nonverbally expressed and were able to observe.
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Baker in particular, in negotiation situations and inquired information of informants. Iraqis could
not have asked directly, whether the Americans were serious about attacking.

Step 3: Verbalization
The result of the American inquiry would be the rule: if Iraqis threaten somebody, then they
display strong emotions of anger, even in an official meeting. They might not take our threat
seriously if we remain calm and neutral. The result of the Iraqis' inquiry would be the rule: if
Americans threaten you in an official meeting then they do not display strong emotions.

7.4 Discussion and conclusion

The chapter has offered an algorithm of activities for detecting cultural differences in an ongoing
communication stream. Such an algorithm contributes to the intercultural-training literature and
the applied cross-cultural psychology research an idea for a practical method to systema[ically
and quickly detect cultural differences. The process ofdetecting cultural differences is neglected
in the psychological literature-ideas about how to detect cultural differences are vague and not
explained in detail. The four perspectives found in cross-cultural-psychology literature about the
detection ofcultural differences are limited and not applicable for detecting cultural differences
in ongoing communication. The rule-detection framework proposed here proposes three activities
that can be used as steps of an algorithm-a rule-detection algorithm-to detect differences in the
ongoing communication. Compared to the four perspectives in cross-cultural psychology, the
rule-detection algorithm has following advantages: (1) The algorithm can be applied in different
contexts for all kinds of differences, also for untypical differences that are not mentioned in
handbooks, literature of cross-cultural psychology, international business or intercultural
communication. (2) The algorithm can be used to detect both social rules as well as work-related
rules. (3) the algorithm can be applied without tools, and (4) the algorithm adds an important
aspect to existing intercultural training approaches-the verbalization of cultural differences in a
non-offending way.

The chapter applies knowledge from interpersonal perception, decoding, and processing
knowledge structures. The rule-detection activities are developed based on the primary
assumption that cultural differences often lead to misunderstandings. Thus, recognizing
misunderstandings is the starting point; cultural differences are then traced back from the
misunderstanding through an automatic or direct memory search, and are finally verbalized. The
activities can be followed as a sequence to detect cultural rules in communication situations
where there is an assumption of possible misunderstandings. In cases ofcultural incidents, one
must detect potentially different rules and use them to explain the incident. If the rules are
verbalized in the last step, they can be discussed with culturally different partners. The training
ofrule-detection can, hence, be seen as specific intercultural-communication training because it
puts much emphasis on training the verbalization of rules in a non-offending way.
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Further research is needed to empirically validate the three tule-detection activities. The
discerning-misunderstanding activity requires research in order to confirm cues of
misunderstandings and decision strategies concerning discrepancies between communication
channels. Decoding studies could be designed using thinking-aloud protocols to identify more
misunderstanding and non-understanding cues and to determine the strategy used to decide
whether a misunderstanding happened or not. The actual-rule-detection activity requires research
in order to confirni strategies to identify important behavioral units involved in the
misunderstanding, and strategies to identify alternative than the most plausible rules of the own
culture. Again, decoding studies would be a suitable research methods. Research concerning the
verbalization activity could investigate the degree to what this activity is determined by verbal
intelligence.

The rule-detection framework allows to systematically detect cultural differences, collect
them and classify them. The rule-detection framework can gain practical relevance, if it ís
applied, first, as algorithm to systematically detect cultural differences in conflict situations or
in work situations; second, to improve the rule-detection training method and the rule-detection
test. If applied as an algorithm to systematically detect cultural differences, the framework helps
detecting reasons for cultural misunderstandings and different ideas. The rule-detection test could
be improved if one would reconstruct it so that it measures the single activities apart. By
developing new questions to the scenes that indicate the single activities, different scores could
be developed for the three rule-detection activities. It could be investigated to what degree the
activity scores detetmine the total rule-detectíon score. Activity-scores could be used to diagnose
trainees abilities to carry out the single activities before they participate in the training program;
then, they could receive tailored training to improve specific weaknesses.

The framework can gain theoretical relevance if it is used to systematically identify
cultural differences that are then used for cross-cultural psychological research. If used as an
algorithm, the framework could help developing an alternative diversity measure based on rule-
diversity.
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation deals with cultural-diversity effects in work groups, and in particular
with the question how work-group members can exploit their cultural diversity to improve work.
The cultural-diversity issue is topical and important, because of the growing need of intemational
cooperation. International alliances bring about an increasing number of bi- or multinational
teams, at many levels in an organization; firms send their employees abroad to work together with
nationals and implement technology and expertise under different national rules and regulations.
There are many reports of cultural incidents, but there is a lack of systematic observation
concerning the behavior within culturally diverse groups.

The dissertation addresses questions from two literatures: (1) the group-diversity literature
and (2) the intercultural-training literature. Although much empirica] research has already been
done on group-diversity effects, there are still important questions left unanswered. The most
intriguing question concems a contradiction that can be found in the results of empirical group-
diversity research: these results show that high-diversity groups perform sometimes better than
low-diversity groups, but sometimes at a lower level. The present research attempts to shed light
on factors that are important to understand why and when the contrasting effects occur. A special
focus is the question when high-diversity groups perform better; more concretely, when do they
generate a higher range of ideas and perspectives. (2) The intercultural-training literature leads
to the question how people detect cultural differences. The answer is relevant to prepare group
members of high-diversity groups so that they can make use of their broader knowledge base.
While many intercultural-training programs have been developed that focus on communication
difficulties, intercultural-training research concerning the exploitation of cultural diversity is
scarce.

In line with the kinds of literature, the dissertation consists of two parts. Part I addresses
cultural-diversity effects in groups; the focus is on cultural-diversity effects in communication
and idea generation. Part II conceptualizes and operationalizes an idea about how to detect these
cultural differences that canbe used for idea generation. This choice of topic implies that only one
ofseveral possible leads that could be derived from the empirical results of Part I was pursued,
namely the absence of positive diversity effects as a likely consequence of the inability of group
members to detect their cultural differences in ideas. It was argued that it is a condition for
positive group-diversity effects if groups are able to detect cultura] differences. Hence, a training
method should be developed that would enable group members and observers to detect the
possible cultural origin of interpersonal differences. Such training should, of course, also be
usefu] for other intercultural-interaction partners, not working in groups. The ability to detect
cultural differences is viewed as a skill that can be trained. The research of Part II, thus, relates
to the field of interpersonal perception, that is the study of the perception and interpretation of
social cues that lead to the identification ofcultural differences. This skil] is viewed as useful in
culturally diverse teams; detecting differences in ideas helps achieving high performance, and
detecting differences that caused cultural misunderstandings helps clearing them up.

This conclusion chapter briefly reviews the findings of Part I and Part II, their
shortcomings and limitations, and then points to areas of inquiry that merit further investigation.
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Review of the research findings
Part I attempts to explain the contrasting diversity effects following a research tradition

focusing on group processes (process-oriented tradition) and a research tradition focusing on
variations in diversity dimensions such as, for example, cultural and ethnic background, age, and
gender (composition-oriented tradition). The process-oriented tradition assumes that every
diversity dimension causes both performance-inhibiting and perfonnance-promoting diversity
effects, but diversity effects change over time and are more or less prominent in different stages
of group interactions. The composition-oriented tradition assumes that some diversity dimensions
have more perfonnance-promoting effects than others. As research in the process-oriented
tradition is scarce and seemed more promising, it was decided to follow this tradition and explain
contrasting diversity effects in terms of group processes that change over time.

This dissertation proposes an altemative view regarding cultural diversity and
advantageous diversity dimensions. Based on a definition of a culture as a network of rules,
cultural diversity is defined as degree of rule diversity. Thus, cultural diversity is not seen as
diversity in underlying dimensions, but as diversity in observable dimensions. Rules are seen as
agreements about how to act or to think under given circumstances. Detecting a rule, means to
detect a behavior. Consequently, diversity dimensions should be advantageous, i f they imply high
diversity in work-related rules and low diversity in social rules. Work-related rules are rules about
what to think about the task and how to solve it; social rules are rules about how to communicate
and interact in work groups. Different social rules cause communication difficulties if they are
not understood and misunderstood. Different work-related rules can be advantageous for work
groups, if they lead to a higher variety of ideas that can then be used to increase performance.

The model of group-diversity effects introduced in Part I of this dissertation is based on
a number of assumptions.
(1) Following the complex-problem-solving literature, it is assumed that the more diverse work-
related rules a group can generate, the more likely the group outcome has high quality and
originality.12 (2) Cultural diversity leads to both performance-inhibiting and perfonnance-
promoting effects; however, the effects are stronger the more diverse a group is; (3) Performance-
promoting effects--related to diversity in work-related rules--increase over time, while
performance-inhibiting effects--related to communication difficulties due to social-rule diversity--
decrease over time; and (4) communication-difficulties take time and energy to be solved that
cannot be used for work. Based on the assumptions, it was expected that performance-inhibiting
effects (i.e., communication difficulties) are more visible in the beginning-stage of group
interaction. Perfonnance-promoting effects (i.e. a higher idea-variety) increase over time and are
better visible in the end-stage. Thus, if high-diversity groups are compared with low-diversity

12 Strictly speaking we do not know whether the number of ideas is linearly related to performance.
According to Adler (1992), group problem-solving is improved by a high variety of altematives; however,
the process of agreeing on the best solution and implementing it can be inhibited by differences in
opinions. The linear relationship may be changed by additional factors, such as motivational changes or
group-homogenization processes that affect decision making and -implementing in groups (Schruijer 8c
Vansina, 1997). Because of the inherent complexities, linearity was assumed.
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groups, the low-diversity groups should perform better initially, and the high-diversity groups
after some period of time.

The model deals with cognitive information-exchange processes in groups; affective and
social information exchange and motivational group processes are not part of it. The information
exchange can be disturbed by diverse social rules with the consequence that fewer ideas--
containing information for creating original and high-quality solutions--become generated. It is
acknowledged that other group-process related factors (e.g., social-categorization, social-identity,
motivation, power, status, conformity and concurrence seeking) should have been included in a
model that had the pretention to provide a more or less complete representation of reality.
However, as mentioned, the focus has been on observable aspects of interactions rather than on
variables that depend strongly on internal traits and processes.

The model was tested using data collected with groups composed of students from one
or two countries and three or four countries. Culture was operationalized as national background
presupposing that national background is the most evident source of cultural diversity.~' The
groups worked together for four hours developing a manual for a new game. Frequencies of
several types of communication-difficulties (e.g., misunderstandings and non-understandings)
and several types ofwork-related ideas were observed during time sample of fifteen minutes each
in the beginning-, the middle- and the end-stage of the four-hour period.

Findings supported the hypothesís of performance-inhibiting effects in the beginning-
stage: members of high-diversity groups suggested fewer work-related ideas during the
beginning-stage. Statistical significance was only reached for the sum of the three types of ideas
that were measured (goal-related suggestions, procedural suggestions, content-related
suggestions). Therefore the conclusion of an inhibiting cultural-diversity effect operating in the
beginning-stage can only have a tentative character. Further doubts arise from the finding that the
inhibition may not be due to communication-difficulties as was hypothesized. High-diversity
groups did not have more communication difficulties than low-diversity groups in the beginning-
stage.

Hypotheses about the changes in diversity effects could also not be confirmed: no
evidence was found to the effect that cultural diversity promotes the generation of ideas later in
the interaction process. Moreover, communication difficulties were not fewer in number in the
final stage. The finding that high-diversity groups did not suggest more work-related ideas later
in time was surprising as high-diversity groups met the hypothesized condition for an increase
in idea-generation: no inhibiting effect ofcommunication-difficulties could be estab(ished in the
end-stage.

Different interpretations of these unexpected findings are possible. (1) Cultural diversity
does not lead to communication difficulties in student work-groups, and communication-

13 This operationalization involves two limitations: ( I) the variance is not maximized. As a matter of fact,
post hoc analyzes comparing this operationalization with a four-level measure of national diversity
showed bigger effects than the two-level measure. (2) Processes in mono-national and bi-national groups
might differ qualitatively so that it might be inappropriate to compose a condition of these two diversiry-
levels.
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difficulties and work-related ideas aze not connected as proposed in the model. This is an analytic
explanation, that requires future research on the validation of the model assumptions. (2) Other
factors may have affected the predicted relationships between cultural diversity and
communication difficulties, and the relationship between cultural diversity and work-related ideas
towards the end of the group process; examples like motivation, power, status interests, have
been mentioned before. For example, high-diversity group members might be faster developing
a group identity and, thus, balance out communication-difficulty effects; or the common student
identity of group members might have been stronger than the different cultural identities, thus,
balancing out the cultural-diversity effects. (3) Methodological artefacts due to shortcomings of
the design and operationalizations could have distorted the results.

Possible methodological distortions concem four points: (a) The operationalization of
cultural diversity covered a too small range of national diversity. More differentiation of the
independent variable might have increased the effects. (b) The time span may have been too short
and the process ofgetting acquainted may have dominated the outcomes. Group members did not
know each other before but this was equally the case in all groups, and it is difficult to see how
other effects should have swamped all cultural-diversity effects. (c) The operationalization of
communication-difficulties had shortcomings. A low total number of misunderstandings may
indicate that group members (and the external observers who counted the communication
difficulties) were incapable to detect misunderstandings. Thus, cultural misunderstandings had
no consequences because they were simply not noted as such. Possible reasons for not noticing
misunderstandings are that misunderstandings in the visual communication channel (where most
of them occur) are difficult to detect. (d) Inhibitions in generating ideas can partly be explained
in terms of command of the lingua-franca; data indicate that language command influences
generating work-related ideas in the beginning, and low-diversity groups in our sample had a
better lingua-franca command.

(4) A fourth alternative interpretation of the unexpected findings is that team members
of high-diversity groups did not suggest more work-related ideas, because they had difficulties
in getting access to their culturally different knowledge bases.

Before elaborating on the implications of these alternative interpretations for further
reseazch, the second study reported in Part II will be discussed. In this part a complementary route
was taken, inspired by the fact that group-diversity effects could not be clearly established.

Part II of the dissertation contains the conceptualization and operationalization of a skill
that should enable group members, but also other intercultural interaction partners, to get access
to their different knowledge base, as well as to the cultural differences that lead [o communication
difficulties. A training-program module was developed focusing on the skill to detect cultural
differences--i.e., cultural rules. Two assumptions are made: (1) rule detection is an important skill
for members of culturally diverse groups. (2) rule detection in the area of work increases the
likelihood of associations with work-related ideas. The first assumption is derived from the
finding that groups ofhigh-diversity groups did not create more ideas than low-diversity groups
in the end-stage of the first study even though they did not have more communication difficulties.
The second assumption follows from the conceptualization of work-related rules stating that
work-related rules are directly connected to work-related ideas.
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The skill of detecting and verbalizing cultural rules is seen as most important for members
of culturally diverse teams; team members must learn to detect their culturally different ideas, and
to verbalize the differences. The skill to detect cultural differences--labeled as "rule-detection
skill"--is also useful to clear up misunderstandings. Once a misunderstanding is recognized, the
differences in cultural rules that led to it can be made explicit. This is the pnnciple of how to
detect cultural differences in an ongoing communication. In contrast to most existing intercultural
training-programs which present lists of the most important cultural rules and teach to predict
them, the training objective is to learn detecting relevant cultural rules in ongoing
communication. The training method is similar to methods for nonverbal sensitivity that can be
found in the interpersonal-perception literature. The training program practices rule-detection
with videotapes of intercultural encounters.

An empirical study of training effectiveness showed promising results: trained subjects
detected more rules conectly in various scenes than the un-trained subjects. However, the
interpretation of the findings is limited for two reasons: (1) In retrospect, the design would have
been stronger, if apart from a control group, a pre-measurement of the rule-detection skill in the
experimental group would have been irtcluded in the design. (2) The selection of intercultura]
scenes had to be based on existing video-material, so that scenes from different fields of social
behavior and work-related behavior could not be systematically chosen.

The results were considered sufficiently promising to justify a further conceptualization
of the process ofrule detection. A framework is presented in the final chapter describing three
main activities playing a role in a rule-detection process: discerning misunderstandings, detecting
rules, and verbalizing them. A misunderstanding is discerned on the basis of nonverbal cues or
by discrepancies in the expected pattern ofcommunication. Actual rule detection implies either
identifying rules from the own or from other culture. Rules from one's own culture are retrieved
from memory and then explained to other members; rules from other cultures can most easily be
made explicit by inquiries.

Further areas of research inquiry
The empirical studies ofPart I and Part II need replication. Methodological improvements

and increases in the sample size could well lead to somewhat different results and, thus,
interpretations. Furthermore, three extensions can be suggested conceming: (1) culture definition
and assumptions based on this definition; (2) validation ofgroup-diversity effects reported in Part
I; (3) further validation of the training program.

The definition that cultures are to be descibed in terms of their social and work-related
rules requires empirical validation. Demographic diversity dimensions and rule diversity for
different domains could be analysed in experiments. Relevant questions include which
demographic diversity dimensions maximize diversity in social rules relevant for group
communication; and which demographic diversity dimensions maximize diversity in work-related
rules--relevant for group work.

Also, further validation of the empirical findings reported in Part I of the dissertation
would be desirable. The following extensions are proposed. First, the operationalization of
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diversity should be changed. Second, the duration of observation-time samples in which
consequences of misunderstandings can become visible should be longer than fifteen minutes;
and groups should work for more than four hours together. Third, group members and observers
should be trained. The three proposed changes and extensions are briefly explained below.

Cultural diversity could be operationalized taking multiple measures ofnational diversity,
including dimensions such as gender, nationality, profession, age. An alternative
operationalization of diversity could be based on rules. After social rules relevant for group
interaction, and work-related rules relevant for the group tasks are determined, different
combinations ofhigh and low diversity combinations in social rules and work-related rules could
be compared. Groups with a high diversity in work-related rules and a low diversity in social
rules are expected to reach the highest performance.

The observation-time samples should have a duration that allows consequences of typical
work-group misunderstandings to become visible. Typical misunderstandings should be listed
beforehand, and in a pilot study it should be established how much time does it take before
consequences become visible. Groups should work together for more than four hours; a total
observation time of several weeks might be advantageous to capture how consequences of
misunderstandings in personal relationships and stereotypes develop.

An interesting question for further scientific inquiry would be to investigate reasons for
the negative correlations of self-ratings with observer-ratings on cohesiveness, product-
originality, and command of lingua-franca. Questions to be investigated would be what are the
cognitive processes underlying self-ratings concerning group processes and in which ways are
they distorted? In the discussion on the validity of the tests, distortions due to memory biases
were suggested following Luchins (1957).

A third proposal for future research concems the validation of the training program. The
rule-detection framework can be used to investigate the cognitive information processes
underlying the rule-detection activities (i.e., disceming misunderstandings, actual rule detection,
and rule verbalization). Further research could answer the following questions: Whích nonverbal
cues are used to discern misunderstandings; and which cues are used to discem discrepancies
between communication channels? How are rules retrieved from one's own culture? To what
extent is the verbalization activity is determined by verbal intelligence?

lnvariably, the practical implications of a study like the present one, for instance, in
internationally operating firms, are limited by shortcomings in the empirical studies. However,
the theoretical analysis and the empirical findings suggest some promising directions. First, a
definition of culture in terms of observable aspects of behavior rather than fuzzy and global
concepts allows for quasi-experimental studies of diversity effects in which control on validity
of findings is higher than in many contemporary studies of cultural differences. Second, a direct
approach in which trainees are instructed in the detection of cultural differences appears to
deserve attention to complement existing approaches in the literature on intercultura]
communication.
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Table 1-1. Overview of performance-promoting diversity effects

Performance-promoung diversity effects in groups

social H~er~oy~~,neous levelc nf ahilitiec:
dimension Less socially oriented talking (Wild 8c Braid, 1996)

H~e n o~s attir ~d cwal ~ cnr g
High satistaction and commitment (Meglino, Ravlin, 8c Adkins, 1989)

aniiatin~Mixed e~nrag Y
Less absence and higher commitment (Wagner, P(effer, Be O'Reilly, I981)
Less role ambiguity (Tsui 8r O'Reilly, 1989)
More interpersonal liking (Judge á Fems, 1993)
Mixed endery, .

Men are more person oriented in mixed sex groups (Shaw, 1981)-
Less disagreement, more effective communication, better atrnosphere (Schruijer 8c Mosterd, 1997)
Mix d ra d thnical backoro m ir

Be~er sharing, listening and im.olvemam of inembers in phase o(data collection and idea generauon (Griest 8 Case,
I 99(i).

work Hecerog n o~c trai r
dimension Higher e(fectiveness if groups were homogeneous in attitudes (Shaw, 1981).

Higher quality answers (Aamodt 8c Kimbrough, 1982)
litiedv~neo ~ce t ttitndec ( nm n o~c ahie t - sl orc~Hetereo „ .,-,~a g g-,

Higher creativity (Triandis, Hall Be Even, 1965).
Different cnnce t ua1 steme~co nitive dissimilarit :qy ~~p
Better performance the more members with a high level of conceptual integration (Harvey, Hunt 8c Schroder, 1961).

Mixed educationallprofessionaU(unctional background:
More adminis[rative innovations (Bantel 8r Jackson, 1989).
More diversification strategies developed (Wiersema á Bantel, 1992).
Higher variety of extraorganizational perspectives, more creative solutions (Rindova, 1991).
Faster competitive moves, competitive moves of greater magnitude (Hambrick, Cho, 8c Chen, 1996)

ce ~rc oeMixed a Inr anizational tenurel f~edn atinn:g . E y~
Better long-term perfortnance in the oil industry (Murtay, 1989).

Detter goal detining, better work plans, better prioritizing work (Ancona Be Caldwell, 1992).
óetter per(ormance (Ancona 8c Caldwell, 1992).
Better per(ormanee (Smith et al., 1994).
Mized ender~Y

Higher effectiveness based on more diverse task perspectives (Hoffman ~ Maier, 1961; Shaw, 1981 ).

Less conformity (Reitan Bc Shaw, 1964)
Higher performance after combining different perspectives (Shaw, 1981 )
More altematives from difTerent angles (Schruijer Bc Mosterd, 1997)
Mixed raceslethnic back ro nd ~g s y
Higher effectiveness (Griest 8c Case, 1996)
More and better altematives, more and better criteria (or evaluating altematives, more creative (Collins 8c Guetzknw,
1964; McLeod á Lobel,l992).
Higher quality solutions (Hoffman, Harburg, ~ Maier, 1962; Triandis, Hall, 8c Even, 1965; Griest á Case. 1996)
Higher quali[y in brainstorming tasks (McLeod Rc Lobel, 1992)
More cooperative choices (Cox, Lobel, 8c McLeod, 1991)
Broader range of altematives considered in decision-making tasks (Watson, Kumar, 8c Michaelsen, 1993 ).
Broader range o(perspectives generated in decision-making tasks (Watson, Kumar, á h1ichaelscn, 1993; Daily Rc
Steiner. 1998).
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Table 1-2. Overview of performance-inhibiting diversity effects

Performance-inhibiting diversity effects in groups

social Mixed educationallnrofessional backgrnunA-
dimension More formal communication, less integration (Smith et al., 1994)

Slower action taking, fewer responses to competitors initiatives (Hambrick, Cho á Chen, 1996)

Mixed ag ce.lnrganizational and team tenurelexnerience in the industr;,.
Low communication frequency (Zenger Rc Lawrence, 1989)
Increased con(lict (O'Reilly, Williams, Barsade, 1998)

Mixedg n~der
Higher conformity (Shaw, 1981).
Less participation o((emales (Webber, I978).

Mix d ra sl thni al ba kgro ~~y.
Fewer contributions by minorities, less commitment (Kirchmeyer 8e Cohen, 1992)

Mixed cultureslnationalitiec:

Withdrawals from teams, exclusions of minority members by majority (Webber, 1978).
Lower level o(initial attraction and social integration (O'Reilly, Caldwell, 8e Bamett, 1989)
Less facili[a[ing interaction behavior (Watson 8c Kumar, 1992)

work Ne---terqgnC P~ ~c p.t'ofescionalloccunational backgr~d;
dimension Impeding action taking in groups of top managers and directors (Hambrick, I994)

Mized ag c~gani~atinnal tenurelexnerience in the industrv,~
Lower performance ratings (Tsui 8c O'Reilly, 1989)
Slower actions, less response to competi[ors' initiatives (Hambrick, Cho. Bc Chen, 1996)
Poorer implernentation ability (O'Reilly, Williams, Barsade, 1998)
Low retum on investment (Smith et al., 199~)

Mixed gender

Less decision quality (Rogelberg 8c Rumery, 1996)

Mixed culturaUnatinnal backgrnund..

Lower scores on final solutions (Webber, 1978).
Less effectivity (Da(ar 8c Gustavsson, 1992)
Less risky, more conservative decision making (Watson á Kumar, 1992).

Less effectivity a[ the beginning (Watson, Kumar, á Michaelsen, 1993),
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Appendix 2: Instruction concerning Study~ 1
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How to use diversity -
a course for intercultural cooperation

What you will learn:

to detect misunderstandings between people and to understand what culture has to
do with it

to recognize cultural differences

to make use of cultural differences in a group

How you will learn:

by getting theoretical information

by working in a group under the guidance of a facilitator
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Special problems of diverse teams

Disadvantage: More misunderstandings

There are more misunderstandings in teams with high diversity, because the team members
more often interpret wrongly the behavior of others.

The reason for these wrong interpretations lies in differences in cultural background.

Advantage: Higher creativity

Members of diverse teams can generate more different ideas and finally can reach better
results.

The reason for the higher creative potential lies in differences in cultural different
knowledge.

CONCLUS[ONS:

I) Diverse teams have to deal with communication difficulties before they can fully realize their
potential creativity.
2) In order to deal with communication difficulties, it is necessary to detect misunderstandings and
to recognize culturally different interpretations.
3) In order to realize the potential creativity group members have to recall the culturally different
knowledge they have acquired during their lives.
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What is culture?

In order to understand what "culturally different interpretations" and "culturally different
knowledge" mean, you need to know something more about the term culture.

Definition of culture (for this course)
The definition we use for this course is as follows:

Culture is a network of conventions.

What are conventions?
Preliminary definition of conventions

Conventions are agreements made by groups about how to behave under certain
circumstances.

NOTE: You find cultural differences within the tield of conventions, thus on the
behavioral level. Conventions are fairly arbitrary. The reason for different
behavior of persons in various cultures does not lie in a different
(biological) "cultural" character or in different values.

NOTE: To recognize cultural differences, you need to know more about the
different kinds of conventions.
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Examples of conventions

F.XamR1eS of conventions about how to act (customs):

-[o look someone into the eves when vou talk to him or her
- to show or not show anger openly
- to wear a white coat as a medical doctor

Rxamp~ of conventions about how to see certain facts and problems (beliefs,
cultural knowledge):

- The human is a biological, psychological and social being.
(Theoretical convention in psychology.)
- People from economically undeveloped countries are also intellectually less
developed.
(Ethnocentric convention of people from Western countries.)

Esaniples of conventions about how to handle problems:

- to use letters for sending messages
- to construct stone houses
- visual memorization of places
(the so-called "topographical memory" of North American lndians)

Exampies of conventions about how to eXplain other conventions:

a) the behavioral convention of looking someone into the eyes while talking to him:
- You show respect towards the other person. The other person can see whether or
not you are honest.

b) the behavioral convention of NOT looking someone into the eyes while talking to
him:
- You impose yourself too much on the other person.
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Definition of conventions

Conventions are rules of inembers of a(cultural) group about
- how to behave in a given situation,
- how to handle certain problems, and
- how to explain these rules.
Members of a group know the rules relevant in a situation and assume that also
others kno~v them. They expect from each other a kind of behavior which is in
accordance with these rules.

Conventions are needed to coordinate social actions and interactions. If people
follow different conventions, the coordination becomes difficult.

Conventions are developed as agreements about what is right or wrong in a given
context.

Conventions contain rules for concrete circumstances.
You learn them as part of scripts (like a script for a movie).
e.g.: You learn as a child the script about "Eating in a restaurant". It includes all

kinds of actions which are appropriate between entering and leaving the
restaurant. You can acquire the restaurant-script through observation and
from instructions (e.g.: by your parents).

All kinds of groups can develop their own conventions:
- small groups like a family or a sports club, and
- bigger groups, like different generations, or countries.
(The term organizational culture is well-known and refers to conventions in an
organization.)
e.g.: To start work at 9 a.m. and to finish at 5 p.m. in The Netherlands.
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Conventions in a team
- A Classification

Communication-Conventions

- Conventions about how to act
(customs)

Task-Conventions

- Conventions about how to see
certain facts and problems
(definitions, content of a task)

- Conventions about how to handle
problems (procedures of working on
the task)

~ These conventions are needed for effective, ~ You can differ between two kinds of task-
smooth communication. conventions:

e.g. Dating (example of non-effective communication): a) Definitions of the task Content:
A German boy in the US is asking an e.g.: Conventions about defining what is a"good
American girl for a date without being aware book":
that such an invita[ion has in the US the
implication of more than just friendly A book, which captures one's attention.

feelings for her. A book, which makes you think.
A book with aes[hetical qualities of
litera tu re.

~ If unknown, they can be the cause of b) Techniques for realization of the task:misunderstandings and social conflicts in e.g.: Conventions about how to heat a house:
interCUltural ContaCts. You can use a stove, a gas boiler, electric

heating or central heating.
~ Task-conventions can be combined to

w Groups develop their own special develop new and better solutions.
CommunÍCation-COnventions. e.g. Management techniques:

The incorpora[ion of certain Japanese
management practices in German

e. Seatin order,g.: g organizations.
Ways of dressing, e.g. Cooking:
Jokes The use of Asian spices in European dishes.
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Examples of conventions in a team

Communication-Conventions Task-Conventions

Expression of (dis)ap roval: About the content of the task
' To criticize directly and openly the ideas of others,

e'g"because this is the most effective way.
` To criticize indirectly, because you want to save the ~` What is the best material?
other from being insulted. ' A"good" game is a game, which requires high

intellectual abilities.
" An entertaining game should look likelshould not

Display of fee ~,-lings: look like...
` To stay quiet and friendly while feeling insulted ' The objectives for the players of a game should be
because you want to prevent that the other loses like ...?
hislher face.
' To show openly your negative feelings because the
other should know what helshe did to prevent a About the techniques for realization
repetition of the same offense.

Ta ing turns in s a in :

Of t~le taSk

About available technigues and tools:
' To ask leave to speak by raising one's hand.
' Taking a turn when someone else stops talking. e'g" ~

' What do materials and tools cost.

About leadershin:
~ Do we need a leader? About the stages in realization:
' Which characteristics should a leader have? ~ MaJor steps in the work

l
~ Order of the stages

í se of a common lang~age:
(concerning the English vocabulary connected with About marketing and the market:
games and group discussion) e.g.:

' Which kinds of markets exist for the product?
" Do you know the English terms connected with
games?
(e.g.: "die" and "pieces".)
' Do you know how to express criticism in a polite
way?
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Conventions and cultural misunderstandings

There are two kinds of misunderstandings:

Communication-related
misunderstandings

Task-related misunderstandings

~ caused by differences in communication- ~ caused by differences in task-conventions.
conventions.

~ Due to different ideas about the content of
~ Due to different ideas about the "correct" the task and the work procedures.
behavior in a situation. These ideas lead to
wrong interpretations of the behavior of
others. They are often related to culturally
different representations of roles or
positions.

e.g.: expectations about the teacher,
the boss, the doctor

~ They are strong, because they are ~ They are less strong, because they are not
connected with personal evaluation of the connected with personal feelings.
other and personal feelings which may be
hurt.

~` These misunderstandings lead likely to ~ These misunderstandings lead likely to
feelings of frustration or shame or feelings of frustration when one does not
embarrassment. understand what the other person means.
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Communication-related Misunderstandings

Imagine the following situation:

Convention:
a) An American employee asks -~ Feedback is important

his boss for feedback about for self-evaluation of one's
his work. position.

Convention
b) The Japanese boss does not -~ The task of a boss is to

give feedback. motivate, not to give feedback.
You can infer your position from the behavior of others
towardsyou.

Possible consequences, actual situation:

1. Con(usion about the behavior of the other can happen with both, the American employee and the
Japanese boss.

Possible consequences, short term:

2.a) The American employee
concludes on the basis of
the behavior of his boss,
that he is not a good boss.

Convention:
-~ The task of a boss is to
give feedback. This boss does not
fulfill his task.

Convention:
2.b) The Japanese boss concludes -~ Someone, who is unable to derive

from the behavior of the feedback from context, is immature.
employee that he is immature.

Possible consequences, long term:

3.a) The American employee does not want to work for a boss who does not fulf"ill his task.

3.b) The Japanese boss will critically evaluate the work of the employee whom he considers immature.
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How to communicate despite misunderstandings? (1)

NOTE: Misunderstandings are usually not directly observable.

1. You have to notice misunderstandings; How?

Misunderstandings lead to disruptions in the communication flow. You can see this
from signs like:

~ You get the impression, that the other does not understand you fully.

~ You don't quite understand, what the other wants to say.

~ You don't understand, why the other gets angry or feels offended.

~ You feel offended.

~ The other withdraws from communication.

~ You want to withdraw from communication.
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How to communicate despite misunderstandings? (2)

l. Ways to continue thc communication

1) You ignore the misunderstanding.
NOTE: This can be effective, but can also lead to a further accumulation

of misunderstandings.

2) You try to identify the relevant conventions which caused the
behavior or the idea which you or the other do not understand.
How?

a) You explain your behavior or ideas to the other person.
b) You ask the other to explain hislher behavior or ideas.
NOTE: These ways are direct and difficult to handle in a situation, where

tension already exists.
e.g.: in interactions with a superior

NOTE: These ways are the best for dealing with a task-related
misunderstanding where no personal feelings are involved.

c) You can ask a third person (e.g. another group member, an interpreter)
whether shelhe could explain the meaning of the behavior of the other
person.

NOTE: This is the best way when there is a"third" person available.
NOTE: This is the best way for dealing with a communication-related

misunderstanding.
e.g.: after refusing a date
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How to communicate despite misunderstandings? (3)

3. Ways to improve the situation

1) Respect for the conventions of others.
Tension mav be relieved when the convention which caused a
misunderstanding is made explicit.

2) In case of incompatible conventions:
a) Both sides decide to follow one convention.

e.g.
The Japanese boss gives feedback, or
the American employee derives feedback from the behavior of his
colleagues.

b) Both sides create a new, "third" convention for the relevant
communication field.
e.g.:
The "artit"icial" language Esperanto.

3) In case of compatible conventions:
a) Combine the conventions.

e.g.:
The Japanese boss gives limited feedback and the American employee at
the same time tries to learn how to derive feedback from the context.
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How to make use of diversity (1)?

NOTE:
Teams can extend their range of ideas by using culturally different knowledge.

1. Search your memory for different task-conventions; How?

1)
2)

Take time to think about new ideas.
In addition think about:
a) Different ways to define the task

~ Do I know different ways to understand, to classify or to structure the
task, from my own cultural background, or from my knowledge about
other groups?

NOTE: Try to recall how tasks are defined and worked on in various
groups you have belonged to or about which you have heard.
e.g.: How would people in your country look at the problem?
e.g.: How would your family look at the problem?

b) Different ways to work on the task
~ How can this problem be solved? Do I know other procedures which
could also work?

NOTE: Try to imagine, how people in various groups would solve the
problems.
e.g.: How would your fellow students solve the problem?
e.g.: How would you have solved the problem as a child?
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How to make use of diversity (2)?

2. You have to select task-conventions to arrive at a common solution; How?

1) Evaluate the task-conventions in order to find:

a) the most promising problem definition:
~ Which perspective on the problem looks most promising?

b) the most promising problem solving procedure:
~ Which problem solution looks most promising?

c) an acceptable problem solution:
~ If you want to use the outcome in different societies, is it suitable
everywhere?

NOTE: Ideas which seem to be wrong at first sight could just be
culturallv different.

2) Select the task-convention(s):
a) Decide for one of the task-conventions.

b) Find the most promising combination of task-conventions.
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Working in a group - what do you need to know?

What is a group?

A group is any association of two or more individuals,
1) who belong together, and
2) who intluence one another through social interaction.

How does a group develop?

The following steps are necessary to establish a working group:

Steps oriented towards the group Steps oriented towards the task

1. Group-members have to develop 3. Group members need a motivation
common norms and conventions and to work.
thus a feeling that they belong
together.

a) Dtembers have to tind similarities (for a) The members must become clear about
instance, similar interests); their personal motivation to work with the
b) Members have to develop a common group.
team-script. b) The goal must be important to them.

2. Group-members have to divide roles 4. Group-members have to work
among each other. together on common tasks.

a) Preferably they know: Who has which a) They have to develop common ideas on
knowledge about the task? the realization of the task.
Who has which abilities? b) They have to plan the work on the task(s).
W'ho will be the leader?

b) They have to distribute tasks.
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How to work on a creative task?

Task-Definition-Phase
l. What is the task: To create a new, interesting and challenging game, which is entertaining for young

people and suitable for plavers from all over the world.
Development of a joint p.Prticnective on the tack:
e.g.: a) What are the characteristics of such a game?

b) What kind of game do we want to create?
c) What are the objectives for players?

Planning Phase
2.a) Decicions about the communication-style in the groTD:

e.g.: ` How do we develop ideas? (e.g.: brainstorming, group discussion)
` How do we evaluate ideas? (e.g.: direct or indirect criticism)
` How do we decide about an idea? (e.g.: consensus, majority vote)

2.b) t-lecicions abo~t the work-nrocedures:
e.g.: " Do we need a leader?

` Do we need to keep a record?
` Major steps in the creation of the game

3.a) Development of ideas in the group
3.b) Evaluation and selection of ideas

Creative Phase

Execu[ion Phase

4.a) How to realize the stages of the construction''
" What do we have to do for the actual construction? (e.g. writing the instruction)
' Who will do what? (Task distribution)

4.b) Evaluation of the game (after each stage in the construction process)
` How satisf"ied are we with the quality of the work that has been completed?
` What do we have to change?
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How to communicate despite misunderstandings?
SHORT VERSION

1. Notice misunderstandings; How?

See signs of:

~ Disruptions in the flow of communication.
~ Feelings of anger, ofbeing offended, of embarrassment.
~ Withdrawals from communication.

2. Ways to continue the communication

I) Ignore the misunderstanding.

2) Identify the relevant conventions. How?
a) Explain your behavior or ideas about the task.
b) Ask the other to ezplain his~her behavior or the ideas about the task.

-~ Task-related misunderstandings
c) Ask a third person.

-~ Communication-related misunderstandings

3. Ways to improve the situation

1) Respect for the conventions of others.

2) Incompatible conventions:
a) Follow one convention.
b) Create a"third" convention.

3) Compatible conventions:
a) Combine the conventions.
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How to make use of diversity
SHORT VERSIOti

1. Search your memory for different task-conventions; How?

Answer questions about:

a) Do I know different ways to understand, to classify or to structure the task, from
my own cultural background, or from my knowledge about other groups?

b) In what ways can this problem be solved? Do I know other procedures which
could also work?

2. Select task-conventions; How?

1) Evaluate the task-conventions:

a) the most promising problem definition

b) the most promising work procedure

c) an acceptable solution

2) Select the task-convention(s):

a) Decide for one, or

b) Find the most promising combination.
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Appendix 3: Video Assessment Instrument of Study 1
Group Questionnaire of Study 1
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Video Assessment Instrument 1(Racing scales)

Persoon I Persoon 2 Persoon 3 Persoon 4

Innovativiteit van spel-idee niet innovatie( I 2 3 4 S 6 erg innovatief

Groepsfeer erg gesloten I 2 3 4 5 6 erg open sfeer

Persoon 1 minimale score I 2 3 4 5 6 maximale score

Responsesnelheid crg snelle response I 2 3 4 5 6 erg langzame response

Nonverbale participatie weinig interesse'panicipatie I 2 3 4 S 6 veel interesseiparticipaue

Verbale participatie geenlweinig participatie I : ~ 4 5 6 veel verbale participatie

Kwaliteit van het Engels slechte
uitspraaklwoordenschat

1 2 3 4 5 6 goede
uitspraaklwoordenschat

Leiderschap, rangorde minst goede leider I 2 3 1 nv m~ beste leider

Persoon 2 minimale score I 2 3 4 5 6 maximale score

Responsesnelheid erg snelle response I 2 3 4 5 6 erg langzame response

Nonverbale participatie weinig interesselparticipaue I 2 3 4 5 6 veel interesselparticipatie

Verbale participatie geeniweinig participaue I Z 3 4 5 6 veel verbale participatie

Kwaliteit van het Engels slechte
uitspraaWwoordenschat

I 2 ~ 4 5 6 goede
uitspraaklwoordenschat

Leiderschap, rangorde minst goede leider I 2 3 4 nv nv beste leider

Persoon 3 minimale score 1 2 3 4 5 6 maximale score

Responsesnelheid erg snelle response I 2 3 4 í 6 erg langzame response

Nomerbale participatie weinig interesselparticipatie I 2 3 4 5 6 veel interesselparticipatie

Verbale participatie geenlweinig participatie 1 2 3 4 5 6 veel verbale participatie

Kwaliteit van het Engels slechte
uitspraaklwoordenschat

I 2 3 4 5 G gcede
uitspraa Wwoordenschat

Leiderschap, rangorde minst goede leider 1 2 3 4 nv nv beste leider

Persoon 4 minimale score 1 2 3 4 5 6 maximale score

Responsesnelheid erg snelle response 1 2 3 4 5 6 erg langzame response

Nonverbale participatie weinig interesselparticipatie I 2 3 4 5 6 veel interesselparticipatie

Verbale participatíe geenlweinig participatie I 2 3 4 5 6 veel verbale participatie

Kwaliteit van het Engels slechte
uitspraaklwoordenschai

I 2 3 4 5 6 goede
uitspraaWwoordenschat

Leider,chap, rangorde minst goede Icider I : 3 4 nv m beste leider
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Video Assessment Instrument 2
(Frequency scales)

VARIABELEN HOOF[X7ROEPEN SUB-GROfPEN PERSOON
I

PERSOON
2

PERSOON
3

PERSOON
3

bijdragen werk procedures nieuwe bijdrage

oude bijdrage

werk-inhoudelijke
bijdra en

nieuwe bijdrage
g

oude bijdrage

doel-definitie aantal besproken
doelen

aantal gedctineerde
doelen

kritiek "No...'

"Yes, but..."

positief oordeel over een persoon

overeen geopperd
idee

vragen om een nieuwe
bijdrage

Is het wel begrepen?

lemands mening
vragen

verduidelijking vragen

humor grappig bedoelde
opmerking

allen lachen

in[eractie misverstanden taakgericht verbaal

niet-begrijpen non-
verbaal

doorgaan met ander
onderwerp

zonder begrip van
vorige ondewerp

met begrip van vorige
onderwerp

pauzes Iangerdan 3 seconden

langer dan 8 seconden
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Group Questionnaire

This questionnaire is part of a research project about working groups.

We would like to have your opinions on how your group worked together.

But first we need some demographic information about you. Like your answers, they will be dealt with
confidentially.

1) What is your nationality? .......................................................................................................................

2) Which cultural (or ethnic) group do you identify with? .............................................................................

3) Did you ever live abroad for half a year or longer? Yes No

4) What is your gender? Female Male

5) In which year were you born? 19......

6) Which study do you follow at the university? ...........................................................................................

7) How many years of study have you completed? .............................................................................................

8) Do you have any work experiences? (Please specify.)
.................................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................
............................................................................
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Group Questionnaire

You will find here a number of statements. Please read them carefully and think about how much it reflects your
owrt opinion. Then decide for one of the given altematives and circle it.

Yes, this is completely true - I.

Yes, this is partly tne - 2.

1 have no opinion about it - 3.

No, I have a somewhat different opinion - 4.

No, I have a completely different opinion - 5.

Y'es- 1 2 3 4 5-No

1. The questionnaire must be modified, before it can be used. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

2. I could express anything [ wanted. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

3. The group members did not always have the same opiníon about
problems. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

4. The questionnaire includes many different perspectives, which can be used
to evaluate the quality of a course. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

5. I perceived some misunderstandings between ihe group members. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

fi. The questionnaire is missing important items for the evaluation of the
university courses. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

7. Working with the group was an important experience for me. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

8. The questionnaire will offer information about how to improve the
courses. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

9. Other students rarely behaved in a way or said things, which
I did not expect. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

10. The items in the questionnaire are clear and easily understandable
for students. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

11. 1 did not succeed in accurately expressing what I wanted to say. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

12. The questionnaire is perfectly in accordance with the methodology
of questionnaire construction. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No
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13. My English was not good enough for participation in this group work. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

14. The group did not consider the culturally different standards
which can play a role in the evaluation of a course. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

15. I feel a sense of pride due to having been a member of this group. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

16. Students will have no problems in fill in the questionnaire. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

17. [ would not like to work a second time with this group. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

18. We analyzed the problems from many angles, instead of only
from one perspective. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

19. The questionnaire does not combine different requirements students

can have for a course in a unique way. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

20. We talked extremely rarely at cross purposes. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

21. I would like to evaluate all courses using this questionnaire. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

22. The opinions I expressed did not differ very much from
opinions expressed by others. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

23. The group ~unsnuct~~i the questionnaire in a new format,
which is not ~~~mmon. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No

24. There were no criticisms of ideas and opinions during the discussion. Yes- 1 2 3 4 5-No
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Appendix 4: Item Analysis and Statistics of Study 1
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Table 4-1. Reliabilities for tbe external ratings (inter-rater reliability and internal
consistency)

N-774 episodes

Variable Item mean Variance Spearman's rho Cronbach's Alpha

Lingua-franca command 3.35

Cohesiveness 3.53

Participation, verbal 3.45

Participation, nonverbal 3.71

2.22

1.07

1.76

1.29

.799" 878

524'" .698

.761~`~` 865

624" 784
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Table 4-2. Reliability of the group questionnaire (before and after selectivity tests)

scale alpha before removal alpha after removal

command of lingua franca .427 .732

communication quality .489 667

cohesiveness .713 887

originality (self) .731 830

quality (self) .727 .756

group questionnaire (total) 775 .832
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Table 4-3. Reliabilities of the quality-assessmeut scales

N of raters - 4

Variable Mean Variance Alpha

Amactiveness of the title 3.76 2.85

Completeness of the manual 4.74 1.75

Comprehensibility of the game idea 4.79 .48

English of the manual 4.41 2.01

External appearance of the manual 4.82 1. ] 5

Novelty of the players interaction 3.20 29.19

Challenge to the players 4.02 2.53

Enjoyment of playing 3.70 1.65

Worldwide applicable 4.00 .59

Quality, total 4.16 63

97

94

82

93

91

43

96

90

77

.75

Quality,
without "novelty of players interaction" 4.28 .31 96
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Table 4-4. Means, standard deviations, and U values for the `new' and `old' task-related
suggestions for period 1,2,3

LD-groups HD-groups U p
(N-10) (N-10)
Means Means
(Std.deviat.) (Std.deviat.)

Period 1

'New' task related 11.68 7.25 21.00 .028
suggestions (4.40) (4.35)

'old' task related 12.97 7.79 13.00 .005
suggestions (4.00) (3.33)

Period 2

"New" task related 7.97 8.04 39.00 n.s.
suggestions (6.00) (3.47)

`old' task related 12.93 10.05 47.00 n.s.
suggestions (9.52) (3.26)

Period 3

"New" task related 6.40 5.89 50.00 n.s.
suggestions (3.12) (2.87)

`old' task related 13.22 9.44 39.00 n.s.
suggestions (7.15) (5.25)
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Appendix 5: Training Program of Study 2
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Training program

1. Tnformative ns iction: The definition of c~I ~r
Trainees leam about the idea of mles as operationalization of cultural differences.
~ Culture is defined as a network of mles. Cultural differences are differences in rules.
~ Culturally different rules are learnt in different groups, e.g., family, peer groups, organizations, region,

nation, gender, race. Thus, we can speak about a family-culture, group-culture, organizational culture,
national culture, etc.

7. Practical training: Decoding ihe informative cues for national culture
Trainees leam to pay attention to codes as racial features, phenotypical appearance, accent, and gestures as common
cues to decode nationality. Usually, one starts with the most extemal, and easily detectable features (racial features)
going to the internal features, such as gestures.

Scene I: To which country does each of the two negotiators belong?
The negotiator on the left-hand side of the screen is from (please circle A, B, or C):
A Sweden B the Netherlands C Germany
The negotiator on the right hand-side of [he screen is from:
A Spain B Portugal C Italy

3. Informative instruc[ion: The lay rs of ~I[ ~ral differencee
Trainees leam that cultures are not only different in racial features, phenotypical appearance, accent and gestures,
but in several other not readily detectable features. A possible taxonomy of cultural differences describes them in
levels going from extemal layers to intemal.
The layers are:
- External attributes: ethnicitylrace, ways of dressing, hair style
- Language: accent, vocabulary, pítch
- Body-language codes: gestures, mimics
- Behavioral standards: expectations, norms, roles
- Beliefs and ideas: world views, religious beliefs, theoretical models, values, etc.

4. Tnformative Lnstnction The need to detect cultural differences
This information is given to motivate the trainees and to create a mental framework. The trainees learn about the
moments when they can apply the knowledge.
Cultural differences must be detected
- to predict behavior
- to prevent cultural misunderstandings
- to solve misunderstandings
- to detect ideas from various sources (broadening the knowledge base)

5. Practical training: How are bodv~~anguaee codes nsed to predict behavior`?
Two videotaped scenes between bi-national negotiators are used to illustrate the layer of body-language codes. The
scenes show points in time during a negotiation where one negotiator has to make a decision whether he accepts a
proposal made by the negotiation partner. The scenes are chosen in such a way that the body language cues are
positive or negative. A positive body-language code is a friendly smile related to a comment of the negotiation
partner. It signals: "I agree to your thought."Moving closer to the table is as well a positive code. It expresses the
message: "I am moving closer to you, and I am ready to take a decision." If the these codes are detected, the
acceptance of the proposal can be predicted.

Scene 4: Will the Dutchman (left-hand side) accept the proposal of the Italian to "share the difference" in
price-levels?
1 Yes, he will accept the proposal.
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2 No, he will not accept the proposal.

6 Info ativ nc ~[ion- Th int r~1 ~ral micunderctanding
The intercultural misunderstanding is on one hand a reason why cultural differences must be detected. It disturbs
the communications, causes conflicts and slows down the work process. Misunderstandings, on the other hand, can
be used as indicator of cultural differences in the ongoing stream of communication. The point of a
misunderstanding in the communication stream can be used as starting point for the mle-detection. Different forms
of cultural differences lead to different sorts of misunderstandings, linguistic misunderstandings, behavioral
misunderstandings, content related misunderstandings.

7[nforritátive inctruc~on- The detection of cultural differencec
The trainees learn the aspects of mle detection (see Chapter 6). They leam to look for misunderstandings as
beginning of the rule-detection, and how to refer to prior rule-knowledge and to verbalize the tules.

8. Practical training~ Recognizing micunderstandin ~s~.c
Misunderstandings can be recognized if a person behaves different than one has expected. One usually has an
expectation about a certain behavior that would be appropriate in a certain context. The expectation concerns verbal
and nonverbal behavior, such as the facial expression, the vocal, and the verbal message, gestures and postures. The
other person might actually behave differently than expected. Such a behavior is then experienced as inappropriate
in the given context.

A videotaped scene is used to illustrate how a contradicting message between the verbal and nonverbal channel can
be detected. The Gemian says to the Dutchman after he described his position towards the price: "You are joking!".
He laughs out loud. This message is contradicted by messages from other channels: The laugh sounds bitter. His
voice sounds angry. He avoid direct eye contact. These messages make the statement sound cynical.

Scene 5: What does the German (left-hand side) think about the Dutchman's proposal?
1 The Dutchman isjoking in making such a proposal.
2 The Dutchman is serious about the offer.

9 Practical training Fxam~ IP nf a behavioral n~le about humor
A scene between a Dutch and a French male negotiator is used to train decoding discrepancies, reca(ling behavioral
mles about humor and verbalizing them. The negotiation has just started and both negotiators are still creating a
positive atmosphere by means of general, introductory comments. The Dutchman uses a cultural rule saying that
humor helps lowering the tension, and that it is good to laugh about yourself. He says, that Dutch tourists "come with
too many" to French camping sites. He smiles while saying this. The Frenchman misunderstands this comment as
meant seriously, focusing on the verbal message. To him it sounds as a self-denigrating comment that would be
inappropriate at the beginning of a negotiation. He does not smile at the joke and looks puzzled. The Dutch person
could recognize the misunderstanding, when the Frenchman does not agree and laughs about the joke. The
Frenchman could realize the misunderstanding realizing that the Dutchman laughs what would be inappropriately
with a self-denigrating message.

Scene 6: The Dutchman makes a funny comment.
6.a What does the Dutchman want to achieve with this statement?
6.b The Frenchman (right-hand side) is hesitant to laugh. Why?

10 Practical training. xa ple of a behavioral rule about threatening behavior in a negotia ion
The videotaped scenes partly describe rules that are used in negotiations. The scenes include only rules that belong
to the common-sense knowledge of university students, such as the rule to push the parmer to concessions by
threatening that one could easily buy from other parmers. Trainees are asked to detect this rule from a statement
saying that high quality can be easily found on other markets.

Scene 7: In this fragment of the conversation, the Frenchman states that high-quality-products can be easíly
found on the European market.
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7.a What are the messages that the Frenchman (right-hand side) transmits by this statement?

zi rrainmg: iaenn~yine ana veroa

Task tules concem perspectives, viewpoints and procedures. Trainees learn the idea of task rules using an example
of different views on transactions. The difference between two negotiators can be due to their national backgrounds,
but also due to their differences in professional training. The Dutch negotiator thinks that the price-level that they
agree on now will determine the price-level for next year as well. The French negotiator argues that the negotiation
next year will be completely different and not be detennined by the results of this year, because camping products
are seasonal products and one has to take into account that the selling is influenced by the weather. The Dutch and
the French negotiator misunderstand each others proposals conceming the price and do, therefore, not accept them.
The Dutchman is afraid to give a price reduction because he assumes that the Frenchman would next year expect
the same low price. The trainees learn to decode misunderstandings in viewpoints, and how the different viewpoints
(i.e., task rules) can be made explicit and verbalized.

Scene 8: The negotiators argue about acceptable price-levels. They have different views on how to look
at their transactions.

A How does the Frenchman (right-hand side) looks at the transactíons'?
B How does the Dutchman (left-hand side) looks at the transactions?
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Appendix 6: Course material of Study 2
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INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION:
DETECTING THE DIFFERENCES

[course material]

Tina Gimdt
Tilburg University
The Netherlands

Interacting with people from different cultures requires understanding the differences between cultures. People from
other cultures have different ways of doing things and of thinking. Tourist guides or books about other cultures
provide important information. However, no book can inform one about all the differences that you will come across
in contact with another culture. They have to be detected during the interaction with people from that culture. This
is very difficult and requires much practice.

This course will teach you, what culture is and where to expect cultural dífferences so that you have a
framework in mind. That will he(p you to look for explanations when you want to explore another culture or want
to solve a misunderstanding. A definition of misunderstandings will be given and different forms of
misunderstandings will be discussed.

VVhat is culture`!

Usually, the term culture refers to an ethnic or national group: we talk, for instance, about the British or the German
culture. These groups are very big. Smaller groups, however, also develop their own culture within their geographic
or time boundaries. The term "organizational or corporate culture" is already known, but even a family can develop
their own "family culture", like a special humor, for instance. Culture is learnt by growing up and being influenced
by different cultural groups, like the family, peer groups, organizations, the region, and the nation(s), etc. Some
human features cannot be influenced, they are common for all human beings; others are shaped by difierent cultures.

Which features are influenced by culture'? There are several different ways to look at culture. One defmition
distinguishes between objective and subjective elements that are transmitted (Triandis, 1994). Objective elements
of culture are art, architecture and other physical features of cultural groups. Subjective elements concem behavior
standards (i.e., actions and thinking). Cultural groups develop their owm rules of which physical features they prefer
and which behavior they consider to be appropriate. Culture is defined as a network of rules. Every person bears
simultaneously features of different cultural groups.

E.g., the German ex-chancellor Kohl bears among others things features of the male culture, the
Germans culture, the Christian culture, the professional culture of politicians, and the regional
culture ofRhinelanders.

TRANSMISSION OF
CULTURAL ELEMENTSIRULES

Region ~Nation

Figure 1. Cultural influences on a person
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Three reasons to detect cultural differences

It is not necessary to detect all cultural differences. However, detecting cultural differences in intercultural contacts
is important, first, to prevent cultural misunderstandings, second to solve misunderstandings and third to broaden
the knowledge base. The latter makes it possible to increase work quality. (1) Misunderstanding another person
means assuming that one understands the message right, while being wrong about it. Being aware of the issues that
can be misunderstood allows to verify the interpretations, and to prevent further harmful consequences.

E.g., Arab people pay more attention on how something is said than on what is said contrary to
Americans where the spoken word is the most importanL An example (provided by Triand~s, 1994)
illustrates how these different standards lead to a miscommunication whose consequence was even a
war:
On January 9, 1991, the foreign minister of Iraq, the half-brother of Iraq's president, Saddam
Hussein, and the secretary of the United States, Baker, met in Geneva to attempt a last-minute
compromise that would avoid war. The half-brother of Hussein kept calling Baghdad to provide
Hussein with his evaluation of what was going on. Baker... said very clearly that the United States
would attack if Iraq did not move out ofKuweit. The Iraqis paid mainly attention to hox~ he said it
and therefore reported to Baghdad that "the Americans will not attack. They are weak. They are
calm. They are not angry. They are only talking." This wrong interpretation led them not to move
out of Kuweit and six days later the United States unleashed the Operation Desert Storm. (See
Triandis, p. 29)

(2) Being aware of the issues that could be culmrally different from what one knows is additionally important in
order not mistakenly to blame the misunderstandings on the character of a person. This is a special sort of
misunderstanding and can subsequently lead to serious interpersonal problems.

E.g., Arabs or Asians are sometimes wrongly seen as introvert and little confident during job
interviews in Westem countries and might therefore not be hired because they avoid eye contact
with superiors. This behavior is regarded as disrespectful in their culture.

(3) The third use of cultural differences lies in broadening the knowledge base. 5ome tasks are better solved when
many altemative perspectives are available. New perspectives can be drawn from culturally different beliefs (e.g.,
in eommercials) and ideas (e.a., in work procedures). Detecting the culn~ral differences at the task level can help
in those cases.

Forms of cultural differences

Cultural differences can be expected at all levels ofhuman behavioc Some differences are extemal (e.g., eating
habits, dialects) and easier to detect than intemal differences, such as the social rules of asking somebody for a favor,
or beliefs and ideas. The differences are ordered from those that are easily to detect to those that are not.

C Extemal amibutes: ways of dressing, hair style etc. 1
~ Language: vocabulary, tone pitch.

E.g., in Dutch, the word "appointment" is used for official meetings but also for meetings with
friends. In English, it sounds formal to describe a date with the word "appointment".
E.g., the German, the Dutch, the Spanish a. o. languages, have next to being on first-name terms a
formal way of addressing a person.
E.g., Gumperz (1982) found that Pakistani and Indian table servers were seen as rude because of

~on.

1
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L

4. Behavior standards: expectations, norms, roles.

Body language codes: gestures, mimics.

E.g., Dutchmen point the indexfmger toward the temple for praising another person -"What a good
idea!". Germans use this gesture for disparaging in the sense of "What a stupid behavior!"
E.g., Italian and Spanish people are more actively using their hands to underline the speech.
E.g., direct eye contact is viewed in some cultures as a sign ofopenness and honesty and in others
as obtrusive and disrespectful.
E.g., when queuing up, East-Germans have a smaller body distance than West-Germans.

They prescribe how to behave appropriately in our env'vonment. Next to personal experiences, the behavior
standards form the bases for behavior expectations.

E.g., meeting a friend on the street, he or she expects that you greet himltter.
E.g., meeting a friend in the Netherlands you should kiss him three times (a rule that is not valid for
men), in France it depends whether it should be twice or four times, indifferent from the sex. In
Germany, you only say "hello" and when you meet a close friend you give him a hug.
E.g., getting to know other people, Germans spend a long time sitting in cafes or bars talking to
each other about their background. Americans engage in sports or other physical activities.

1

Roles summarize behavior expectations.

C

E.g., a teacher is supposed to know more about his subject than his pupil. This is the universal
behavior expectation. The character of the relationship can differ between countries. In Germany,
France, Spain, the teacher behaves more as a superior towards subordinates. In the Netherlands and
the US, the teachers treat their pupils more as partners.

Beliefs and ideas: world views, religious beliefs, theoretical ideas, ideals and values, etc.

Growíng up in a cultural group or entering a cultural group, one gets influenced by their views about the
world and other people. Fairy tails, for instance, teach children which behavior is good and why.
Stereotypes are cultural beliefs about general characteristics of inembers of a cultural group.

E.g., many conflicts between generations develop when the young generation gets most influences
from peers and starts to change their preferences in dressing styles, music, life goals, etc.
E.g., the idea about who is a good spouse differs in Eastem and Westem cultures. Westem people
look more for somebody with an'exciting personality', Eastern for'a good homemaker~provider and
for'virginity' ( Buss, 1990).
E.g., Germans are stereotyped as humorless and technical, British people as eccentric.
E.g., men are stereotyped as more technically gifted than women.

Detecting cultural differences

Most cultural differences are difficult to discover and to put into words. It takes time and experience to detect them.

E.g., imagine the first day in a new firm. Your new colleagues have their own ways to do their
work, to make appointments for lunch, ways ofjoking and certain hidden hierarchies. It takes time
to figure out their customs.
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One reason for this difficulty is that differences exist at different levels ofbehavior, and not only eating habits differ
but also beliefs, e.g. about "What is a good spouse?". Those kinds of differences are not observable. Another
difficulty stems from the misleading effec[ tha[ the same behavior can have different meanings in different cultures.
E.g., Asíans sometimes politely agree on doing something saying "Yes." but mean "No" when they do not want to
offend the other. When we do not know the differences in meaning we assume our own interpretation to be generally
valid.

A situation often involves several different rules. Even one statement or gesture can have different
meanings. When we want to opt for one of them, we need to evaluate the context.

E.g., "You know, I love you," can be a serious revelation of romantic love or be meant ironically.

Misunderstandings

A misunderstanding occurs when someone wrongly interprets a message based on his own cultural standards without
noticing it. Behavior that one never came across before will not be understood at all, an effect that does not cause
problems. Problems arise when persons involved in a misunderstanding think that they have the right interpretation
and react based on this.

E.g., a Dutch professor criticizing a Chinese student's work was talking louder and louder because
he misinterpreted her smile as a sign for not understanding that he was serious. He expected her to
make a sad or guilry face. However, her culture forbids her to show negative emotions to a superior.

Three dífferent layers of misunderstandings can be distinguished, verbal behavioral and content related
misunderstandings. External attributes as such are not misunderstood, because they are perceived and not interpreted.
They might get associated with ideas about the person, but then cultural beliefs and ideas gets involved.

E.g., a so called "granula eater" is a popular stereotype in Germany about somebody eating healthy
food like granula for breakfast, wearing self-made woolen sweaters and being interested in social
issues and therapy. Personal characteristics like these might be recalled while meeting somebody
with these external attributes.

Linguistic differences cause verbal misunderstandings. Body language codes and behavioral standards lead to
behavioral rrrisunderstandings, whereby body language ís grouped under behavior. Different beliefs and ideas cause
content related misunderstandings.
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Forms of cultural Sorts of
differences

Language

Misunderstandings

Bodylanguage codes

Behavioral Standards

Beliefs and Ideas

A verbal misunderstandings

~-~

A wrong meaning is given to a word.
A word or a construction is wrongly used.
Meaning overlaps between phonemic similar words.
Intonation rules are unknown.

Verbal
Miaunderatandíngs

Behavioral
Miaunderatandings

Content related
Misunderstandings

E.g., Germans sometimes wrongly use the English verb "to irritate" with the meaning of the German
verb "irritieren" because they sound phonemically similar. However, the German verb means "to
confuse".
E.g., the English greeting-phrase "How are you doing?" only means "hello". However, non-native
English speakers often misinterpret it as real question about their well-being.

B behavioral misunderstandings

Body language codes and behavior standards are unknown. They cause misinterpretations about the
intention or the character of the speaker.

E.g., Asian people are often wrongly seen as unemotional by Westerners because Asians regard it as
impolite and immature to express feelings of anger in public situations - a behavior that is normal
among Westem people. Asians might feel bad when they get portrayed like that.
E.g., American salespeople are usually friendlier than European. Since Europeans are not used to
their behavior, they sometimes misinterpret the friendliness as fake and infer a false character.

C content related misunderstandings

Ideas and beliefs of the communication partner are unknown. Problems develop when one applies wrongly
assumed ideas.

E.g., logistic problems between Dutch and British iJN-force companies were caused from their
different measures of munition that were incompatible and not foreseen during [he planning.

1
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Appendix 7: Rule Detection Test of Study 2
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Rule Detection Test

This questionnaire is part ofa research project about intercultural communication.

First we need some demographic information and information about your experience with certain
countries. Like all your answers, this information will be treated confidentially.

What is your nationality'? ...................................................................................

Do you know some of the countries that are named below very well'? Yes No
(You may have lived there, or you may have worked with
someone from these countries.)

If "Yes", please underline that country.
If you lived in one of these countries, for how many months or years?
Please write it down next to the country.

Australia ................. Germanv.................. Portugal............................
Belgium ................... Italy......~................. South Iíorea.......................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland........................
France ..................... Nor~av................... U.S.A...............................

Are you male or female'?

In which year were you born? 19 .............

(What subject are you studying?~What is your profession?) ......................................
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Instruction to the test

1. You are going to watch a videotape. The videotape consists ofeighteen brief scenes and lasts
about 40 minutes. The scenes contain fragments of real negotiations between two persons
that in each case are from different countries. A negotiation can be seen as a game in which
two players try to win (to make profit) according to certain rules.

2. The rules of negotiation concern different aspects of shaping the negotiation talk: the way
to start the negotiation, the way to introduce yourself to the other, the way to make offers,
the way to criticize the other's offer, the way to harmonize etc. Other rules concern ways
to win the negotiation.

3. Codes ofbody language are also important. You need to know them when you judge what
the other is thinking about you, and whether the other is telling the truth.

4. After each scene you are asked to interpret behavior or to detect social rules, and to
formulate them.

5. First you read the information about the scene and the question on your form. Then you
watch the scene. When the scene is finished, please answer the question on the form.

6. You have an answer-form with all questions. Answers related to scenes I-8 have a multiple-
choice format. Questions to scenes 9-18 are open questions; they must be answered with
short descriptions. Please try to answer every question on the form. If you are not able to
answer the question then please say why.

7. There are questions about the "left-hand" and "right-hand person on the screen". Here
"left-hand" and "right-hand" refer to your own left and right facing the screen.
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Answer Form

~Question 1: From which countries are the two negotiators?

The negotiator on the left-hand side of the screen is from (please underline your choice):
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium ................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France..................... Norway................... United States of America.........

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

(Please circle a number from 1 to 5.)

The negotiator on the right-hand side of the screen is from:
Australia ................. German,y.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norwa,y................... United States of America.........

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

Question 2: From which countries are the two negotiators'?

The negotiator on the left-hand side of the screen is from (please underline your choice):
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norwav................... United States of America.........

I

How certain are ou about our answer? ve uncertain I 2 3 4 5 ve certain

The negotiator on the right-hand side of the screen is from:
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norwav................... United States of America.........

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very cenain
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~Question 3: From which countries are the two negotiators'?

The negotiator on the left-hand side of the screen is from (please underline your choice):
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium ................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norwav................... United States of America.........

1

How certain are ou about our answer`? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 ve certain

The negotiator on the right-hand side of the screen is from:
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium ................... Italy........................ South korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norwav................... United States ofAmerica.........

How certain are you about your answer? verv uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

Question 4: From which countrics are thc two negotiators?

The negotiator on the left-hand side of the screen is from (please underline your choice):
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium ................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norway................... United States of America.........

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

The negotiator on the right-hand side of the screen is from:
Australia ................. Germany.................. Portugal...............................
Belgium ................... Italy........................ South Korea..........................
China ...................... Japan...................... Spain...................................
England ................... The Netherlands........ Switzerland...........................
France ..................... Norway................... United States of America.........

I

How certain are ou about ~our answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 ve certain
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Question 5: The Dutch negotiator (left-hand side) explains something to the French nr~otiator. 1 h~ ~
Frenchman does not understand it. What does he expect the Dutchman to do`?

1 The Dutchman should literally repeat the question.
2 The Dutchman should explain what he means by 'net prices' and `discount of sales price'.

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

Question 6: The American author ( left-hand side) gets an offer from the German literary agent. } Io~~
does she view the offer he has made?

1 She is positive about the offer.
2 She is negative about the offer.

~How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

Question 7: A Gennan negotiator (left-hand side) and a Dutch negotiator bargain about price levels
of camping goods. The German wants a final offer for 2000 backpacks in addition to an
offer he has already accepted. The Dutchman offers them for level C. What does the
Gernian think about the final offer?

1 He is positive about the offer.
2 He is negative about the offer.

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain

Question 8: The German líterary agent does not want to pay royalties from the very first copy of the
book. The American author ( left-hand side) is not satisfied with this and proposes he
think it over. What does the German ( riQht-hand side) think of her objection?

1 He accepts her point and will make a better offer.
2 He rejects her point and will stick to his previous offer.

How certain are you about your answer? very uncertain 1 2 3 4 5 very certain
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The following questions are open questions. Please answer them with short descriptions.

Question 9: A German and a Dutch negotiator are bargaining about price levels which lie between
A and I. Please describe what the German ( ri ht-hand side) misunderstands and whv?

Question 10: In a negotiation, negotiators apply rules about "How to make offers?", "How to start a
conversation with someone you have never met before?", etc. This scene shows the
beginning of a negotiation between a Dutch and a Japanese negotiator. Please observe
the rules that are being obeyed by the two men. What would you do differently ifyou
were in their situation?

10.a What would you do differently than
the Dutchman'? W hy?

10.b What would you do differently than
the Japanese? Why?
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Question 11: The Dutchman (left-hand side) is asking the Japanese ifhe has already been to Holland.
The Japanese answers, among other things, that Holland is in a way similar to Japan.
Why does the Japanese say this?

l l.a Why does the Japanese say this?

l l.b What could the Japanese have said instead?

ll.c Imagine you are playing the role of the Du[chman. What could you make of the Japanese's
statemenY'

Question 12: This scene is part of the beginning of the negotiation. Both negotiators have just arrived.
What does the German (Ieft-hand side) want to achieve here?

12.a Why does the German (left-hand side) start talking about the parking problem?

12.b Why does the German start talking about the weather?

12.c What else could you ask the Dutchman ifyou were in the position of the German?
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Question 13: In this scene, both negotiators behave according to their rules about "How to make the
other agree to your proposal". Please try to empathize with both the German (left-hand
side) and the Dutchman. What would you do differently ifyou were in their situation'?

13.a What would you do differently than
the German ( left-hand side)? Why?

13.b What would you do differently than
the Dutchman ( right-hand side)? Why?

Question 14: The two negotiators are bargaining about price levels. They are trying to find a price
between the levels A and I. What do both want to achieve with their comments?

14.a The German (right-hand side) starts the sequence with the statement: "We are not very far away
from each other." What does he (indirectly) want to say by this?

14.b What is the Dutchman ( left-hand side) trying to imply by saying to the German that he has
already gone down several steps?
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Question 15: You will watch two scenes in which the negotiations have reached a similar point: the
Dutchmen who want to sell camping goods do not want to lower their prices any further.
Compare the reactions of the German ( right-hand side) in the first scene and the
Frenchman (right-hand side) in the second scene. How does the Frenchman ín the
second scene make it possible to come to an agreement?

15.a Please try to verbalize the IF-THEN-rule the German has applied here.

IF the partner says that he cannot lower the price anymore and I cannot accept it, THEN I...

IS.b Please try to verbalize the IF-THEN-rule the Frenchman has applied here.

IF the partner says that he cannot lower the price anymore and I cannot accept it, THEN I...

Question 16: You will watch 3 minutes of a negotiation. Which general social and negotiation rules
can you recognize? Please state them with their meaning. Make notes while watching the

Examples:

snecific action: p~y~jpg:
Saying "hello. " - Greeti~tg.
"We can offer you the backpacks at a lower price ". - Making a concession. Or: Sign of

cooperation.
"Could you buy tnore products from us next year? " - Extending the time ofcontract. Or: Opening

another door.
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Question 17: You will watch 3 minutes of a negotiation. Which general social and negotiation rules
can you recognize? Please state them with their meaning. Make notes while watching the
scene.

~,necifc actíon: tneantug-

Question 18: You will watch 3 minutes of a negotiation. Which general social and negotiation rules
can you recognize? Please state them with their meaning. Make notes while watching the
scene.

specific action: m~11ug:

Thank you for your participation!
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Appendix 8: Statistics of Study 2
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Table 6-1. Descriptive statistics of the effects of gender in the non-training condition

Ques[ion
No.

Control condition
Without training
N-43

Male (N-2S) Female (N-18)
Mean SD Mean SD U Sign.

1. ,5600 ,5066 ,6111 ,5016 213,500 n.s
2. 1,0000 ,0000 1,0000 ,0000 225,000 n.s.
3. ,5200 ,5099 ,7222 ,4609 179,500 n.s.
4. ,7200 ,4583 ,4444 ,5113 163,000 n.s.
S. ,3600 ,4899 ,1111 ,3234 169,000 n.s.
6. ,8400 ,SS38 ,8333 ,9235 208,000 n.s.
7. ,5200 ,5859 ,7222 ,6691 189,000 n.s.
8. ,8000 ,6455 ~ ,2778 ,4609 127,000 031
9. ,5600 ,5831 ,3889 ,5016 192,000 n.s.
10. ,4800 ,5099 ,SSS6 ,5113 208,000 n.s.
Il. ,5200 ,5099 ,7222 ,5745 18S,S00 n.s.
12. ,3600 ,4899 ,4444 ,S 113 206,000 n.s.
13. ,5600 ,5066 ,7778 ,4278 176,000 n.s.
14. ,7200 ,5416 ,6111 ,5016 204,000 n.s.
1S. ,6800 ,SS68 1,OSS6 ,7254 164,500 n.s.
16. ,7200 ,4583 ,8333 ,3835 199,500 n.s.
17. ,7200 ,8426 ,5000 ,S 14S 198,000 n.s.
18. ,5200 ,5099 ,8333 ,6183 166,500 n.s.
19. ,4400 ,5066 ,5000 ,6183 218,500 n.s.
20. ,6000 ,5000 ,6111 ,5016 222,500 n.s.
21. ,6800 ,4761 ,6667 ,485] 222,000 n.s.
22. ,2400 ,4359 ,3889 ,5016 191,500 n.s.
23. ,0080 ,2769 ,1667 ,3835 205,500 n.s.
24. 4,2800 2,1703 4,8333 1,6179 187,500 n.s.
25. 2,7200 1,3392 3,3889 I,SOOS 170,000 n.s.
26. 3,6000 1,8484 3,7222 1,9037 215,000 n.s.
27. SUMRD 21,8000 7,5388 23,8333 6,0318 183,000 n.s.
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Table 6-1 continued. Uescriptive statistics of the effects of gender in the training
condition

Question
No.

Experimental condition
With raining
N-54

Male (N-25) Female (N-29)
Mean SD Mean SD U Sign.

l. ,7647 ,4306 ,6000 ,5026 284.00 n.s.
2. ,8529 ,3595 ,7500 ,4443 305.00 n.s.
3. ,5882 ,4996 ,4500 ,5104 293.00 n.s.

4. ,5588 ,5040 ,7500 ,4443 275.00 n.s.
5. ,2059 ,4104 ,2000 ,4104 238.00 n.s.
6. 1,3824 ,9216 1,3500 ,6708 232.00 n.s.

7. ,9412 ,8143 1,1000 ,7881 308.00 n.s.
8. ,9706 ,8699 ,9000 ,7182 33000 n.s.
9. ,6471 ,7337 ,9000 ,7182 269.00 n.s.
10. 1,0000 ,3482 ,9500 ,3940 324.00 n.s.
11. 1,0588 ,7361 1,1000 ,5525 325.00 n.s.

12. 1,0294 ,5766 1,0000 ,5620 331.50 n.s.
13. 1,0588 ,3430 ,9000 ,4472 290.00 n.s.
14. 1,0588 ,3430 1,0500 ,3940 337.50 n.s.
15. 1,2059 ,9779 1,3500 ,7452 295.00 n.s.
16. ,8235 ,5205 ,7500 ,5501 317.00 n.s.
17. ,8235 ,5758 ,8000 ,5231 335.00 n.s.

18. ,6765 ,5349 ,8500 ,6708 296.00 n.s.
19. ,5882 ,5569 ,9000 ,6407 254.00 n.s.
20. ,9118 ,2879 1,4500 2,2589 311.50 n.s.
21. ,9118 ,2879 ,9500 ,2236 327.00 n.s.
22. ,9412 ,5472 ,8000 ,6959 297.00 n.s.
23. ,7647 ,6541 1,1000 ,5525 246.00 n.s.
24. 6,3529 3,2834 5,4500 2,1879 294.50 n.s.
25. 4,3824 1,6146 4,1500 1,7852 302.00 n.s.
26. 5,9412 2,7074 4,5500 1,9861 245.00 n.s.
27.SUMRD 34,4706 7,8325 33,0000 7,2909 317.50 n.s.
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Samenvatting

Het onderwerp van deze dissertatie is het effect van cultuurverschillen op communicatie en
coáperatie tussen mensen vanuit verschillende culturen. De dissertatie omvat twee onderdelen:
Deel I heeft betrekking op de verklaring van cultuureffec[en in teams; Deel II heeft betrekking
op een trainingsmethode voor het herkennen van cultuurverschillen. Het idee voor de
trainingsmethode is ontstaan in verband met een onverwacht empirisch resultaat van Deel I. Dit
gaf aanleiding te veronderstellen dat de vaardigheid voor het herkennen van cultuurverschillen
een voorwaarde is om gebruik te kunnen maken van cultureel diverse kennisbestanden.

Aanleiding voor het onderzoek waren zowel problemen in de praktijk van internationaal
samenwerken, als ook tegenstrijdige resultaten in de literatuur over effecten van
groepsheterogeniteit. In berichten van joint ventures en andere internationale
samenwerkingsverbanden is er vaak spraak van communicatieproblemen en conflicten tussen
medewerkers van verschillende landen. Dergelijke moeilijkheden kunnen een serieuze bedreiging
voor een succesvolle samenwerking vormen. Een andere reden voor onderzoek zijn tegenstrijdige
resultaten die empirisch onderzoek over groepsheterogeniteit heeft opgeleverd. Deze resultaten
tonen aan dat cultuurverschillen zowel positieve als ook negatieve effecten kunnen hebben:
positieve effecten zouden tot stand komen door een hoger potentiaal aan ideeën en zienswijzen,
waardoor betere oplossingen kunnén worden gecreëerd (bijv. Knight et al., 1999). Negatieve
effecten zouden onder meer door coórdinatieproblemen (Milliken 8r. Martins, 1996) en
communicatieproblemen veroorzaakt worden, waardoor de groepsproductiviteit zou afnemen
(bijv. Watson, Kumar, 8c Michaelsen, 1993).

In Deel I van de dissertatie (hoofdstuk 1-4) wordt een verklaring voor deze tegengestelde
effecten van cultuurverschillen op het niveau van cognitieve processen ontwikkeld en empirisch
getoetst. De trainingsmethode van Dee] II (hoofdstuk 5-7) zou onderdeel van een
trainingsprogramma kunnen worden waarmee cultureel diverse groepen positieve effecten van
culturele diversiteit kunnen maximaliseren.

In hoofdstuk 1 is de literatuur op het gebied van groepsheterogeniteit in sociale
psychologie en organisatie studies samengevat. Er wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen twee
onderzoeksstromingen: de eerste zoekt naar een optimale groepscompositie, dus naar dimensies
die overwegend naar positieve effecten leiden; de tweede stroming bestudeert de verhouding van
positieve en negatieve effecten over de tijd en probeert te bepalen wanneer de positieve effecten
zichtbaar worden. Uit de bestaande literatuur leken geen hypotheses af te leiden over mogelijke
positieve en negatieve effecten van enkele cultuurdimensies. Daarom is er voor gekozen om dit
onderzoek in de tweede stroming te plaatsen. Hypothesen over de ontwikkeling van
cultuureffecten over de tijd zijn geformuleerd die het volgende voorstellen. Negatieve effecten
(bijv. communicatieproblemen) nemen afover de tijd, en positieve effecten (bijv. bijdragen m.b.t.
de taak) nemen toe. Dit verschijnsel vindt zowel in heterogene als in homogene groepen plaats,
maar in sterkere mate in heterogene groepen dan in homogene. Hoe meer tijd de groepen met
communicatieproblemen kwijt zijn hoe minder tijd ze hebben voor hun eigenlijke werk. Pas nadat
groepen hebben geleerd hun communicatieproblemen te beheersen, kunnen ze zich op hun werk
concentreren en kunnen heterogene groepen beter gaan presteren dan homogene groepen.
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In hoofdstuk 2 worden drie conceptuele raamwerken voor het onderzoeken van
cultuureffecten in groepen over de tijd besproken. De conclusie is dat deze raamwerken niet
geschikt zijn om de zowel positieve als negatieve cultuureffecten over de tijd te bestuderen.
Daarom worden in hoofdstuk 3 op basis van bestaand, empirisch onderzoek factoren voor een
altematief raamwerk geselecteerd dat de basis vormt voor een empirische studie.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft het empirisch onderzoek over groepsheterogeniteit. Tien groepjes
van studenten uit drie of vier verschillende landen werden vergeleken met tien groepjes van
studenten die uit één land of uit twee verschillende landen kwamen. De groepjes hebben elk vier
uur lang ideeën voor een nieuw spel verzameld en bediscussieerd en een spel-handleiding
geschreven. Aansluitend hebben de groepsleden een vragenlijst over hun groepsfunctioneren
ingevuld. Bovendien werden video-opnames gemaakt van iedere groep, die later door
observatoren werden gecodeerd. De resultaten waren gedeeltelijk conform en gedeeltelijk niet
conform de verwachtingen. Zoals verwacht, is gevonden dat cultureel hoog-diverse groepen in
het begin minder ideeën genereren dan cultureel laag-diverse groepen. Echter, de verschillen zijn
alleen significant als de zes aparte vornien van taakbijdragen gesommeerd worden. Het
belemmerende effect van culturele diversiteit moet derhalve met enige twijfel geïnterpreteerd
worden, temeer omdat het veronderstelde verband met communicatieprobleem niet kon worden
aangetoond. Bevindingen die niet-conform met de verwachting waren, zijn dat hoog-diverse
groepen niet meer communicatieproblemen hebben dan laag-diverse groepen, en dat hoog-diverse
groepen niettemin aan het einde niet meer taakbijdragen hebben getoond dan laag-diverse
groepen, terwijl communicatieproblemen geen aantoonbare belemmerende effecten op de
participatie uitoefenden.

Verschillende redenen kunnen worden aangenomen waarom de resultaten deels niet in lijn
met de verwachtingen waren: (1) Cultuurverschillen leiden niet naar communicatieproblemen in
groepen. (2) Andere factoren hebben het verband tussen culturele diversiteit en
communicatieproblemen, c.q. tussen culturele diversiteit en taakbijdragen aan het einde van het
groepsproces, beïnvloed. (3) Methodologische artefacten door tekortkomingen van design en
operationalisaties kunnen de uitkomsten hebben vertekend. (4) Groepsleden hebben zonder
speciale training geen greep op hun taak-gerelateerde cultuurverschillen--aangenomen dat
cultuurverschillen op het niveau van ideeën wel zullen bestaan. Deze laatste mogelijkheid werd
in Deel II verder onderzocht.

In Deel II wordt een methode ontwikkeld en getoetst om de vaardigheid in het herkennen
van cultuurverschillen te trainen. Naast een effect op het aantal ideeën, zou deze vaardigheid ook
kunnen helpen achter moeilijkheden te komen die aanvankelijk het groepsproces belemmeren.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een conceptualisatie van cultuur als een verzameling van regels beschreven.
Deze conceptualisering maakt het mogelijk zowel positieve als negatieve cultuureffecten te
verklaren. Bovendien kunnen interactiepartners hun cultureel diverse regels--anders dan brede,
onderliggende cultuurdimensies--tijdens een voortgaande interactie zonder hulpmiddelen
zichtbaar maken.

De methode voor het trainen van detectie van culturele regels werkte met video-opnames
van interculturele scènes waardoor trainees niet alleen van verbale, maar ook van niet-verbale
informatie gebruik konden maken. Empirische data verkregen van 47 ongetrainde en 52 getrainde
studenten wijzen er, binnen de beperkingen van een enkele studie, op dat de methode succesvo]
was.
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In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een aanzet gemaakt om het cognitief proces van regeldetectie verder
te beschrijven. Dit proces lijkt van belang, maar de trainingsevaluatie-data gaven daarin verder
geen inzicht. Er wordt gesteld dat cultuurverschillen door leden van een groep worden
gedetecteerd als zich misverstanden voordoen. Wanneer signalen van een misverstand worden
waargenomen, kan men beginnen het achterliggende cultuurverschil te traceren en vervolgens
onder woorden brengen. Deze beschrijving zou een basis kunnen vormen voor verder empirisch
onderzoek naar de vaardigheid om cultuurverschillen te herkennen. Andere mogelijkheden zijn
een verbetering van de operationalisatie van culturele heterogeniteit, en het vergroten van taak
gerelateerde verschillen in teams terwijl tegelijkertijd de diversiteit in gedragsregels kleiner wordt
gemaakt.

Hoewel voor de praktische implicaties rekening moet worden gehouden met een aantal
beperkingen in ontwerp en omvang van het empirisch onderzoek, wijzen de theoretische analyse
en de empirische bevindingen toch wel in een bepaalde richting. Een cultuurdefinitie in termen
van detecteerbare regels biedt mogelijkheden voor quasi-experimenteel onderzoek met een
behoorlijke mogelijkheid tot controle op de validiteit van uitkomsten. Verder lijkt de ontwikkelde
trainingsmethode een gewenste aanvulling te vormen op bestaande methoden van interculturele
communicatie training.
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With greater levels of international cooperation, work-groups are
incre.~singly composed of inembers from different cultures. These
~roups often suffer from communication problems; however, research
suggests that they also benefit from their members cultural diversity
and generate higher ranges of problem perspectives. This thesis
investigates two questions: first, when do diverse groups generate a
higher range of perspectives; second, which skill do group members
need to benefit from cultural diversity? In order to investigate the
conditions for diversity benefits, student groups of high national
t!'iversity were compared with student groups of low national diversity
vvhile working together creating a new game. Empirical findings
suggest, first, cultural diversity inhibits idea generation in the initial
stage; second, cultural diversity affects communication much less then
expected, and, third, the absence of communication difficulties is no
sufficient condition for achieving the diversity benefits. The author
concludes that without training, group members have difficulty
detecting cultural differences that could lead to greater idea variation.
Hence, the second part of the thesis proposes a training method for the
skill to detect cultural differences. An evaluation study of the training
method comparing trained with un-trained students supports the
effectiveness of the training method.
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